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The BG News 
.ugust 26,   1998 A daily independent student press Volume 85«  No.  2 
■ Deanne Knoblauch 
was named new 
women's basketball 
coach. 
■ Falcon hockey team Is 
looking to Improve after 
worst season in University 
history. 
Ribeau stresses priorities 
University Presi- 
dent Sidney 
Ribeau (left and 
bottom) delivered 
his annual open- 
ing day address 
to the campus 
community Mon- 
day. His address 
focused on the six 
main priorities set 
for the institution 
this academic 
year. 
BG News Photos/SCOTT FAUBER 
■ Trustees give President 
Ribeau a near 25 per- 
cent raise as tuition rises. 
■ Firelands dean pre- 
pares to step down next 
year. 
■ BGPD ends "zero toler- 
ance" motto in fear of 
student riots. 
■ Students can get 
involved in local BG poli- 
tics. 
□ University President 
underscores core val- 
ues and key priorities 
for academic year dur- 
ing his opening day 
remarks. 
ByDARLAWARNOCK 
The BG News  
When President Sidney 
Ribeau came to the Universtiy, 
he had a vision. 
To make BGSU the premier 
learning community in the state 
of Ohio and one of the best in the 
nation. 
The method of obtaining this 
vision is simple: Add many more 
students, a few more dollars and 
a touch of community-minded- 
ness. 
This year, the University has 
identified six main priorities to 
follow to move closer to acheiv- 
ing the vision statement. 
The six priorities are: Recruit- 
ment; Student success; Faculty 
and staff compensation; gradu- 
ate educaation and research; Pro- 
fessional training and develop- 
ment programs; and Assessment 
of academic and non-academic 
programs and the way in which 
the programs are delivered. 
Ribeau underscored each of 
the priorities in his hour-long 
speech, which ran through each 
of the core values of the Univer- 
sity. 
Ribeau stressed how much the 
University has changed over the 
past few years. 
He said for a long time he sat 
back and nodded his head as 
many people told him the the 
enrollment challenge was too 
large to take on. 
And when people told him his 
ideas were to big, he nodded his 
head. 
After all, he was told, "this is 
only Bowling Green." 
Regardless, the enrollment 
initiative continued, the commu- 
nity building continued and the 
vision statement was put into 
motion. 
This academic year, 16 percent 
more freshmen are enrolled. 
"That's an incredible accom- 
plishment," Ribeau said. "We 
have not comprimised our acad- 
emic standards. Everyone really 
needs to savor this victory." 
The next step is keeping the 
new students at the University 
through until graduation. 
"We've become very good at 
cranking out degrees," he said. 
"With good graduates, our stock 
goes up in with the public." 
Ribeau also said he wants to 
raise salaries of faculty and staff 
over the next several years. 
He made brief mention of 
thenear   25   percent   raise   the 
Board of Trustees gave him this 
year, which bumps up his salary 
to $205,000 per year. 
"I'm appreciative of that and I 
will continue to try to meet their 
needs," I'm tenacious in the pur- 
suit of goals." 
He stressed how the Universi- 
ty's core values - respect for one 
another, cooperation, intellectual 
and  spiritual growth,  creative 
imaginings and pride in a job 
well done - tie into how the Uni- 
versity operates and the impres- 
sion students get about the insti- 
tution. 
"This innovative curriculum 
will assist us as we model the 
way for our studetns by not only 
embracing the five core values, 
but also incorportaing them into 
our dailv lives," Ribeau said. 
Falcon fever 
Fall frenzy begins with ten teams to follow 
Opinion 2       Jason    v 
Page Three 3      strasser,   ^ 
Organizations 14      iu",or 
Classifieds 31      kK.wil. 
be kicking 
for the Fal- 
con foot- 
ball    team 
•Anyone who has  mi,year 
never made a mis- 
take has never tried 
anything new." 
Albert Einstein 




By TOD McCLOSKEY 
The BG News 
Photo/SCOTT 
FAUBER 
Two of Bowling Green's nine fall Inter- 
collegiate teams have been picked to win 
the Mid-American Conference this year. 
The  Falcons  men's soccer and  women's 
cross country teams are expected to win the 
conference title.  Both of these programs have 
been two of the best In BG over the past few years. 
The men's soccer team Is coached by Mel Mahler. 
Under Mahler, the Falcons have won the MAC 
three straight years, while advancing to the NCAA 
sweet 16 the past two seasons. 
The women's cross country team Is coached by 
Steve Price. Under Price BG won the MAC title in ^95 
and '96. while finishing second last year. The '95 
Falcons were the first women's cross country team 
from the MAC to make It to the NCAA meet. Only 22 
teams in the nation compete In that race. 
The BG football team, a two-time MAC champion 
In the '90s, has fell on hard times the past three 
years. From 1995-97 the team posted records of 5- 
6, 4-7 and 3-8 respectively. But this year, the Fal- 
cons were given five points in the USA Today/ESPN 
poll, only one of two teams that had votes. 
BG plays in Doyt Perry Stadium, a landmark of 
the campus as seen from 1-75 and Is close to Harsh- 
man and Kreischer dormitories. Perry Stadium 
holds 30.599 people. 
Near the stadium Is the BGSU Ice Arena, home of 
the Falcon hockey team. Though BG finished last In 
the Central Collegiate Hockey Association last year. 
the team can compete with anyone In the nation and 
expects to make the conference playoffs this year. 
Further inside the campus Is Anderson Arena, 
the home of the men's and women's basketball 
teams, as well as the Falcon volleyball team. 
Last year, the Falcon netters were quickly ousted 
from the MAC playoffs in the first round. But, with 
seven returning players BG knows this year's team 
has the ability to get past the first round. 
Other intercollegiate fall sports Include women's 
soccer, which starts their second season at Valpralso 
on Sept. 1. 
The men's and women's golf teams (see related 
stories page 27) are both returning experienced 
players and have their sights on the MAC title. 
Though, the men's cross country team is still 
looking for a coach, the team has remained focused 
on the season ahead (see related story page 26). 
new website for interac- 
tive reporting and 
updated news: 
bgnews.com 
If you have a news tip or 
have an idea for a story, 
call anytime and ask to 
speak with an editor. 
372-6966 
Breaking ground in diversity issues 
University, city participate invited to Governor's Conference 
If' 
□ Officials were invited to 
attend the conference by 
Governor Voinovich. 
By BRANDI BARHITE 
The BG News  
The University together with the city of 
Bowling Green are continuing their quest 
to strengthen diversity and racial rela- 
tions. Several University faculty and city 
officials were invited to present at the 
Governor's Challenge Conference in 
Columbus, Ohio today. 
Charles Middleton, provost and vice 
president for academic affairs, said the 
invitation tells a lot about the perception 
others have about BGSU. 
"This is a great honor. It shows goods 
things are going on here," he said. 
The University and the city of Bowling 
Green were selected by the office of Gov- 
ernor George Voinovich as one of four 
communities to attend the first annual 
conference in Columbus. Columbus, 
Cincinnati, and Cleveland were the other 
cities invited to attend. 
Middleton said the University and the 
city were chosen because of President Sid- 
ney Ribeau's involvement with "Educat- 
ing One Third of a Nation" last fall and 
because of the programs the University 
has initiated to promote positive racial 
relations. He said the University is a 
leader in diversity issues. 
"This is a unique experience," Middle- 
ton said. "We were invited because of the 
work we have done. We focus on interac- 
tion with the city." 
Middleton said the University and the 
city will be presenting a portion of the 
conference. He said they will be dis- 
cussing the work that has been done in 
the past year with diversity and continue 
to stress the importance of city interaction 
at the conference. Wes Hoffman, mayor of 
Bowling Green will also be attending and 
will present a public proclamation dedi- 
• See DIVERSITY, page six. 




From life's experiences comes your niche, don't give up 
By NATALIE MILLER 
 The BG News  
Some people may be com- 
plaining about being back in BG, 
but not me. After spending the 
summer in a big city (Chicago) 
and working a "real job," I'm 
extremely excited to be back. 
I've been back here for a 
week, and no one has come up to 
me on the street and asked for 
money. My apartment has no 
cockroaches or leaky faucets. 
And no one has asked me to 
make 3,000 copies of one docu- 
ment. 
When I first got to Chicago, I 
had a lot to deal with, including 
starting a new job, living in a 
new apartment and dealing with 
city life. I had to deal with some 
people's perceptions of Ohio — 
that there's nothing here except 
farms; that I had no idea about 
public transportation; that 
there's no "real" culture here. 
Dozens of people thought I went 
to school in Bowling Green, Ken- 
tucky. 
My goal last year was to get 
out of Ohio. But by the middle 
of the summer, I missed it. It's 
where I've lived my whole life. 1 
mostly missed the familiarity. I 
missed the confidence of know- 
ing how to go somewhere with- 
out a map, and knowing what to 
expect when I got there. 
Bowling Green isn't a typical 
town because of all the students, 
and I missed it the most. I love 
walking down the street and 
running into familiar people. I 
know where stuff is — I can give 
directions to freshman. It's nice 
to be recognized as a roommate, 
friend, neighbor, staff member 
and student. I feel like I belong 
here. 
Don't think I didn't love some 
things about Chicago. It has 
some of everything. 
It just depends what you're 
looking for. And it's big. It's big 
enough for two baseball teams, 
two airports and seven million 
people's lives. Big enough for a 
million businesses. I was 
impressed with the number and 
variety of people, restaurants 
and activities. You can find 
almost anything there. 
But the disadvantage to big is 
that an individual can get lost. I 
don't think you can survive in a 
city alone. It is a necessity to get 
involved. I didn't feel at home 
till I met my neighbors, joined a 
martial arts school and went to 
social activities with people from 
my job. You must put down 
roots to find your niche. It was 
hard for me to only be there for 
three months. I was just getting 
settled. But I really missed my 
life here. It's where my family is, 
and where I've created memo- 
ries. 
Bowling Green means a lot to 
me because I've spent three 
years creating my niche here. I 
joined the newspaper my first 
year, met people in my dorms 
and made friends. It's always the 
same starting out in a new place 
— you need to decide what you 
want to do. Now that I'm a 
senior, I'm pleased with what 
I've been able to do. 
People who leave the Univer- 
sity often do it because they feel 
alone or like they don't fit in. 
That's what I felt like around 
July this summer — like the 
adjustment was too hard and 
that it would just be easier to 
quit. Doing something new often 
means being weak before you 
can learn to be strong. But I did- 
n't give up. Instead I utilized the 
great resources of Chicago. I 
made up my mind to be happy 
with my situation. I was, after 
all, the one who chose it. 
And no one is keeping you in 
Bowling Green. So make the best 
of it. Make a life for yourself here 
and your time will fly by. When 
you look back at your college 
years, they can be full of memo- 
ries. You decide. 
U.S. bombings in 
Afghanistan won't 
stop terrorism 
By MIKE WENDLING 
 The BG News  
In the Vietnam War, the Unit- 
ed States fought a hidden enemy 
on unfamiliar terrain with out- 
dated battle strategies. Now, the 
war is against terrorism but the 
conditions remain much the 
same—with one important dif- 
ference. Instead of a war limited 
to a tiny third world country, the 
struggle that the U.S. entered 
into on Aug. 20 is on a world- 
wide scale. 
Not even military officials 
believe that the missile strikes 
against Afghanistan and Sudan 
will quell terrorist violence. The 
nation is holding its breath, hop- 
ing that the next attack will be 
foiled, or, somewhat more pes- 
simistically, that the death count 
will not rise too high. 
Terrorist groups will strike 
again, and they will kill again.. 
This is guaranteed by the 
dozens, or perhaps hundreds, of 
various groups willing to use 
violence to try to further their 
causes. The United States, and 
especially U.S. foreign policy, 
will continue to act as a magnet, 
attracting the anger and hatred 
of Islamic fundamentalists and 
Michigan militiamen. 
The media, being either led on 
or kept in the dark by the gov- 
ernment, has been using the 
word "terrorist" in a catch-all 
fashion. Screaming headlines 
like "War on Terrorism" conjure 
up images of a group of evil men 
meeting in a basement bunker lit 
by a single light bulb, each with 
their own distinct and grotesque 
features, like something out of 
Dick Tracy comic books. 
Those images could not be 
further from the truth. Modem 
terrorism works on many differ- 
ent levels and in scores of 
nations. It is the decentralization 
of terrorist networks, as well as 
the availability of weapons and 
weapons knowledge, that will 
make  terrorists impervious to 
conventional military action. 
It's my guess that the missile 
strikes will knock out a portion 
of the terrorist capability of one 
small group, whilst raising the 
ire of many more such groups 
sympathetic to Osama bin 
Laden's twisted mission. Terror- 
ist attacks on America and its cit- 
izens, as well as third parties (as 
we saw in the recent African 
bombings) will provoke further 
reprisal from military forces, 
thus sparking more attempts at 
revenge and completing the cir- 
cle of violence. 
We've entered a war with no 
clear enemy, no foreseeable end 
and no predictable limit to either 
military or civilian casualties. 
Many terrorists are fighting a 
true holy war, and they can 
match and even exceed our 
devotion to fanatical causes 
(even though the U.S. govern- 
ment prefers phrases like "mak- 
ing the world safe for democra- 
cy" rather than "jihad"). 
Much like in Vietnam, U.S. 
forces will be engaged on the 
enemy's turf. The government 
only worries about Third World 
countries when they have gold 
or communism. 
Consider the events of the 
past month. Bombings of 
embassies in Kenya and Tanza- 
nia led to strikes against installa- 
tions in Afghanistan and Sudan. 
I highly doubt that most Ameri- 
cans could point to these coun- 
tries on a world map (I myself 
have confronted the limits of my 
geographical knowledge). 
While military intelligence 
might know where these coun- 
tries and suspected terrorist 
bases are, in many cases their 
knowledge does not go far 
beyond basic facts. 
It has been reported that the 
Central Intelligence Agency is 
several years away from infiltrat- 
ing terrorist groups, which is 
probably one of the most effec- 
tive ways of keeping tabs on and 
stopping terrorist activities. The 
CIA has only a few agents who 
'WELCOME   TO C0LUGC..: 
Letters to the Editor policy 
Th« BG News encourages readers' Input 10 discuss topics of Interest In 
the BGSU community. If you would like to have something printed in The 
BG News, we offer you two formats. 
■ Letters to the Editor. Letters are to be less than 500 words (less than 
two typed, double-spaced pages). 
■ Guest Columns. Longer pieces (between 800-900 words) can be submit- 
ted as Guest Columns. Guest columns will be subtect to space limitations 
and considered based on topic relevance and quality. 
Please Include your address, major, academic class and phone number 
(phone numbers are for verification only and will not be published). If 
you are not a BGSU student, please provide your position and affiliation 
with the University or community. 
Letters must be typed, not handwritten. Letters brought in on a Macin- 
tosh-compatible disk are preferred. Bring the letter to Room 210 West 
Hall, or e-mail us at bgnews*bgnet.bgsu.edu Be prepared to show valid 
Identification upon receipt of letter. Anonymous letters will be printed If 
valid identification Is given and the editorial board deems anonymity Is In 
the proper Interests or the writer. 
Space limitations may prevent The News from printing all letters 
received. The News reserves the right to edit any and all letters. The Edi- 
torial Board acknowledges all entries submitted for publication 
speak Arabic, and even fewer 
who speak African and Middle 
Eastern languages. 
We are in over our head with 
places and countries that we 
know little about and which are 
as foreign to us as Mars. 
Afghanistan has no television 
stations and less than 15 miles of 
railways. Most of Sudan's air- 
port runways are unpaved. 
These kinds of conditions, if 
faced by U.S. forces, will make 
Saudi Arabia during the Gulf 
War look like the Garden of 
Eden. We won't just be able to 
launch cruise missiles every now 
and then and hope the bad guys 
will go away. Brace yourselves, 
because we're in for a long, dead- 
ly fight. 
PEOPLE ON THE STREET 
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Graduate students of Tech- 
nology coupon book sales 
opening day (10 a.m.) 
Steps of Education Build- 
ing. The coupon book contains 
buy-one-get-one-free offers for 
eats and leisure activities like 
pizza, golf, burgers, video 
rentals, etc. from over 30 local 
businesses like Pisanello's, 
Burger King, Al-Mar Lanes 
and many more. Books are $12 
which is bursarable, and they 
will be on sale in front of the 
Education Building and Stu- 
dent Union until Sept. 18. 
Men's soccer hosts Wright 
State (scrimmage) (5 p.m.) 
Cochrane Field. Falcons face 
the Raiders. 
Thursday, 8/27/98 
Adobe Premier Workshop 
(8 a.m. - 2 p.m.) 
Media 100 Lab. Examine this 
powerful video editing software 
package, designed for both the 
novice user and the professional 
in this workshop. Class meets 
through Aug. 29. Fee. To register 
or for more information, call 
Continuing Education, Interna- 
tional & Summer Programs at 
419/372-8181. 
Friday, 8/28/98 
Summer Musical Theater 
presents "My Fair Lady" 
(8 p.m.) 
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musi- 
cal Arts Center. Tickets on 'ale 
Aug. 24. Call 372-8171 for ticket 
information. 
Saturday, 8/29/98 
Summer Musical Theater 
presents "My Fair Lady" 
(8 p.m.) 
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musi- 
cal Arts Center. 
Sunday, 8/30/98 
Hillel's annnal fall picnic 
(3 p.m.) 
Carter Park, Campbell Hill 
Road. This picnic is a great 
opportunity to meet other Jew- 
ish students and faculty mem- 
bers and to learn more about the 
BGSU Hillel. Students needing a 
ride can meet in front of Ander- 
son Arena at 2:45 p.m. 
Tuesday, 9/1798 
Women's soccer at Val- 
paraiso (4 p.m.) 
Valparaiso, bnd. 
Men's soccer hosts Detroit 
(5 p.m.) 
Cochrane Field. Season open- 
er against the Titans. 
Muay Thai Cardlo-Kickbox- 
ing (6:30 p.m.) 
Combatives/dance area, Stu- 
dent Rec Center. This club will 
use the techniques of Muay Thai 
Kirkboxing to get in shape, burn 
fat. build muscle, increase flexi- 
bility and expand lung capacity, 
all while learning the world's 
most   effective   form   of   self- 
"Upcoming EvrnU" is a service to our 
reader* borrowed daUy via Ihe Uni- 
versity web page. The calendar of 
events on the web page h" * more 
complete listing of events and can be 
accessed through 'www.bgsu.edu''. 
defense. Most of all the purpose 
of the club is to have fun! 
Gymnastics Team program 
(6:30 p.m. - 8 p.m.) 
Eppler N. Gymnastics Room. 
This program, for advanced 
beginning, intermediate and 
advanced students, is designed 
to help students develop their 
gymnastics skills. Fee. Class 
meets through Oct. 8. For more 
information or to register, call 
Continuing Education, Interna- 
tional and Summer Programs at 
419/372-8181. 
Volleyball "Meet the Team'' 
night (7 p.m.) 
Anderson Arena. Come watch 
the BGSU volleyball team com- 
pete in their season home opener 
against arch-rival Toledo. Before 
the match, receive your Subway 
sub, team picture and a Pepsi. 
After the match, the team will be 
introduced and fans can get 
autographs of their favorite 
players. 
Volleyball vs. Toledo (7 p.m.) 
Anderson Arena. The Falcons 
open the 1998 season with a non- 
league match against the arch- 
rival Rockets. This contest will 
not count in the Mid-American 
Conference standings. 
Wednesday, 9/2/98 
Real Estate principles and 
practices (6 p.m. - 9 p.m.) 
2 College Park. Acquire basic 
knowledge for handling person- 
al real estate problems in this 
course. 
In 1972, the BGSU College 
fflclal" campus areas for si i 
priate aftire for women to ur, 
sundresses^ 
lan^aapk design a in 1 
iba tiling, 
H i 
li . The appro- 
n these areas was 
wiinri V/iWi 
Monkey business not so busy 
NEW YORK, NY. — He's 28, beefy and lives in a funky New York pad with five interested females. 
But Dan, a 400-pound gorilla at the Bronx Zoo, isn't a swinger In fact MO officials say thatas a love machine, this 
ape is a dud. 
Shipped in from Sail Lake City as part of .1 national breeding exchange program, Dan's sexual indifference has- 
n't yet worried his new handlers. 
"Do we need Viagra? No!" said Jim Doherty, Ihe zoo's general curator. 
For now, Dan's libido is awaiting a jump-start fmm Patty Cake, Julia, Tunko, Paki and Holli. The opportuni- 
ty is there: Each is in heat once a month. So far, Dan just jumps up and down and claps his hands. 
Doherty notes that Dan is still a novice in matters of the heart: "He's never been with five females," much less fi 
ve who "present themselves" to him in a suggestive fashion. Z<x> officials aren't panicking. Dan just might be 
shy, or just picky. Noted Doherty: "There is a factor of compatibility, just as there is with people." 
Or he may be gay. "There's just no way of telling," he said Thursday. 
Here she comes ... Miss Crustacean 
OCEAN CITY, N.J. — You'll have to forgive the contestants in one local beauty pageant if they seem, well, a lit- 
tle crabby. Thai's because they're all crustaceans, each clawing Iheir way toward the title of Miss Crustacean 1998. 
On Wednesday, a hermit crab called Crabopatra wowed the judges and won the Cucumber Rind Cup — plus 
the right to crawl down a flower-bedecked runway as more than 100 people sang "Here it comes. Miss Crus- 
tacean." 
The pageant, a shameless publicity stunt staged on the beach for 23 years in a row, has clawed its way into A 
mericana and won national attention for this popular summertime resort. The 39 entries also featured Leonar- 
do DiCrabrio, a crab with a puffy white shirt, brown trousers and a bunch of cotton balls masquerading as an ice 
berg. 
Dead woman claims social security 
CHARLESTON, W.Va. — Despite being officially dead, Rosie Nelson nevertheless struggled into the Social Secu 
rity Office for a nice little chat. 
Mrs. Nelson, 64, who has collected Social Security disability benefits since a 1981 back injury, was notified by let- 
ter Friday that she died June 29. Her benefits were cut off. 
Officials only backed down after Mrs. Nelson appeared in person — very much breathing — with documenta- 
tion and a picture I.D. in hand to prove her continuing existence. 
"It was harder to prove she was alive than she was dead," said Mrs. Nelson's daughter, Donna Lappert. 
Carolyn Cheezum, a spokeswoman at Ihe Social Security office in Washington, DC, said Wednesday her office 
often takes reports of death by telephone. 
"Evidently, they got the information but forgot to ask who was calling," Mrs. Lappert said. "We don't know 
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8 Tiresome 
speech 
14 John's Yoko 
15 Fencing sword 
16 Dishevel 
17 t-ellows 




2? Actress Lupino 
23 Put on Ihe 
feedbag 
24 Some: f~r 
25 Boastful talk 
28 Low points 
30 Quirky 
31 Runny cheese 
32 Also 
33 Fruit beverage 
34 End of a steal 
35 Pickling agent 
37 Distress letters 
38 Duck down 
39 Like some 
buckets 
40 Practiced skill 
41 Finale 
42 Above 
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60 Writer Kesey 
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crossword, look on the 
web: www.bgnews.com 
54 Golf score 
55 "_ Gotta Be 
Me- 
56 Group of whales 
PAGE THREE ie intend- 
ed tu an irreverent look 
at The Univertity. We at 
The BG Newt consider 
it an offbeat page where 
we by to offer something 
for everybody. Opinion* 
expressed Herein are sole- 
ly those of our staff 
Haoe a nice day. 
TODAY'S 1YEKSITE OLP THE ILMKvY 
TODAY 
Partly cloudy 
HIGH: 81 LOW: 60 
THURSDAY 
Fair 




Travel Grant Money Is Available to Study Abroad 
The International Education Committee ot BGSU invites proposals from under- 
graduate students who wish to study abroad during spring semester 1999. 
Proposal forms can be picked up at the Center for International Programs (1106 
Offenhauer West) starting August 26. 1998. For more information, call 372-0309. 




v        1103 Offenhauer West 
V   _      4:00 - 5:30 p.m. 
Fall Semester 
Wednesday, September 2 
Thursday, September 10 
Wednesday, September 16 
Thursday, September 24 
Wednesday, September 30 
Thursday, October 8 
Wednesday, October 14 
Thursday, October 29 
Wednesday, November 4 
Thursaday, November 12 
Wednesday, November 18 
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All denominations 
present on campus 
□ With the Universi- 
ty's many different 
religious groups, there 
is something for every- 
one. 
By JENNY GERKEN 
The BG News 
There are many things new 
students miss when they attend 
the University. With many 
groups available, religion does 
not have to be one of them. 
According to a list compiled 
by the Office of Student Affairs, 
there are over a dozen student 
religious organizations active at 
the University. 
One of the newest groups is 
the "Spiritual Truth Seekers." 
According to Sara Raterman, one 
of the groups' founders, STS is a 
group designed to bring people 
from all religious backgrounds 
together to discuss their faiths. 
It is not affiliated with any 
religious organization and 
includes all viewpoints. In the 
past, STS has had discussions 
about such diverse topics as 
Roman Catholicism, Buddhism 
and Paganism. 
"Anyone with an interest in 
learning about different spiritual 
backgrounds, whether they be 
solidly rooted in a faith or 
searching, should check us out," 
Raterman said. 
Another group that welcomes 
those questioning or searching 
for a religion is United Christian 
Fellowship (UCF). Supported by 
numerous Protestant denomina- 
tions, the UCF welcomes all stu- 
dents and no religious affiliation 
i   Student Life 
is required. 
St. Thomas More University 
Parish is the home base for the 
Catholic Student Connection. 
Member Sara Bishop said the 
group has a lot planned for fall 
semester, including a retreat, a 
weekend in Hocking Hills, a 
global concerns committee and 
planning the Christmas ballroom 
Mass, which is held the week 
before finals. Bishop said the 
biggest event sponsored by the 
group is the Fast for World Har- 
vest Week, which will address 
world hunger issues. 
The Lutheran Student organi- 
zation is affiliated with the Com- 
munity of Christ Lutheran 
Church and Student Center, but 
is open to all students regardless 
of religious affiliation. 
Todd Jenks, Lutheran pastor, 
said the organization has many 
events planned for fall. A wel- 
come back potluck will be held 
Aug. 30. Services will begin at 
10:30 a.m. and the dinner will 
follow at 11:30 a.m. There will be 
a welcome back ice cream party 
Sept. 2 at 8 p.m. and a party to 
welcome the international stu- 
dents back Sept. 4 at 6 p.m. Jenks 
said a student-led Bible study is 
scheduled for every Wednesday 
at 9 p.m. 
Also active on campus is Hil- 
lel, the Jewish student's organi- 
zation. The group celebrates 
Jewish culture, identity and reli- 
gion. Located in the UCF Center 
on Thurstin Street, Hillel offers a 
multimedia library, social activi- 
ties and provides rides to ser- 
vices in Toledo. 
Religious Options 
Here's a look at the various churches in 
the Bowling Green area: 
Assemblies of God 
Daytprlng Aaaambly of God 




Fin! Baptiit Church 




St Aloyiiui Catholic Church 
150 Soth Enterprise 
Bowling Green 
Phone: 354-3969 
St. Thomaa More Pariah 
425 Thurstin Street 
Bowling Green 
Phone   352-7555 
Christian- 
Diaclplea ot Chrlat 
Active Chriatlana Today 
612 East Woosler 
Bowling Green 
Phone: 352-6205 
Bowling Green Church of Chrlat 
17317 Haskins Road 
Bowling Green 
Phone 352-0371 
Church of Jesus Christ of 
Latter-Day Saints 
Church of Jesus Christ of Lattsr-Oay 
Saints 




Plain Congregational Church (NACC) 




Islamic Community Center 




Jehovah s Witnesses 









Hope Lutheran Church 
13507 Cloverdale Road 
Bowling Green 
Phone: 352-0241 
St. Mark'e Lutheran Church 
315 South College 
Bowling Green Phone: Phone: 
353-9305 
University Lutheran 




Church of the Nazerene 








Bowling Green Covenant Church 




New Horizon Pentecostal church of God 




First Presbyterian Church 
126 South Church 
Bowing Green 
Phone   352-5176 
Seventh Day Adventitt 
Seventh Day Advenust 




First United Methodist Church 
1506 Easl Wooster 
bowling Green 
Phone: 353-0682 
Trinity united Methodist Church 




United ChrlaHan Fellowship Center 
313 Thurstin 
Bowling Green 
Phone  352-7534 
According to member Dan 
Auslander, the annual kickoff 
picnic will be held on August 30 
at 3 p.m. at Carter Park. He 
added that those unsure of 
where to go can meet at Ander- 
son Arena at 2:45. The first gen- 
eral meeting will be held on Sep- 
tember 10 at 8 p.m. and the first 
Shabbat service and dinner will 
be held September 11 at 6:30 p.m. 
Christian organizations 
abound at the University. Active 
Christians Today and the Cam- 
DUS Crusade for Christ are two of 
the most visible and well 
known.   In   addition,   the   BG 
Christian students, hellowship 
of Christian Athletes, Fellowship 
of Christian Students and the 
Intervarsity Christian Fellow- 
ship are active on campus. Jeho- 
vah's Witnesses and Christian 
Scientists are also represented. 
These organizations hold vari- 
ous events and most hold a Bible 
study weekly. 
Jim Poorman, campus direc- 
tor of BG Christian Students, 
said that their group will spon- 
sor such events as roller blade 
hockev. frisbee eolf and Thurs- 
day Nite Live. TNL is an event 
held in the Ice Arena lounge that 
features a live band, multimedia 
and video that address issues rel- 
evant to college students. He 
said the group strives to present 
an accurate picture of Jesus and 
to allow people to make their 
own decisions. 
"Regardless of your church 
background or belief system, 
whether you're an athiest or 
have been a Christian for years, 
you're welcome," Poorman said. 
In sharp contrast to those 
groups is the Pagan Student 
Union. This organization pro- 
motes the  many traditions of 
pagan worship, including Wicca, 
Shamanism, Druidry and envi- 
ronmental paganism, which fol- 
lows no specific tradition, but 
works against desecration of the 
planet. Members want it known 
that paganism is not Satanism. It 
is merely an alternative to Chris- 
tianity, members said. 
For more information about 
any organization contact the 
Office of Student Affairs. The 
organizations will also be repre- 
sented at the annual organiza- 
tions fair to be held in Septem- 
ber. 
WfW&k' 
Read The BG News everyday! 
CHECK IT OUT! 
THURSDAYS 
AT 8:30 PM 
IN 115 EDUCATION 
BUILDING 









Get into the swing ot things with the B.G.S.U. Theatre Pass! The Theatre Pass 
provides its owner with admission to all Eva Marie Saint and Joe E. Brown 
Theatre productions during the 1998-99 theatre season. The Pass will let you see: 
The Learned Ladies 
Sept. 30-0ct. 3 at 8 p.m.; Oct. 4 
at 2 p.m. 
Those Thai Play The Clowns 
Oct. 14-17 at 8 p.m.; Oct. 18 
at 2 p.m. 
The Chairs 
Nov. 4-7 at 8 p.m.; Nov. 8 at 2 p.m. 
A Christmas Carol 
Dec. 2-5 at 8 p.m.; Dec. 6 at 2 p.m. 
Fly in West 
Feb. 17-20 at 8 p.m.; Feb. 21 
at 2 p.m. 
A Thorn In Her Heart 
April 7-10 at 8 p.m.; April 11 at 2 p.m. 
Order Your Pass Today! Take Advantage Of This Savings! 
B.G.S.U. Students Can Charge Passes To Their Bursar Account! 
Happy Birthday! (You Poor Old Wreck) 
and Irish Annie 
April 16-17 at 7:30 p.m.; April 18 at 2 p.m. 
Sweeney Todd: 
The Demon Barber of Fleet Street 
April 21-24 at 8 p.m.; April 25 at 2 p.m. 
Passes can be ordered or purchased in the Theatre 
Department, 322 South Hall, Bowling Green State 




SENIOR CITIZENS $20.00 
Welcome Back 
The Best Design Team in BG 
David-Lisa-Celeste-Carrie-Jessica 
0*»# 
5 Beds and 
2 Booths 
352-6459 
Located at the Comer of BiOge & Thurshn. 
Buy 1 sandwich & 
get a 2nd sandwich 
*VV-1/2 OFF 
BOWLING    GREEN    STATE    UNIVERSITY 
Enjoy 5 great 
performances with 
season subscriptions! 
I     E     S 
<r  - 9 9 
Bang on a Can All-Stars 
Friday. October 9. 1998 
Dawn Upshaw, soprano 
Monday. November 9. 1998 
The Loo At Nitsenke Memorial Concert 
Nokuthuta Ngwenyama, violist 
Saturday. February 13. 1999 
The Louise F. Rets Memorial Concert 
Les Ballets Trockadero de 
Monte Carlo 
Thursday, March 18,1999 
Gene Harris, jazz pianist 
Saturday. April 17.1999 
The Kobocker Concert 
All events are in Kobacker Hall. 
Moore Musical Arts Center, at 8 p.m. 
Order season tickets today, call 
419/372-8171 or 8007589-2224 
gjjf IJp For Another Great Year At,,, 
lgGREEKMART.1 
■       W i-fiit Affmrl <-«Jta» *•—'       M W>q 'VfW* '«./** **"_ 
119 E Court St. Bowling Cr«n. Ohm 4J402 
IJ00.77.GREEK • FAX 419.JM.I006 
WE'VE £<rVWHAT KWWANT!!! 
^^^ 
Of Pre Made 
Sportswear # 
N.W, Ohio's Largest Selection Of Riddles, Frames & Other Wood Gifts 
——TIE DVEPADDIESH 
^X    Frequent Buyer Pregr&thi 
Join The Greek Mart's Frequent Buyer Program and receive special 
discounts on merchandise, exclusive members only offers and 
FREE merchandise after qualifying purchases! The program is FREE. 
so stop in to The Greek Mart and sign up TOPAY1  
Proud To Support The BGSU Creek Community 
POUR 
« FLAVORS ON TAP' ,:^% 
SfDMOf     F.«.™r,*S-ranr,rU-»l. t««.«      •     D*0 
■rwMitSarvKt Awwd-Spsi>«OraM Art.0. 
HAPPY HOUR 3-9 
$1.00 Domestic Draft, $1.50 Well Drinks Available 
MONDAY NITE FOOTBALL 
-Hot dogs. Subs, Pizza 
THURSDAY NITE 
(Still Ladies Nite) $1.50 Well Drinks (Ladies only) 
MIDNIGHT MAURADERS DJ.ing 
Thurs.-Sat.(Except when bands are playing) 
-Pool, Darts, Air Hockey, Shuffle Board 
*33 oz. Mug Club Specials Available 
During Happy Hour 
Good Times, Cold Beer, & New Faces 





on can howl 
\#5.<>() 
<>:;*<>-1 l:HO|>ni Monday 
DRINK SPECIALS • KOSMIC BOWLING 
OPEN LANES Mon-Wed After 9pm 
KOSMIC BOWLING (with college ID) 
Friday 4-6pm 
Monday 9:30-1 lpm 
(after Labor Day) 
1010 North Main • 352-4637 
Summer's Over - 
Looking Jor A Part-Time Job? 
Give yourself financial security. RPS, Inc. is hiring part-time 






♦ Year-Round Position 
♦ 5 Shifts To Choose From 
♦ 3-5 Hrs., 5 Days A Week 
♦ Tuition Assistance 
♦ Paid Training 
♦ Advancement Opportunities 
♦ Weekly Pay 
♦ No Union Dues 
♦ Starting At $8.50 - $9.00 
♦ $.50 Raise After 90 Days 
♦ Great Work-Out 
>.■:•■ 
?*&""■>**' 
-   . - -     , 
Call or apply in person at 650 S. Reynolds Rd., Toledo 
419-531-9450 or 1-800-582-3577 
EO/AA 
An FDX Company 
650 S. Reynolds Road 
Toledo, OH 43615 
(1 mile north of Airport Hwy.) 
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Honors program growing stronger, thinking critically 
□ The Honors Program is 
raising enrollment and pro- 
moting a living and learn- 
ing environment with the 
introduction of critical 
thinking courses. 
By BRANDI BARHITE 
 The BG News  
The University Honors Program 
deserves an apple for its recent growth 
and development. This fall, the Honors 
Program welcomes 270 more freshman 
to the program and prepares to empha- 
size the importance of critical thinking 
through   additional  critical   thinking 
courses. 
Allan Emery, director of the Honors 
Program, said the program has a total of 
930 students this year, up from 634 last 
year. He said students are beginning to 
realize the expenses of attending a pri- 
vate college and choose Bowling Green 
because of the affordability and quality 
education they can receive. 
"Bowling Green is cheaper and you 
still get a good education," Emery said. 
"The Honors Program offers small class- 
es with more of an opportunity to inter- 
act with faculty. Students like being part 
of an honors community." 
Angela Lipscomb, president of the 
Honors Student Association (H.S.A.), 
said the benefits are endless. She said 
students get smaller classes, more per- 
sonal attention, and advisors who are 
willing to help academically and per- 
sonally. 
"The Honors Program also allows 
you to meet students who share your 
same values about education," Lip- 
scomb said. "It provides you with a fam- 
ily network in a large university." 
The Honors Program offers various 
honors courses in humanities, social sci- 
ences, mathematics and natural sci- 
ences, as well as courses in cultural 
diversity and international perspectives. 
Emery said one reason more students 
are enrolling into the Honors Program is 
because it is now offering more than arts 
and sciences honors classes. He said 
they have several upper level courses, 
along with honors courses in business. 
This year the Honors Program is also 
offering four critical thinking courses 
and hired Dr. Neil Browne and Stuart 
Keeley as full time honors professors to 
teach the Honors 201, Introduction to 
Critical Thinking course. 
"We emphasize critical thinking in the 
Honors Program," Emery said. "We 
have reason to believe it is a valuable 
course that benefits the students." 
Emery said most winners of the annual 
J. Robert Bashorc scholarships are veter- 
ans of a critical thinking course and 
most alumni have nothing but compli- 
ments about critical thinking courses. 
Honors housing is available for hon- 
ors students in Darrow Hall and a por- 
tion of Compton Hall. The Honors Pro- 
gram also continues to offer a study 
abroad program with the University of 
East Anglia in Norwich, England. It also 
offers trips to museums and musicals, 
informal reading groups and theatrical 
productions. 
The Honors Program is also associat- 
ed with the Honors Student Association 
organization, which is open to all Uni- 
versity students and sponsors activities 
ranging from informative programs to 
social events. 
"H.S.A. is planning big events for the 
whole University rather than a lot of 
small events," Lipscomb said. "We hope 
that with more active students we can 
plan events that appeal to the interests 
of the student body." 
H.S.A. is also planning to participate 
in Dance Marathon again this year, 
sponsor another Tuition Raffle and work 
on promoting the new Cultural Diversi- 
ty Program. 
"We hope to have a lot more student 
involvement," Lipscomb said. "The 
actual events depend on what the stu- 
dents want." 
DIVERSITY- 
Continued from page one. 
eating 1998-'99 as the academic 
year for extending dialogues on 
race. 
John Moore, interim vice- 
president for university 
advancement said the Universi- 
ty and the city have really 
focused on coming together to 
solve past problems. He said 
progress cannot be made if both 
the city and the University do 
not work together. 
"We have had problems in the 
past, but we have worked 
together to have a bright future 
in diversity," Moore said. "We 
have to be a partnership because 
students and faculty do not just 
come to the University, they 
come to the city too." 
Moore said this past Spring 
the city and the University came 
together for the first annual cele- 
bration of HumanKind. He said 
this reaffirmed the University's 
and city's ongoing commitment 
to diversity. 
Moore also said there has 
been progress made at the Uni- 
versity. He said there was an 
increase in the diversity of this 
year's freshman class and he 
said the University continues to 
work towards having a diverse 
faculty. 
Moore said in order for the 
University to recruit students 
and the city to bring in business- 
es and have economic develop- 
ment, positive racial relations 
must be promoted. 
Middleton said the University 
will continue to strive to keep 
the city involved with the Uni- 
versity's diversity initiatives and 
to develop programs to embed 
the University's and city's prin- 
ciples. He noted it is important 
for the University and the city to 
be friendly and accepting of all 
backgrounds and to extend the 
dialogue on race. 
THE FLOWER BASKET 
165 S. Main Downtown B.G. 
352- 6395 
Free Parking --We Deliver 
WE CAN HELP YOU... 
• Mak* your houn (room or apt.) a horn* 
with... live & silk plants, fresh & silk flowers, wreaths, 
candles, pottery, pictures. & more. 
• Put a smil* on someone's face with... 
a beautiful fresh arrangement, a teddy bear, a bouquet 
of balloons or even birthday cake 
• Find just the right flirt... 
in our selection of bath items, stationary, wood items, 
holiday items, or the rest of our gift lines 
• Plus... 
watch for our Weekend Rose Special starting the first 
peek in .September - $10.95/Doz. Cash & Carry Only 
OACOR Computer Systems, wood 
County's preferredJntern*t provider. 
welcomes BGSU students, faculty and surf 
Back to our hometown as yet another 
promising academic year begins. 




S19 w Wooster St.. Bowling Green 
419352.3568  wwwdacor.net 
FUEL CENTER 
• Fuel Available 
24 Hours, 7 Days 
• Automatic Charge 
• Competitive Prices 
OUR ISLAND CARD 
READERS ACCEPT: 
Cash Sales During 
Store Hourc 
y*N- E. Gypsy Lane Rd. 
352-5231 
24 HOURS 
MY HALL WAS NAMED AFTER         O 
Ashley Hall - James M. Ashley 
(Ohio congressman in late 1800's) 
• 
Chapman Hall - John Chapman 
(Johnny Appleseed) 
Batchelder Hall - Ann Batchelder 
(Journalist) 
Dunbar Hall - Paul L. Dunbar 
(Poet Laureate) 
Compton Hall - The Compton Family 
(scientists and scholars) 
McDonald Quad - Dr. Ralph McDonald 
(fourth president of BGSU) 
Darrow Hall - Clarence S. Darrow 
(American criminal lawyer) 
Prout Hall - Alice Prout 
(wife of BGSU president Dr. Frank Prout) 
Anderson Hall - Sherwood Anderson 
(Ohio novelist) 
Rodgers Quad - E. Tappin Rodgers 
(Trustee for BGSU) 
Bromfield Hall - Louis Bromfiuld 
(Ohio novelist) 
Kohl Hall - Dr. Clayton C. Kohl 
(Chairman of Sociology Department) 
BG News Craphlc/STEPItANIE SCHNEIDER 
„* CAMPUS QUARTERS 
Billiards & Sports Bar 
• Located across from Harshman Anderson 
• 75C-16OZ, Domestic Drafts 'Til 9 daily 
• 98 Golden Tee - Tournament Edition 
• New Dance Floor 
• 6 Pool Tables 
• Daily Events: 
• Mon.: 8-Ball Pool tournament - 9p.m. 
• Wed.: 80s Dance Nite 
• Thur.. : Disco Nite 
• Fri.:  Open Request Dance Nite 
• Sat. : Karaoke 
18 & OVER WELCOME WITH ID 
LUBE, OIL, & FILTER SPECIAL* 
ONLY $14.95 
Complete Examination ol: 
• Washer Fluid 
• Power Steering Fluid 
• Brake Fluid 
• Automatic Transmission Fluid 
Up to 5 qts. most cars 
Call for an Appointment 
MAINTENANCE TUNE-UP SPECIAL* 
4 Cylinder $32.95 
6 Cylinder $36.95 
8 Cylinder $39.95 
INCLUDES: Analysis of starting, charging, and 
engine system, PLUS we set timing & install 
new spark plugs. 
Most Cars 
Call lor an Appointment 
Wright Tire & Auto Center 
,rt-w 352-0387 NEW LOCATION 1089 N. MAIN - BEHIND NAPA 
Must present coupons 
for Special Price 
NAPA AUTO CARE 
ALL MAJOR 
CREDIT CARDS 
ACCEPTED 24 Hr. Towing 
Service Hours: Mon. - Friday. 7am - 5pm; Sat. 7am - Noon 
For the best Z's all night... 



















Macanudos,   Punch. 
Baccarat.  Cruz Real 
Partagas,   Fuente Etc. 
Enjoy your cigars on 
our iwv private 
Courtyard. 
V  126 E. Wooster        354-JAVA J 
Kermit's Family Restaurant 
307 S. Main St • BG • 354-1388 
BGSU's BREAKFAST PLACE 
(Serving Breakfast All Day) 
Home Cooked ■^La  I Specials 
Meals Wf^) Daily 
Specials Every Night & Day- 
Open until 7pm Mon. - Thur. 18pm Fri.l     2:00p.m S<n & Sun. 
Colonial Barbers 
205 N. Prospect BG. 
354-0303 
Walk-ins Welcome 
993 South Main St. 
•Open 7am to 11 pm Everyday 
CARWASH        ^ 
•Open 24 Hours    ^*- 
•5 You-Do-lt-Yourself Bays & 1 Touchless Automatic 
SELF-STORAGE 353-8206 
•Many Sizes Available 
THE PET PLACE 
UA Complete Pet Center 







Delia9s Touch of Beauty 
Special on Nails 
$30.00 Full Set or 
^>     Manicure & Pedicure   «£► 
$15.00 Balance 
Ask for Hope 
1084 S. Main 353-4211 
Need some extra cash? 
Looking for a great 
on-campus job? 
See what BGSU Telefund has to offer 
• Above minimum wage 
• Prizes and rewards lor excellent performance 
Great resume experience for public relations 
marketing, and communications majors (but 
all majors are welcome to apply) 
If you're enthusiastic about BGSU and if 
you're a great conversationalist, this might be 
your oportunity. Come to the Tetefund Center 
to see a detailed job description and to fill out 
an application 
The TMIund Center Is located on the north side ol Harshman Between 
Chapman and Bromtteld. Go through Ihe glass door to the nght of the 
CONVENIENCE   MART 
$6.00 Starting Pay 
College Tuition Reimbursement • Flexible Hours 
Third Shift Differential • Profit Sharing 
Paid Vacation • Medical Benefits 
NOW HIRING - ALL SHIFTS 
at the following locations: 
996 S. Main St. - BG • 1602 E. Wooster St. - BG 
1091 N. Main St. - BG • 103 Anthony Wayne Trail - Waterville 
26520 N. Dixie Hwy. - Perrysburg 
HURRY IN and JOIN OUR TEAM!!! 
TtJdcome Sac&f 
Be sure to stop in for all your 
back to school needs! 
New & Used Textbooks 
THE BEE GEE BOOK STORE 
Your complete off campus connection 
ACROSS FROM HARSHMAN 
RUSH HOURS 
Sun. 1 lam - 6pm; Mon. & Tues. 9am - 8pm; Wed. & Thurs. 8:30am - 8pm 
Fri. 9am - 6pm; Sat. 9am - 5pm; Sun. 1 lam - 4pm; Mon. & Tues. 9am - 7pm 
raouPAVf BGSU CAMPUS MAP 
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING: Bursar, Financial Aid, Payroll, Registration & Records 
STUDENT SERVICES BUILDING: Bookstore, Counseling Center, Student Employment, Student Housing 
COMMONS: Campus Security, Parking & Traffic, Photo ID Center 
A r\ r\ r\ 
WELCOME BACK! 
University Bookstore 
(Conveniently located on campus) 
New and Used Textbooks 
• Special Order Book Service • Children's Books • Best Sellers • Paperbacks 
• Study Aids • Magazines • Calculators • Computer Software • BGSU Sweatshirts 
and T-Shirts • Art & School Supplies • Gifts • Film & Developing 
• Greeting Cards • BGSU Imprint Items • Health & Beauty Aids • Computer Supplies 
EXTENDED HOURS FOR FALL OPENING 
SATURDAY, 8/15 9a.m.-5p.m. 
SATURDAY, 8/22 9a.m. - 5p.m. 
SUNDAY 8/23   1 la.m.-6p.m. 
SPECIAL OPENING HOURS 
8/24 Mon. 8 a.m. - 8 p.m. 
8/25 Tues. 8 a.m. - 8 p.m. 
8/26 Wed. 8 a.m. - 8 p.m. 
8/27 Thurs. 8 a.m. - 8 p.m. 
8/28 Fri. 8 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
8/29 Sat.     9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
CLOSED 
9/7 Mon. (Labor Day) 
9/2 Wed. - Resume Regular Hours 
8/31 Mon. 8 a.m.-8 p.m. 
9/1 Tues. 8 a.m. - 8 p.m. 
9/2 Wed.   8 a.m.-6 p.m. 
9/3 Thurs. 8 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
9/4 Fri.     8 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
9/5 Sat.     9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Phone: 419-372-2851 
Book Information & Software 
372-7783 & 372-7782 
Art Supplies 372-7784 
'charge 
Now Accepted at the: 
University Bookstore 
The Little Shop 
Firelands College 
Bookstore 
You must have a signed 
authorization card on file. 
REGULAR HOURS 
Mon. - Thurs. 8 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m. 
Sat. 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Sun. Closed 
Campus 
Inside: Study skills are avail- Clip a telephone list Scour over the list of able to assist students in of important telephone organizations to find learning. numbers to know. one to join. 
• 10 12 14-15 
Student fees up 5.2%, Ribeau gets 25% raise 
□ Trustees are pleased with 
the work Ribeau has done 
and decided to give him a 
$35,000 raise. 
 The BG News  
In the same meeting as student fees 
were raised by 5.2 percent, the Board of 
Trustees gave the president a 25 percent 
raise. 
Early this summer, the board decided 
to reward Sidney Ribeau with a salary 
increase to the tune of $35,000. 
Ribeau accepted the raise. Last year, 
the board gave him a $15,000 raise, 
which he declined in favor of beginning 
a new leadership academy in his name. 
The board decided to nearly double 
that figure and give Ribeau the raise that 
amounts to two years in one. 
Before the raise, Ribeau was making 
$169,950. If he had accepted the raise 
last year, he would have been making 
$185,000. Under the new raise, Ribeau 
takes home $205,000 per year. 
The new figure tops that of all but 
two university presidents in Ohio - 
Ohio State University and the Univer- 
stiy of Cincinnati. 
University faculty members received 
a 3.5 percent salary increase, which was 
distributed 55 percent across the board 
and 45 percent on merit. 
The Faculty Senate, under the leader- 
ship of Chairwoman Veronica Gold, has 
been campaigning over the past several 
years to increase faculty pay to that of 
other similiar same-sized institutions. 
Ribeau said the faculty are on a five 
year plan to be moved up to speed with 
other universities. 
Each of the vice presidents was also 
given raises, most mimicking that of 
Ri beau's. 
Before the raises were doled out, stu- 
dents took a hit in general fees with a 5.2 
percent increase. 
The increase comes in slightly below 
last year's raise of 5.5 percent. Both are 
just under the 6 percent cap mandated 
by the Ohio Board of Regents. 
Students now pay $4,654, up from 
$4,422 last year. The increase includes a 
$206 instructional fee and $26 more in 
Administration 
general fees. 
About 16 percent more students are 
enrolled this fall, which is the reason 
why the fees didn't rise quite as much as 
last year, according to Clif Boutelle, pub- 
lic relations director. 
The money generated from the 
increase will be used toward increasing 






□ Sharon Swigart 
Cook and Kevin 
Konecny were appoint- 
ed to the University's 
Board of Trustees. 
 The BG News 
Ohio Governor George 
Voinovich appointed two new 
members to the University's 
Board of Trustees this month. 
Sharon Swigart Cook and 
Kevin Konecny are the newest 
members, replacing John Laskey 
and Eileen Sullivan. 
Cook is a realtor with King 
Thompson Holzer-Wollam in 
Columbus. 
An alumna of the University, 
she received her bachelor's 
degree in 1961 and was active in 
some honor societies. Delta 
Gamma Sorority and University 
Chorus during her undergradu- 
ate career. 
She has remained active with 
the University through the 
Columbus Alumni Chapter and 
the Falcon Club. She and her 
husband Don (also a BGSU grad) 
are the parents of two daughters 
and reside in Columbus. 
Konecny is a doctoral candi- 
date In the Higher Education 
Administration program. 
This past year, he was a sena- 
tor in the Graduate Student Sen- 
ate and a doctoral Fellow/Intern 
in the Office of Student Life at 
the Medical College of Ohio. 
Most of his professional career 
has been in the area of student 
residence life, serving most 
recently as director of residence 
life at the University of Guam. 
He earned a bachelor's degree 
in polltii <l K lence from the Uni- 
veraity of Maine at Earmington 
and a master's degree in educa- 
tion (counseling psychology) 
from St. Bonaventure University 
in New York. 
Above, Leslye Bowers, freshman undecided major, enjoys the free lunch with Amanda Glass, 
also a freshman undecided major. The lunchers, right, chose from a variety of foods, including 
chips, crackers, hot dogs, veggie burgers and sloppy joes. The Presidential Picnic was moved 
indoors from the Union Oval because of poor weather conditions, it is an annual event held the 
day before classes each fall. 
Mmm, Mmm good ... 
University serves up feast despite rain 
□ Despite rainy weather, the 
University's picnic was a suc- 
cess. 
By MELISSA NAYMIK 
The BG News 
Despite all the rain and thunderstorms, 
the third annual all-University picnic was 
successful and spirits were high. 
The picnic was first held two years ago 
when President Sidney Ribeau began his 
term at the University. His intention was 
to have an event that would bring the 
campus community together before class- 
es began. 
When a person walked through the 
doors of the Student Union, they were 
greeted by University staff members. Hot 
dogs, garden burgers, sloppy joes, chips, 
cookies, snacks and pop were distributed 
by staff members as well. 
Susan Darrow, associate director of the 
honors program, was one of the staff 
members whose responsibility was greet- 
ing students. She said despite weather 
conditions, a lot of people were attending 
the picnic. She said people were excited 
because there was free food. 
"It is neat to see students back and 
greet new students in an official way," 
Darrow said. 
One of the drawbacks to having the 
picnic moved indoors was the environ- 
ment was not as nice, Darrow said. 
However, some people who attended 
the picnic enjoyed being indoors because 
there were no bugs and tables were avail- 
able to eat at. 
ChtiSty Bostdorff, junior elementary 
education major and "Welcoming 
Leader," said the picnic would have been 
a lot better if it was outside. 
"It was still nice though, because the 
food was still offered inside," said Bost- 
dorff. 
Another drawback to having the picnic 
moved indoors was the entertainment 
was canceled. 
By having the picnic outdoors, people 
are given a better opportunity to mingle, 
and indoors that chance was limited, 
explained Nancy McDonald, academic 
enhancement. 
"It would have been nice to have a rain 
date, perhaps hold the picnic later on in 
the semester before winter sets in," 
McDonald said. 
Clarence Terry, director of multicultur- 
al recruitment, said though the weather 
didn't cooperate, the picnic was still hard 
to beat. 
"Imagine if it wasn't raining," he said. 
Firelands dean prepares to step down after this year 
 —^__^—. -"■ -^ i   >>.tA nf.tko.iTi   inctmr.    nrovided outstandine leaden 
Darby Williams 
□ Darby Williams may 
move to a teaching or 
administration position 
with the University. 
 The BG News 
The dean who made headlines 
last year for getting lost in a 
Puerto Rican rainforest has 
announced his plans to resign 
from the University at the end of 
this academic year. i 
Administration 
Darby Williams, the dean of 
the University's Firelands Col- 
lege, will resign his post after 
more than five years. 
In announcing his decision to 
Firelands faculty and staff, 
Williams said, "I have very much 
enjoyed my years of service as 
dean,and I believe the college is 
well-positioned to meet the edu- 
cational  challenges of the 21st 
century. 
Williams added that he is 
making the announcement 
almost a year in advance so the 
University is able to make a 
smooth transition in leadership 
and he can "focus more of my 
time, energy and creativity on 
the envisioned University Center 
capital construction project." 
The $5 million project calls for 
the construction of a building to 
be located on the southwest cor- 
ner of the Firelands main plaza. 
The^iigh-tech facility would 
house state-of-the-art instruc- 
tional classrooms and serve as a 
center for community outreach 
and distance-learning programs. 
Williams also said he will use 
the year to finalize his future 
plans, which could include 
remaining at the University as 
either a professor or administra- 
tor. 
Charles Middleton, provost 
and vice president for academic 
affairs said, "Dr. Williams has 
done an excellent job as dean of 
the  Firelands College and has 
p g rship 
during his tenure." 
He added that Williams' 
accomplishments at Firelands 
and the groundwork he has laid 
for the future should guarantee 
that the University will attract 
top-level candidates to fill the 
position. A nation-wide search 
for a new dean will begin during 
the fall semester. 
In discussing his accomplish- 
ments, Williams emphasized the 
• See DARBY, 
» 
p* :e ten 
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^K?&ie Study skills labs help students learn 
compird jmm ttqff reports 
FOOD SERVICE ■■ 
Sanitation course 
held for food service 
The University will sponsor 
an Applied Food Service Sanita- 
tion Course for restaurant man- 
agers, food service providers and 
their employers this fall. 
The course will meet from 1:30 
to 4:30 p.m. on Tuesdays and 
Thursdays, Sept. 8-24 in the 
Board Room of the Wood County 
Health Department. 
The course is part of the 
National Restaurant Association 
ServSafe Food Safety Certifica- 
tion Program. 
Kathleen McLaughlin, an 
environmental health educator 
with years of experience and a 
master's degree in public health, 
will teach the class. 
The course, which will be 
offered again in January, has 
been approved by the American 
School Food Service Association 
and the Ohio Board of Sanitation 
Registation. For more informa- 
tion, call McLaughlin at 352- 
8402. To register, call Continuing 
Education at 372-8181. 
Do you have campus news? We 
wont to know! Call The News at 
372-2603. 
□ The University math, writ- 
ing and language labs help 
students get through tough 
courses and succeed. 
The BG News  
Now that you're In college, you find It's 
a lot more fun being able to pick which 
times to go to class and you only have to 
go for 12-18 hours a week. However, the 
downside to all of this is that the course- 
work 1s a little tougher and often. It does- 
n't make sense. 
Help is not on the way. It's already 
here. 
The University campus has academic 
tutoring labs to help those who have prob- 
lems with class material. 
Dlanne Abbott, director of the Math 
Lab, said the Math Lab offers a variety of 
ways to help math students, from one-on- 
one tutoring to simple study hall environ- 
ments. 
"We have tutoring assistance, study 
groups of up to five people, practice tests 
for all the 100-level classes, handouts and 
answer keys, computer software and a 
lending library of books and videos." she 
said. "It depends on what the student both 
wants and needs." 
Abbott added that there Is an advan- 
tage to both hands-on and passive tutor- 
ing within the lab. 
"Some students just come here and do 
their homework." she. said. "Many also get 
Into a study group that works at its own 
pace. We also have many people who take 
out our Math Made Easy' series on video 
or take out a book of a lesser level for a 
more basic explanation to their problems." 
The campus also has a Writing Lab for 
those who are having trouble writing a 
paper for class. Though affiliated with the 
English department, writing specialist 
Theresa Torisky said the lab will look at 
any paper for any class. 
"We serve the whole campus communi- 
ty with Its writing problems," she said. 
"We have one-on-one tutoring for everyone 
who comes in with a paper for any class 
on any topic.' 
Though many might see the lab as a 
place to come to find simple mechanical 
errors in spelling and grammar, she noted 
that the focus of the lab Is to help with the 
development of the writer as well. 
"We aren't here to just proofread," she 
Study   Skills   Lab 
Pro-Major Advising Office 
101 University Hall. Provides can 
i Study Skins Laboratory 
seley Hall. Helps stud 
lagement and t« 
ternaries Laboratory 
101 University Hall. Walk-in lab h. 
Writing Laboratory 
303 MoseJey Hall. Hel, 






;is well as 
£.372-2221 
ategies when 
said. "Many people expect that when they 
come In, but what we do Is help the writer 
find patterns in their writing so they can 
learn to identify problems and prevent 
them from happening again." 
Torisky added the lab looks at the piece 
as a part of the overall growth of a writer. 
"The student Is empowered," she said. 
They come in with a lot of anxiety about 
their paper and  we help them solve it 
themselves. The lab also gives an 
Informed audience to the writer to bounce 
Ideas off of to make sure something is 
explained clearly or fully enough." 
There Is also a Language Lab on cam- 
pus, but director Eric Graubart said It Is 
for those who are looking to fill speaking 
requirements for upper-level classes, 
although they will point you In the right 
direction to find a tutor for difficulties 
with a foreign language. 
DARBY- 
Continued from page nine. 
technology advancements at 
Firelands, including the creation 
of the IDEA Center (Interactive 
Distance Education and Confer- 
encing Center) which allows for 
two-way instruction and video- 
conferencing, the updating and 
networking of all campus com- 
puting resources and a $100,000 
fund-raising campaign for the 
purpose of purchasing multi- 
media computers for faculty. 
He also noted: 
-development of an associate 
degrees program in Communica- 
tion Arts Technology; 
-renovation of classrooms and 
laboratories; and 
-founding of a Teaching and 
Learning Center on the campus. 
Before coming to the Universi- 
ty in 1993, Williams served as 
dean of academic affairs at Eliza- 
bethtown (Ky.) Community Col- 
lege  for five years,  and  from 
1986-88, he was the assistant 
dean of instruction at Alpena 
(Mich.) Community College. 
He earned his bachelor's, 
master's and doctoral degrees 
from the Ohio State University. 
Firelands College, located in 
Huron, has about 1,500 students 
pursuing associate degrees in 21 
areas of specialization within the 
departments of Applied Science, 
Humanities and Natural and 
Social Sciences. The regional 
campus employs 37 full-time 
and has an annual budget of $7 
million. 
Travel with us! 
WE OFFER: • Airline Tickets • Tours 
• Cruises • Hotels • Car Rentals 
• Group Arrangements 
• AMTRAK Authorized Agent 
Lowest Fares on Major Airlines... 
"(It's not too early to think about Christmas & Spring 
Break reservations)" 
r27thYear^^ 
WoU'cmio Itiivk UU StiuU-nts 
10% Discount 
Every Wednesday 
with Student I.D. 
Some exclusions may apply 
I'uii*' ■•>' ■•«£«' llonkslnr«» 
•Full Service Bookstore • Special Orders • 
Thousands of Titles • Current Best Sellers • 
Gen's 
840 S. Main 354-2402 
BOWLING    GREEN    SUMMER    MUSICAL 
LERNER   AND    LOEWE'S 
MY FAIR LADY 
AUGUST 28-29 
ALL SHOWS 8 P.M. 
KOBACKER HALL 
COLLEGE OF MUSICAL ARTS 
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERS 
Bo. offict op«n w.akdayv noon lo t pm. For information, (4 It) 3T2-SI7I or (100) ! 
IM'l.ll'HIIHmi.l.l'l/UaU"'" 











Rock V Roll 
SEPT1 
TICKETS AT THE STRMMHAN BOX OFRCE 
imjK+jj£*mw*i  LOCATIONS 
A CHAIKE-BVPHONE (419) 474-1333. 4645 HEATHERDOWNS BtVD • TOLEDO 
A JOHN NinOLO PRODUCTION 
*•••* 
—Mornmgstar ratings for 
the CREF Global Equities Account, 
CREF Equity Index Account, 
and CREF Growth Account* 
AAA 
-S4P and Moody's 
rating for TIAA" 
"...America^ 
•op Pension Fund." 
—Money Magazine, January 1998 
—VMHiarn Ravelin, TIAA-CREF Participant 
HIGH MARKS FROM 
MORNINGSTAR, S&P, MOODY'S, 
MONEY MAGAZINE AND BILL. 
We take a lot of pride in gaining high marks 
from the major rating services. Bui the fact 
is. we're equally proud of the ratings we get every 
day from our participants. Because a! TIAA-CREF, 
ensuring the financial futures of the education and 
research community is something that goes beyond 
stars and numbers. 
We became the world's largest retirement orga- 
nization' by offering people a wide range of sound 
investments, a commitment to superior service, and 
Ensuring the future 
for those who shape it/ 
operating expenses thai are among the lowest in the 
insurance and mutual lund industries'" 
With TIAA-CKKK.you 11 get the right choices- 
and the dedication —lo help you achieve a lifetime 
of financial goals. The leading experts agree. 
So does Bill. 
l;md out how TIAA-CREF can help you build a 
comfortable, financially secure tomorrow. 
Visit our Web site at www.t Ua-cref-org or call 
us at 1800842-2776 
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In case you forgot 
The University has plenty of services to help you 
out in a time of need. Here's a quick reference list 



















Free escort service to anywhere in BG 
The Link 
352-1545 
24-hour crisis Intervention 
Campus Fact Line 
372-2445 
















Ice skating, curling 














Study skills labs 
USG 
372-8116 
The representative voice of students 
Student Employment 
372-2865 
Find a job 
Legal Services 
372-2951 
Free legal services 
G PHONE LIST Clip this list and put it near your telephone for a quick reference of important numbers to know 1 
I Don't forget to call 
mom and dad too! 
Ambulance, Fire 911 
Campus Operator 
University Police (non-emergency) 
City Police (non-emergency) 





















SIET'S POWER SOURCE 
GRAND OPENING 
VITAMIN OUTLETS 
SECOND LOCATION IN PERRYSBURG IS 
HAVING A HUGE GRAND OPENING 
SALE SEPTEMBER 1ST-5TH 
MET-RX 20 PACK $33.00 
1000g CREATINE $55.00 
ANOTESTEN $42.00 
DESIGNER PROTEIN $28.00 
2lbs. PHOSPHAGEN HP $23.00 
LEAN CUTS BUY 2 GET 1 FREE 
PRO FUEL BUY 2 GET 1 FREE 
WORKOUT APPAREL 10% OFF 
MYOPLEX PLUS       $38.00 
CELL TECH $45.00 
WHEY BEYOND        $20.00 
ANDRO 6 $50.00 
FREE EAS CLOTHING 
FREE SAMPLES 
FREE CREATINE 
FREE MET-RX HATS 
Sylvania Starlite Plaza 
5700 Monroe St. 
(419)824-5011 
Perrysburg Fort Meigs Plaza 
100 E. South Boundary 
(419)872-0099 
Welcome Back 
BGSU Students and Faculty... 

















Receive a 10% Discount 
on all services 
BP 
Q 
with your BGSU ID 
Bring in this ad and get a $15.95 Oil Change or $5.00 off service 
275 S. Main St: 
Bowling Green 
419-353-3060 Automotive^*Service Centers 
WE EMPLOY TECHNICIANS CERTIFIED BY ASE 
All Major Cretin Cards Accepted 
No Appointment Ncccssarj 




I ALL YOU CAN EAT 
| •v.iIMM al in. 1099 S Main SI LocWion Only 





TONE MEDIUM CHEESE~P!ZZA! 
Limit 2 ptf coupon $ 2.99 
mm*m*&*•-mm- —*****! *m imtpuwiinwi 
Of* COspcr pt> NT pm -*> ** M*K*«flQ. f*iu* Must x**, OIM 
IK   '»*€**<MT   IIHIII'HM   HeOSO rijMt'I)<« 
"I 
.J 
"LARGETTopipi NG P?ZZA" 
I I 
'Limit 2 per coupon    ^ __      __   _^ 
Limit 2 per coupon 
$ 4.44 
6.99 
*a«tM«tw*nM*«»**cmrakto HmwuncMH zr^zzzzui i 
MM* . 
■■***• »W <XW:i»nc*Vi<*»w+<* M0S4) E»paw 1*11 N I 
TONE MEDIUM MOPPING PIZZA"! 
'Add 2 Cans of Pop for a Buck! 
.Limit 2 per coupons   A ._     -^ -,. 
i^fe-        5.991 4W. O—»c*» rmm inw WMSCB «■*■» *—n)   m 
»«■«««• t>m *mi)Unl Ons mm* W f* tm —<* cutfn 
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Skoal, Copenhagen, Kodiak.$2.99 can 
All cigarette, at Slat* minimum prices. Print subject to change, excluding non-filers, while supplies last Some prices 
reflect manufactured buy down. 
Sujgaoo_GejW»rjJ^mirijij^Ci^^^ cerbon monoxide 
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STRESSED 
ALREADY? 
Let The News calm 
you down. Look for 
y     our advice columns 




BGSU Student Health Service 
Crovides quality, outpatient 
ealth care to all University 
students and their spouses. 
••• Accredited by AAAHC*" 
Located in the Health Center 
Building on Ridge Street. 
Appointments are encouraged to 










•X-ray A Lab tests 
'Physical Therap py 




Sam to 4:30pm 
Men, Tue, Fri. 






Are you a writer?   pr]) 
If you are, then the BG News wants you! 
Call 372-6966 for details! 
l  r 
Va   rmill 









989 S. MAIN 
(next to Pagliai's, BG) 
1058 N. MAIN 
(in front of TCBY.BG) 
O Computer Monitored Safety Shut-Down System 
O Tested by the State 
O NAMA Approved 
O Just 250 a Gallon 
O Serviced and Sanitized Daily 
O Unique 8-stage R.O. Purification Process 
O Self-Serve: You fill your own clean bottle 
O Open 24 Hours a Day 
WATERMILL EXPRESS* removes if present: 
3 Herbicides 3 Bacteria 3 Lead 
3 Nitrates 0 Arsenic 3 Spores 
0 Chemicals 0 Detergents 3 Algae 
3 Fertilizers □ Mercury 3 Viruses 
3 Incecticides 3THM's 0 Sodium 
0 Chlorine 3 PCB's 0 Cysts 
3 Radon 3 Asbestos 0 Foul Odor 
□ Rut 3 Sediment 3 and Other Impunt 
2C M. 
Did you know 75% of BGSU students 
have a job while at BG? 
BAX Global has immediate openings at our Toledo Hub. 
Check Out These Benefits: 
$8.32 - $8.50 per hour 
Tuition assistance 
Paid holidays & vacations 
An easy drive from BG 
Call Our Jobline Today! (419) 867-9911 
•press option 6 
BAX 
(formerly Burlington Air Express) 
One Air Cargo Pkwy. E. 
Swanton, OH 43558 
GLOBAL 
M/F/D/V, EOE 
Including Several "Best Pizza" 
FR€€ D€UV€IW 352-5166 203 N. Main        rn::nnT 352-5166 $4.00 Minimum 
Weekdays A P.M. •  Lunch Fri.•Sot.'Sun. 
1- Free Item 
FREE DELIVERY • 352-5166 
i 
i 
I      on any size Pizza 
DINE IN • CARRY OUT r-    io»      12"     u-     ■•» 
Mini     Small    "ilium    large    X-large 
BG's Best Blended Cheese PIZZA....   2.76    4.75   5.75     7.25   8.75 
Our Top Quality Items ea 25 50 75 1 00       1.25 
Pepporom - Mushroom - II   Seussge • Mam • Bacon • Of Beef* Es   Cheoee-Ei   Dough • Pmaappla • 
Chedder - Dicad Oniona* Pappar Ringa • Olives • Oraan Pappara • Fajite Chhn   counts mnwo .(ems • 
Oarhc Buller Sauce for Pizzas 25« - E«   Souca - Fraa • Y, and V. equals ona Ham 
Chicago Sty I* Pl«a   (Ealra Ihick dough and mounds ol chaaaa   Sama Prica aa a.tra item) 
SPECIALTY S ITEM PIZZAS    3 75     6 75     8 75     11  2S    14 00 
• DELUXE PIXIA (Pepparon.. Sauaaga. Muehroome. Oniona 4 Gr Pappara) 
a>        Vafile fl   I MM» (Chaaaa. Tomalo. Muahrooms. On . Or Pappara ft Graan Olivee) 
• M«at»«a PlS.a (Papparom. Sauaaga   Ham. Bacon a Baal) 
• GREEK  PIZZA (Moo  Ch . Tomalo. Rad Oniona. Black Oh.ee. Or  Pappara. FalaCn) 
tajita chicken - 2 items 
FNf I OCLIVINV 
352-5166 
 s 





tapta chicken > 2 items 
3 25     5 75      7 75      9 25      11.25 /-ALifORNiA WHITE  
A Oraal While Sauca and Manaralla Chaaaa. Includes An, T«o llama 
Try   Broccoli   Mushrooms. Bacon. Chaddar. Almonda. or Fajila Chun co.nl. aa two .lems 
Aaoilionml llemt Enlri 
EAST COAST 1. A KI.il   (Garlic Sauca «/ Mozz a Perm Ch   Tomaloas and Rad Oniona) 
OUR FAMOUS SUBS 
.IsffTrflfr      E^™3 ivnimi'Lii 
Italian Sub (Ham. Salami. Bologna Mozz Chaaaa. lettuce)  
Ham (with American or Mozz Chaaaa. Laltuca. a Tomatoes)  
Turkey Sub (American or Mozz Chaaaa. Tomaloas. Lettuce)  
Pizza Sub (Papparom Sauaaga. Mozz ft Special Pizza Sauce).  
V.fl. Sub (Am   and Mozz.Ch . Mushrooms   Tomatoes. Lettuce * On )  
Club Sub (Turkey. Roan Baal. Ham. Mozz . Mayo   lelt   Tom a Bacon)  
Roast B..f (with American or Mozzarella Cheese Laltuca 4 Tomaloas)  
Chick»n Parmttin (SeasonedChicken. Pizza Sauca. 4 Mozz Cheese).. 
Chick.n BLT (SeesonadChickanw/Mayo, Mozz   Chad » BLT)  
IIHH.1H   6" 
Sm. 




















'Ml DBllVf WY 
352-5166^ 
'"Vouius" 
I 2 Ch—m Plxzaa 
i   Sm. 
!   8." 1 Extra items t*£fl Puts 
I 50 75 
I 
I 
I PtzKP 352-5166 






»KII   DIliVLHV 
BRLADS 
Huge) Brmmdmtickm w.in pata 
latuCaD   (inUiddiimg   Qigi'liClluG 
5/2.73 or 10/4.78 
Garlic Brmmd (6 aboaa) 1.76 
wrih chaaaa   2.26 
Tommto Brwmd ariNl gari.c 
buitar lorn 4 mou   ch   2.78 
Gmrllc Flngetr* irr . dough 
■«••»> garlic butter, moil ch. 










mi ranch or olzim uuci 
4 POTATO SKINS 
•artri chuddar, oacon or 
trocroff, 4 aour <*. 3.26 
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Join a campus organization! 
A  
There are many available ... 
Here's a sampling to choose from. 
religions and to increase the awareness lhal we 
are one human family 
Academic Quiz Team 
Similar to high school quiz bowl and jeop- 
ardy formats. BGSU's nationally recognized 
program competes in intercollegiate Academic 
Competitions all across the United States 
Active Christians Today 
A non-denorrunatjonal group of Christians 
from a variety of backgrounds dedicated to lov- 
ing and serving God and reaching other stu- 
dents for Christ Meetings are held regularly 
for worship, study, service and witness. 
Advertising Club 
To provide members with an opportunity 
to learn more about the held of advertising and 
to participate in advertising-related fields 
African-American      Graduate 
Student Association 
AAGSA promotes the scholarship, artistic 
and literary Interests of African-American 
graduate students and other graduate students 
ofl color 
African Peoples Association 
The organization seeks among other things. 
to promote understanding, oneness and coop- 
eration among its members; to foster closer 
relationships between all people of African 
descent, the University community and the 
Bowling Green community 
Air Force ROTC 
To train students in the skills necessary to 
be leaders in the United Stales Air Force. 
Alpha Epsilon Delta 
Alpha Epsilon is a pre-medical honor soci- 
ety. II is a nationally recognized undergraduate 
society for pre-med students The meetings 
include speakers from numerous specialties of 
medicine, med school representatives and pre- 
sentations by med school students 
Alpha Lambda Delta 
The purpose of Alpha Lambda Delta is to 
encourage superior academic achievement 
among students in their first year of college, to 
promote intelligent living and continued high 
standard of learning and to assist men and 
women in recognizing and developing mean- 
ingful goals for their roles in society 
Alpha Phi Omega 
We are a nonprofit national service fraterni- 
ty - our focus involves chapter, campus, com- 
munity and country 
American    Chemical    Society 
Student Affiliate 
To provide chemisrry-onented services to 
the University and promote an appreciation for 
chemistry in the community. 
American College of Healthcare 
Administrators 
To promote unity of long-term care stu- 
dents at Bowling Green State University and to 
provide an environment for a professional stu- 
dent organization in this held 
American Institute of Architec- 
ture Students 
The purpose of the ALAS shall be to pro- 
mote excellence in architectural education. 
training and practice, to foster an appreciation 
of architecture and related disciplines, and to 
organize architecture students and combine 
their efforts to advance the art and science of 
architecture. 
American  Marketing  Associa- 
tion 
The Bowling Green Chapter of the AMA 
strives to provide to members career direction, 
professional development activities, leadership 
skills, community service protects, specializes 
marketing experience and social interaction 
with others 
American      Production      and 
Inventory Control Society 
To provide students interested in produc- 
tion and inventory management with the 
opportunity to learn more about the held 
American  Society  of Interior 
Designers 
The mission of ASID is to encourage excel- 
lence m the practice of interior design, assist its 
members to professionally serve the public, 
demonstrate the value of the profession and 
work for a favorable environment for the prac- 
tice of intenor design ASID Student Chapter 
members can participate in a wide range of 
lesBTung experiences and programs which com- 
plement their academic training 
Amnesty International 
Amnesty International is an independent 
worldwide movement working Impartially for 
the release of all prisoners of conscience, fair 
and prompt trials for political prisoners and an 
end to torture, capital punishment, "disappear- 
ances" and extraiudicial executions. 
Anti-Racist Action Croup 
We intend to do the hard work necessary to 
decrease racism, sexism, heterosexism. anti- 
seminsm and the unfairness which is suffered 
by the disabled, the young, the old and the 
poor 
Arnold Air Society 
Arnold Air Society is an honorary service 
organization of selected AFROTC cadets from 
the nations leading colleges and universities It 
is a pnvate nonprofit organization which •••pon- 
sors national protects as decided by the Nation- 
al Headquarters 
Asian Communities United 
Asian Communities United promotes unity 
and pride among Asian-Americans and Asians 
on campus. We discuss current myths, stereo- 




As a member of the BACCHUS and 
GAMMA Peer Education Network our organi- 
zation encourages peers to consider talking 
honestly about developing responsible habits, 
attitude and lifestyles regarding alcohol and 
related issues 
Baha'i Club 
The purpose of the Baha'i Faith Club is to 
foster harmony and unity between races and 
Beta Beta Beta 
Beta Beta Beta is a society for students, ded- 
icated to improving the understanding and 
appreciation of biological study and extending 
knowledge through scientific research. 
BG 24 News 
To better inform the campus and communi- 
ty about campus and community happenings. 
Black Student Union 
To promote awarenss of political and acad- 
emic issues to multicultural students on cam- 
pus and to intercede between students and 
administration when necessary 
Black Swamp Rangers 
The purpose behind the Black Swamp 
Rangers is to increase the confidence and small- 
unit leadership of students and cadets at BGSU 
It also provides physically and mentally chal- 
lenging training experiences to each member. 
Board of Black Cultural 
Activities 
The Board of Black Cultural Achvines shall 
be responsible for providing academic and 
social activities which enhance cultural aware- 
ness 
Bowling Green Student 
Development Association 
BGSDA serves as the student group for the 
Masters students in the College Student Per- 
sonnel program. This organization represents 
the needs of the students in the program and 
facilitate* programs and events for professional 
development, community building, and other 
student needs 
Brothers and Sisters in Christ 
(BASIC) 
To communicate the Gospel of the Lord 
)esus Christ on campus, to introduce others to 
a personal faith and to the baptism of the Holy 
Spin! with His present ministry in and through 
the believer 
Campus Crusade for Christ 
Campus Crusade for Christ is an interde- 
nominational Christian movement existing for 
the purpose of helping college students know 
Chnst and make Him known 
Campus Escort Service 
Provide an escort to those who would oth- 
erwise have to walk alone after dark. The orga- 
nization's members escort to destinations on 
campus or within the city limits of Bowling 
Green. 
Caribbean Association 
To promote Caribbean culture, history and 
politics. To foster a continuing sense of unity on 
campus and in the community 
Catholic Student Connection 
The Catholic Student Connection brings 
Catholic students of Bowling Green State Uni- 
versity together to extend the Catholic expen- 
ence beyond the church walls, fostering the 
growth of the whole person (spintually, emo- 
tionally, intellectually and physically) through 
social activities, service to the community, reli- 
gious events, and ecuational opportunities 
Chinese Club 
To promote interest and understanding of 
Chinese culture by providing opportunities for 
students to experience various aspects of Chi- 
nese culture 
Chinese Students and Scholars 
Association 
To promote the relationship among Chi- 
nese students and students of other ethnic 
groups to offer information and help to the 
newly arrived Chinese students for their 
adjustment to life and study in the United 
Stales 
Christian Science Organization 
Informal meetings in which ideas and 
experiences are shared in relation to the study 
of Christian Science 
Christian Students 
The purpose of BG Christian Students is to 
serve the University students by providing 
Christian fellowship and encouragement to 
any and all who desire to serve and follow the 
Lord |esus Chnst. 
Chorus (Men's) 
The Bowling Green State University Men's 
Chorus, established in 1971, is a student orga- 
nization organized for the purpose of sharing a 
love of male singing with the Bowling Green 
campus, the stale of Ohio, the continental Unit- 
ed States, and the world 
Circle K 
Circle K is a marketplace of service, leader- 
ship, friendship and goodwill We have many 
activities ranging from helping out the commu- 
nity to having socials and making longlasting 
friendships 
College Democrats 
The purpose of BGSU Collegr Democrats is 
to encourage political activism on campus. This 
is achieved through voter registration, working 
on campus campaigns for national and local 
candidates, and educating students about polit- 
ical issues which affect them 
College of Musical Art Student 
Advisory Committee 
The purpose of this organization is to pro- 
mote understanding and unity with the Col- 
lege of Musical Arts and provide a liaison 
between the administration and faculty of the 
college and the undergraduate student body. 
The organization represents the interests of 
music students m the areas of curriculum and 
administration of the college 
College Republicans 
Our purpose is to promote the ideals of the 
Republican Party by supporting party candi- 
dates, hosting speakers, and strengthening 
friendships between Republican students. Our 
club was also the recipient of the award 'Most 
Outstanding Club in the Nation." 
Collegiate 4-H Club 
To provide service to the community and 
BGSU campus, to enhance personal develop- 
ment and leadership. 10 promote social interac- 
tion, fun and recreation 
Collegiate Chorale 
The Chorale exists for the purpose of edu* 
eating future choral directors in the finest 
choral performance techniques and choral liter- 
ature available. The Chorale serves as an 
ambassador of the University throughout the 
nation and abroad through its touring. 
Collegiate Council of the March 
of Dimes 
The Mission of the March of Dimes is to 
improve the health of babies by preventing 
birth defects and infant mortality through com- 
munity service, advocacy, research, and educa- 
tion. The Collegiate Council will serve to fur 
ther this goal, peer education and campus 
involvement. 
Computer Art Club 
To form an organization to relay informa- 
bon about computer art and related issues. 
Crew Club 
The purpose of the organization is to 
engage in the sport of rowing and to promote 
••mhusiasm toward it at the University and in 
the area 
Criminal Justice Organization 
The Criminal Justice Organization is an 
education and social group Members are ori- 
ented to the Criminal Justice held through 
speakers and field tnps The group also partic- 
ipates in social-sponsored functions. 
Cycling Club 
The purpose of the BGSU Cycling Club is to 
promote the sport of cycling both recreational- 
ly and competetivefy at Bowling Green State 
University • 
Promote role-playing games and gaming 
■watTsaai 
D 
Dance   Marathon   (Children's 
Miracle Network) 
CMN Dance Marathon is a professional 
organization that raises funds for our local chil- 
dren's hospital through an event called Dance 
Marathon while at the same time reaching stu- 
dents to run a business with real-world chal- 
lenges and experiences 
Delta Sigma Pi 
We are organized to foster the study of 
business in universities to encourage scholar- 
ship, social activities and the association of stu- 
dents for their mutual benefit by research and 
practice. 
Economics Club 
To provide economics ma|ors. minors, 
graduate students or those with an interest in 
economics with the opportunity to explore and 
discuss issues outside the classroom environ- 
ment. Activities include discussions, seminars, 
field tnps and social gatherings 
Electric Falcon Race and Design 
Team 
The Electric Falcon race and design team is 
an organization that researches, designs and 
promotes electric vehicles in a racing environ- 
ment The electric Falcon is entered into the 
formula lightning racing competition which is 
a competition against other universities in the 
country 
Elementary Education Student 
Advisory Board 
EESAB is a liaison between the Elementary 
Education faculty and the students The 25 
members are selected through an interview 
process during the spring semester 
Environmental Action Group 
The Rnvirtmmental Action Group is an 
organization dedicated to raising the aware- 
ness and concern for environmental issues here 
at H* 8U 
Fashion Merchandising 
Association 
The purpose is to supplement classroom 
material with activities and professional speak- 
ers connected with activities and professional 
speakers connected with the fashion industry 
The organization is open to all majors 
Fellowship of Christian 
Athletes 
The purpose of the group is to present the 
athletes and coaches the challenge and adven- 
ture of receiving Jesus Christ as Savior and 
Lord, serving Him in their relationships and in 
the fellowship of the church 
Fellowship of Christian 
Graduate Students 
The fellowship of Christian Graduate Stu- 
dents provides a forum for graduate students 
to integrate their faith with their academic dis- 
cipline and to meet other Christian graduate 
students and faculty 
Fencing Club 
The overall expansion and development of 
fencing skills and knowledge past the con- 
straints of the physical education curnculum in 
a relaxed, open atmosphere 
Financial Management 
Association 
To give business students the opportunity 
to meet and confer with people from the busi- 
ness world, to get a better grasp of where they 
want to go with their degree. 
Flying Team 
The Bt.SU Flying Team is a member of the 
National Intercollegiate Flying Association 
(NTFA) in Region III The flight team competes 
with other universities in ground and flight 
events, with not only a challenge, but a future 
competetive edge in the aviation industry 
Friends of the Deaf 
Friends of the Deaf is an organization that 
promotes awareness about the deaf community 
and its culture and strives to develop opportu- 
nities to meet others and improve commumca- 
hen skill-. 
Geology Club 
To encourage students to expand their 
knowledge as Geology members and to get to 
know each other better. 
Golden Key National Honor 
Society 
Our purpose is to recognizethe top 15% of 
students - academically - in their junior and 
senior year at the University. 
Gospel Choir 
We are a non-denominational, spintually 
based organization which serves the campus 
and surrounding communities through song 
and praise. 
Graduate Business Student 
Association 
To ennch the academic experience of grad- 
uate business students. Facilitate placement of 
graduating students. To provide social activi- 
ties for students to promote faculty/student 
interaction. Provide students with a link to the 
business world To participate in the culture of 
business programs. 
Graduate Student Senate (GSS) 
The Graduate Student Senate is responsible 
for assessing, representing and addressing the 
needs of BGSU graduate students The Senate 
Assembly is comprised of representatives from 
all graduate and student organizations. GSS 
Committees propose legislation to the adminis- 
tration, sponsor programs, and plan activities 
for the graduate community We welcome any 
graduate student concern, issue or idea 
Graduate Students of 
Technology 
GSOT provides a forum for graduate stu- 
dents to communicate and exchange ideas and 
concerns about technology and society. 
Greeks Advocating the Mature 
Management of Alcohol 
(GAMMA) 
The purpose of GAMMA is to educate 
greeks on alcohol and liability It gives pro- 
grams (Our Choice, Our Chapter) to help chap- 
ters examine their own alcohol norms 
H 
Habitat for Humanity 
Habitat for Humanity is an ecumenical 
Christian housing organization that works in 
partnership with people to improve the condi- 
tions in which they live The three mam func- 
tions in the BGSU chapter are to participate in 
construction with affiliates in the United States 
and abroad; to educate the campus and the 
local community about Habitat and the need 
for affordable housing, and to raise funds for 
the work of Habitat for Humanity. 
H.E.A.L.T.H. Club 
The purpose of the BG H E A I. T H. Club is 
to provide an educational organization to sup- 
port and assist in the development ol the health 
promotion programs in business 
Hillel Jewish Student Union 
Hillel is the Jewish student group on cam- 
pus, celebrating Jewish culture, Identity and 
religion. Our activities have included movie 
nights, tnps to cultural and entertainment 
events, rock concerts, services and dinners 
H.O.P.E.-HIV Outreach, 
Prevention and Education 
Our purpose is to increase HIV/AIDS 
awareness through education to the students 
and community of Bowling Green We will 
cover the history, ongins and up-to-date infor- 
mation on the tragic disease we call AIDS 
Hockey Club (Men's) 
Club Hockey gives the more advanced 
hockey player the opportunity to skate on a 
regular basis and compete against other club 
ksflM 
Hockey Club (Women's) 
Our organization allows women the oppor- 
tunity to participate in organized ice hockey. 
We teach one another and learn together skills 
and teamwork needed to participate in a 
women's ice hockey league. 
Honors Student Association 
To provide BGSU students with opportuni- 
ties to broaden their horizons through alterna- 
tive learning experiences and interaction with 
other students, faculty, etc And. to instill in all 
students a respect and understanding for the 
views of others 
I 
India Student Association 
Two main goals are endorsed by the mem- 
bers of ISA: 1) to provide networks of support 
for all Indian and Indian-Amencan students 
and their families and 2) to sponsor programs 
which will promote a cnncal awareness and 
understanding of a broad range of India and 
Indian Amencan events, issues and experi- 
ences 
lnterfraternity Council 
IK" is the governing body of the social fra- 
ternities and Its purpose is to strengthen and 
unify the male Greeks at BGSU 
International Relations 
Organization 
To broaden global, political and cultural 
awareness of the BG community, to provide a 
forum for debase and learning 
Interpersonal  Communications 
Club 
The IPC Club is mainly an organization 
based on connecting and networking those fust 
entering the IPC major and those who have 
succeeded In the major and gained its benefits 
Speakers have given insight into the vast career 
opportunities mat be beyond our graduate 
studies in the IPC mator. and peers give sup- 
port and advice for a growing held of study. 
lntervarsity Christian 
Fellowship 
The purpose of the Iniervarsity Christian 
Fellowship is to establish, assist and encourage 
at colleges, universities, nursing schoob and 
other comparable education institutions in the 
US. groups of students and faculty members 
who witness to the Lord Jesus Chnst as God 
Into the Streets 
Into the Streets Is a national initiative 
designed to introduce students to thoughtful 
community service and to provide a learning 
experience that will challenge them to volun- 
teer on a regular basis 
Intramural Advisory Board 
The Board helps plan new intramural 
sports, updates game rules, trains officials and 
schedules workers for many of the 55 different 
sports offered at the University. 
Irish Club 
To create an awareness of Irish culture and 
henlage within the BGSU community through 




The Japanese (Hub's purpose is to bring 
together students and faculty interested in 
Japanese culture, politics and economics. The 
dub also provides informations on programs 
offered by the University concerning Japan. 
Juntos (Latino Graduate 
Student Organization) 
To stimulate the common interest, ensure 
the civil liberties and/or improve the quality of 
life fur all Latinos/Hispanic students through 
utilization of social, communicational, political 
legal and cultural programs and activities. 
K. 
Kappa Kappa Psi 
National honorary band service fraternity. 
To promote the existence and welfare of the 
Univensty bands, to honor outstanding mem- 
bers, to stimulate campus leadership, to foster a 
relationship between college bands, and to pro- 
vide a social expenence for those involved in 
the bands. 
Kappa Mu Epsilon 
We are a mathematics honorary society 
which emphasizes social and academic interac- 
tion among members, non-members, faculty 
and graduate students Eligibility roles apply 
for membership. 
Kappa Phi 
The Kappa Phi Club is Christ-centered. It 
provides an opportunity for and challenges 
them to realize their individual potential, to 
develop a deeper understanding of God. others 
and self, to be a supportive community, to be 
personally involved, active participants and 
leaders in the life of the church, and to commit 
themselves to positive action. 
Korean Martial Arts Club 
This organization provides students the 
opportunity to leam Korean arts (Tae Kwon Do 
and Hapkido) and practice these skills with 
others to develop a practical method of self- 
rJajsarsH 
Lacrosse Club (Men's) 
To compete in Lacrosse matches with other 
University club teams. 
Lacrosse Club (Women's) 
To promote the sport of lacrosse, as well as 
women's involvement in this particular sport. 
Latino Student Union 
To meet the Latino needs and to educate 
Bowling Green State University and the com- 
munity of its deverse cultures 
Law Society 
The Bowling Green Law Society is 
designed to provide a forum for students inter- 
ested in pursuing a career in law to explore 
their opportunities and legal interests. It seeks 
to prov.de the pre-law student with insights 
khUi the legal community, to expose the pre-law 
student to a variety of academic opportunities, 
and to provide the necessary information for 
preparation for a legal career 
M. 
Medical Technology Club 
To inform medical technology students 
what medical technology is, what courses are 
suggested to take, and what the interviewing 
process is, tour hospital labs, etc 
Minority Career Association 
To increase the succession of minority stu- 
dents through their chosen fields of study and 
subsequently promote exposure to the oppor- 
tunities available 
Mortar Board 
An cbte senior organization basing itself on 
the principles of scholarship, leadership and 
Muslim Student Association 
The Muslim Student Association is a cul- 
tural and educational organization aimed at 
meeting the needs of Muslim student on cam- 
pus as well as increasing awareness of Islam, its 
i-ulturr and rrUted |SJSjSa 
N. 
Gaming Society 
National Association for the 
Advancement of Colored 
People 
To increase membership on the campus of 
Bowling Green State University To promote 
leadership training to students of color at 
BGSU To encourage students to advance edu- 
cationally, socially, politically and economically 
at BGSU. 
National Student Speech- 
Language-Hearing Association 
The National Student Speech Language 
Hearing Association is the national organiza- 
tion for students intrested in the study of com- 
munication disorders Our purpose is to keep 
students updated on current Issues of the field 
and to give valuable experiences within the 
various environments within the field of 
speech pathology and audiology 
Non-Traditional Student 
Association 
To provide representation of Non-Tradi- 
tional student concerns to the University 
administration, faculty, staff and community 
and the opportunity to meet with peers. 
Nutrition and  Foods Manage- 
ment Association 
NFMA a a student organization for people 
interested in dietetics, restaurant or institution- 
al food service managment. The group pro- 
vides a fun way to meet other people in our 
held, to be exposed to similar experiences that 
your career will offer as well as help you set • 
networking system that is essential to your 
held of study 
o 
Off-Campus Connection 
This organization was created to help com- 
muting students develop leadership experience 
and a sense of belonging in the University com- 
munity 
Ohio Collegiate Music 
Education Association 
To further the aims and ideals of the musk 
profession. 
Omega Essence 
The purpose at the Omega Essence Organi- 
zation is assisting BGSU students with a sense 
of belonging. Essence is here to aid students in 
building, protecting, and strengthening the BG 
community while supporting the University in 
its quest for excellence. 
Omega Phi Alpha 
The purpose of this soronty shall be to 
assemble in the fellowship of Omega Phi 
Alpha, to develop friendship, leadership, and 
cooperation by promoting service to the Uni- 
versity, to the community at large and to the 
members of the sorority. 
Omicron Delta Kappa 
Onucron Delta Kappa is a national leader- 
ship honor society that promotes and exempti- 
fies leadership in the areas of athletics, acade- 
mics, journalism, creative and performing arts, 
and campus/community service We recognize 
those who have attained a high standard of effi- 
ciency in these areas and bring together the 
most representative students in all phases of 
collegiate life. 
Order of Omega 
A national leadership honor society with 
three main purposes To recognize students 
who have attained a high standard of leader- 
ship in inter-Greek activities, to promote unity 
within the Greek system, and to interact with 




ODSN is a student organization promoting 
professional development in the held of orga- 
nization development, training and human 
resource development. ODSN provides mem- 
bers with opportunities to practically apply 
organization development skills and to learn 
more about current organization development 
IS-HI", 
Orientation Board 
Orientation Board is responsible for recruit- 
ing, selecting and training Orientation Staff for 
Fall Orientation. You must have served at an 
Orientation Staff member previously to gain 
membership on Orientation Board. 
Panhellenic Council 
Panhellenic Council is the governing body 
of all women's soronbes- The council strives to 
promote community service involvement in a 
unified manner. This organization governs the 
14 sororities at BGSU and offers the chance to 
expand a woman's leadership opportunities. 
Phi Alpha Theta 
Recognize scholarly achievement in the 
field of history. 
Phi Beta Kappa 
To honor outstanding liberal arts rumors 
and seniors for their academic work. 
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia 
The primary purpose of this fraternity shall 
be to encourage and actively promote the high- 
est standards of creativity, performance, educa- 
tion and research in music of America Further 
purposes shall be to develop and encourage 
loyalty to the alma mater, to foster the mutual 
welfare and brotherhood o* students of music, 
to develop trust and fraternal spirit among its 
members and to instill in all people an aware- 
ness of music's important role in the enrich- 
ment of the human spirit 
Phi Upsilon Omicron 
Phi Upsilon Omicron is a national honor 
society in Family and Consumer Sciences The 
organization works to advance its profession! 
as well as provide leadership and service. 
Pi Omega Pi 
Pi Omega Pi is a business education hon- 
orary society, which serves business educamm 
and marketing education mafors Membership 
is based on academic excellence, leadership 
ability and dedication to the profession of busi 
ness and/or marketing education Pi Omega Pi 
participates in community and local activities 
every year A national project is complete each 
year, in which we have placed as one of the top 
10 chapters in the nation for several years. Our 
overall purpose is to create a fellowship among 
fellow teachers of business and marketing edu- 
cation 
Praecepta 
Praecepta shall be an organization which 
exists to provide a medium for students' musi- 
cal and creative concerns and ideas, to increase 
the awareness of new musk among audiences 
and to encourage the performance of new 
music 
Pre-Physical Therapy Club 
The purpose of the Pre Physical Therapy 
Club is to inform students of the necessary 
steps for applying to MCO and also make them 
aware of alternate paths. 
Public Relations Student 
Society of America 
The purpose of BG PRSSA is to allow mem- 
ben to enhance their knowledge and skills in 
the field of public relation* through profeanon- 
.il speakers and conference* 
Purchasing Club 
To develop understanding and profcssion- 
alism within the purchasing mafnr through net- 
working. Group meetings, guest speakers and 




Promote the sport of racquetball. increase 
skill level, provide a framework for under- 
standing rules and regulations of raquetball 
and promote physical fitness, friendship and 
(air play through the club's activities. 
Radio News Organization 
BGRNO airs five newscasts per day. five 
days a week on each of the campus radio sta- 
tions We also air a weekly talk show which dis- 
cusses current issues that are important to stu- 
dents We also report local and campus events. 
Radio Sports Organization 
BGRSO is the largest organization ol Mi sttt 
in the United States. The organization broad- 
casts every Bowling Green football game and 
most hockev and basketball games live over the 
air BGRSO does more live athletics than any 
other student radio organization in the country 
Resident Advisor Council 
The KA Council wi.i serve to create 
increased communications and understanding 
between the RA. professional and centralized 
staffs This Council will strive to effectively and 
expediently address RA issues, concerns and 
questions The Council may take on additional 
M-rvicc projects to aid in community develop- 
ment In addition, the RA Council can be a 
vehicle for internal relations 
Resident Student Association 
The Resident Student Association is a stu- 
dent-run organization which exists to serve the 
on-campus residents of BGSU We work to 
improve on-campus life in the residence halls 
and small group living units through upgrad- 
ing physical facilities, programming and edu- 
cation All on-campus residents Art members of 
RSA and are welcome to attend meetings and 
participate 
Royal Greens 
The purpose of the ROTC Royal Greens is 
to provide community service for Bowling 
Green We plan to help the people who are 
needy, to clean up trash found along the part of 
the road the ROTC has "adopted" and any 
other new ideas that are brought up. 
Rugby Club (Men's) 
To promote union and spint of rughv   - 
sportsmanship, camradarie, competition and 
excellence and to provide those interested in 
rugby with an opportunity to play regardless of 
skill 
Rugby Club (Women's) 
Promo* rugby union football in the spirit 
of rugby - sportsmanship, camradarie, compe- 
tition, and excellence - both on and off the field 
And to provide those interested in rugby with 
an opportunity to play, regardless of skill. 
Russian Club 
To provide all those students who are inter- 
ested in the Russian culture an opportunity to 
leam more. Also, to help diversity the college's 
extracurricular active membership base by 
allowing all those who are interested to attend 
regardless of knowledge. Finally, to increase 
awareness of Russian heritage across the cam- 
pus. 
Secondary Education Resource 
Association 
SERA is an organization designed to be a 
resource for all future and present secondary 
teachers. Within SERA then are sub-groups 
that provide information and material 
designed for each secondary area of specialty. 
English. Math, Science. Social Studies and the 
Arts. 
Sales & Marketing Club 
SMC is a professional organization dedicat- 
ed to providing members with experience in 
developing profit and non-profit projects, 
attending sales and marketing executive lun- 
cheons, listening and interacting with guest 
speakers in the marketing field, providing ser- 
vice to the community, gaining hands-on sell- 
ing/marketing experience and networking 
opportunities with BGSU alumni SMC encour- 
ages team unity and campus involvement 
Sigma Gamma Epsilon 
The objectives of the Society are the 
scholastic, scientific and professional advance- 
ment of its members. 
Sigma Phi Omega (Tau Chapter) 
To promote scholarship, research, profes- 
stonalism and excellence in gerontology and 
aging services and to recognize high attain- 
ment in pursuing academic and clinical nosV 
lence in these areas 
Skating Club 
To encourage ice skating as a lifetime sport 
Ski Team 
Intercollegiate ski race competition, slalom 
and giant slalom All levels welcome for men 
and women 
Soccer Club (Women's) 
To provide an opportunity for any woman 
to participate in a fun but senous soccer orga- 
nization. This team will work together as a 
group on and off the field. 
S.C.A.   (Society   for   Creative 
Anachronisms) 
The Society studies the past by recreating 
aspects of the middle ages. These aspects 
include combat (in tournaments), dancing, 
singing and many arts and crafts. 
Society for Technical 
Communication 
STC is the largest professional association 
serving the technical communication profes- 
sion, with more than 14,000 members and 140 
chapters worldwide. It sponsors high-caliber 
programs that keep both entry-level and veter- 
an communicators aware of the latest trends 
and technology in the field It also offers innov- 
ative services for the educational professional 
development of its members 
Society  of   Human   Resource 
Management 
To provide professional social activities for 
students in Human Resource Management, 
1PC and other related fields of study. 
Society of Physics Students 
To promote public interest in physics and 
physical sciences. To assist students to develop 
knowledge, competence and social responsibil- 
ity. To develop coUegially among students and 
faculty To stimulate interest in advanced study 
and research Recognize high scholarship 
S.O.L.D.   (Student   Organiza- 
tions Leadership Development) 
SOLD, was formed in order to provide 
leadership and learning development to the 
members of the student organizations at BGSU, 
as well as campus student leaders. The group, 
along with the Office of Student Activities and 
Orientation, sponsor events that include the 
annual Organize tic.is Fair, Leadership Confer- 
ence, Workshop Series and Leadership Recog- 
nition Reception. 
Sport Management Alliance 
The purpose of the Sport Management 
Alliance shall be to provide students with a bet- 
ter understanding of the scope of sport man- 
agement and science and to enhance interest in 
the professional preparation program 
Student Art Therapy 
Association 
The purpose of S A T.A is to provide edu- 
cational development in the field of art therapy, 
to provide peer support and peer advising tor 
students and to familiarize the University's fac- 
ulty and students and surrounding community 
with the held of art therapy. 
Student Council for Exceptional 
Children 
The Council for Exceptional Children is 
dedicated to improving educational outcomes 
for individuals with exceptionalities It is part 
of the international professional organization 
Council for Exceptional Children 
9n \ Depression is a bunch of symptoms 
** / exhibited by weak people. 
Depression is an unbearable suppression 
' of brain activity that can strike anyone 
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imaging A solutions      +J 
Copies • Printing • Creative Services 
525 Ridge Street • Bowling Green, OH • (419) 354-3278 
Students, Faculty and Staff ... 
Fast Company...is conviently located just off campus 
and has very competitive prices. 
We're locally owned, are BGSU graduates, and 
are committed to serving you in the most 
professional way possible. If you've not already 
experienced Fast Company-give us a try, we're 
confident that you'll be happy with our service 
and it's tough to beat our prices. 
Sunday:  1 p.m. - 8 p.m. 
Monday - Thursday: 8 a. 
Friday: 8 a.m. - 8 p.m. 
Saturday: Closed 
m. - 8 p.m. 
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To provide exposure to construehon-relat- 
ed activities not detained in the normal data- 
room curriculum. SCMA gives students a voice 
in curriculum evaluation, promotes a profes- 
sional attitude, enhances a student fellowship 
through social interaction and promotes facul- 
ty-student interaction through social activities 
Student Development 
Association 
BGSDA serves as the student group for the 
Masters students in the College Student Per- 
sonnel program. This organization represents 
the needs of the students in the program and 
facilitates programs and events for professional 
development community building and other 
student needs 
Student Education Association 
The DC Student Education Association is a 
pre-professional education organization. The 
purpose of the organization is to give its mem- 
bers the cutting edge as a future educator. 
BCSEA offers that something "extra" to a stu- 
dent's education 
Student Environmental Action 
Coalition 
SEAC is a grassroots organization led by its 
members, dedicated to building power among 
students involved in environmental and social 
justice action. We accomplish this by encourag- 
ing local, regional, and national leadership 
through: educational resources, building coali- 
tions and encouraging cooperative actions, 
challenging the traditional definition of "envi- 
ronment" and using effective strategies and 
tactics 
Student  Marketing Education 
Association 
SMF.A is a marketing education organiza- 
tion that promotes and develops an interest in 
Marketing Education. DECA and related Bttdl 
SMEA participates in Regional, State and 
National DECA Conferences and provides 
workshops in these events. Our overall pur- 
pose is to develop respect for education in mar- 
keting and management as it contributes to 
vocational competence 
Student Organization of Social 
Workers 
To promote, support and assist in the man- 
agement of the educational program of Social 
Work, to expand on classroom experience in 
the area of human service professions, to pro- 
mote community service, and to promote new 
friendship and unity among the members 
Students for Quality Education 
The purpose of SQE is to improve the qual- 
ity of education at Bowling Green State Univer- 
sity by making faculty aware of expectations 
regarding the learning process and likewise 
empowering the students to torm a parii- rship 
with the faculty for the betterment ol higher 
education. 
Tau Beta Sigma 
The purpose of Tau Beta Sigma is to service 




The purpose of BGTEA is to promote pro- 
fessional fellowship among prospective Tech- 
nology Educators ami technologists through 
interaction at the local, state and national level 
Theta Alpha Phi 
The purpose of this fraternity is to increase 
interest, stimulate creativeness and recognize 
excellence in all of the allied arts and crafts of 
the theater. 
University Red Cross 
The purpose of the University Red Cross 






The Undergraduate Alumni Association 
provides a link between the past, present and 
future students A few of our programs include 
the Extern Experience, Finals Week Survival 
Kits. Mud Volleyball, Homecoming, Master 
Teacher Award, Senior Send-off 
Undergraduate Gerontology 
Association 
The Undergraduate Gerontology Associa- 
tion is a service organization dedicated to pro- 
moting quali ty interactions between University 
students and older members of the greater 
Bowling Green community 
Undergraduate Student 
Government (USG) 
USG is m operation to work for every 
undergraduate student at BGSU by serving as 
the representative voice of the undergraduate 
student body. USG stnves to serve through 




The purpose of the USG judicial Board is to 
give students the opportunity to appeal park- 
ing tickets that are given out by parking & traf- 
fic 
Undergrowth 
Undergrowth was founded to facilitate the 
development of an undergraduate creative 
writing community and to foster an atmos- 
phere of COnMnaclivt oWdm among that 
community It also serves as a support group 
and outlet for young writers 
United Christian Fellowship 
A group of students interested in environ- 
ment, race relations, urban poverty and its 
effect on children, women's issues and cultural 
diversity We have field trips, volunteer pro- 
grams, and community houses No formal reli- 
gious requirements We welcome spiritual 
seekers and questioners. 
VISION 
Our primary purpose is to educate and lo 
provide a safe place for gay, lesbian, bisexual, 
transgender and supportive straight students. 
Visual Communication 
Technology Organization 
To promote professional but nut and devel- 
opment within the held of Visual Communica- 
tion Technology (or majors and others with an 
interest in the field 
Volleyball Club 
To provide an organized and competitive vol- 
leyball team for women and men unable to 
play at the varsity level. 
Volunteers in Progress 
VIP is a University-sponsored program that 
provides practical experiences lo students 
w w v •••••••••• 
Water Polo Club 
The purpose of this organization is to pro- 
mote the sport of water polo at BGSU, and to 
encourage competition on the mtercollegiale 
level by contending against other Mid-Amen- 
can Conference schools. 
Water Ski Team 
To promote water skiing and competing in 
collegiate tournaments. 
WBGU 88.1 FM 
WBGU 881 FM gives students from aU 
majors an exciting opportunity to gain a posi- 
tive radio experience. 
WFAL Radio 
To provide the students of Bowling Green 
with public service through on-air and other 
media 
Women in Communications 
WICI is a professional organization that 
supports people in various aspects of the com- 
munication field. 
Womyn for Womyn 
Womyn for Womyn is a feminist and wom- 
amst organization devoted to women's issues 
and problems on an individual, local and 
national level. 
World Student Association 
The World Student Association is an orga- 
nization whose intention is promoting cultural 
awareness among the students and community 
of Bowling Green 
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DINING 
SERVICES PUTTING THE PIECES TOGETHER 
!T 55 Positions offered by Dining Services to student employees 
~ - i^   If you are interested in advanced positions watch for postings as they become available. 





pay rale: $5.35 
Operates a cash register 
Kcep« area dean and 
sii^keo   As >.'.;s customers 
Office Assistant 
Kay rate: $5.40 
ocesses all bills and 
mvoces. maintains incoaajk 
and expense records   «9J 
tabulates iirnecaros   ■ **wer« 
the phone, and ;ic bj   _ an 
intermediary with ti» pubne. 
Office Manager       ^ 
nrate: $5.65 
ssistant to the General *J 
Manager Schedules, trams 
and evaluates the perfor- 
mance ol the ort.ee start 
Scheduler 
pay rate: $5.75 
Hires the student start, 
assigns wockshifis. and 
maintains employment 







pay rate: $5.20 
Entry level position   Jobs 
include working with service 
staff primarily on serving lines. 
in the dming room and 
dishfoom. and some food prep 
Waiter/Waitress 
pay rate: $5.35 
Prepares beverages and 
desserts, greets guests, and 
waits on tables ^d 
On Call Catering   ^fl 
pay rate: $5.35      ^M 





pay rate: S5.30 
tre*1' - tonal materials. 
■Knpaper ads. table tents. 
~Qap*ay* Assist with (he 
raaatfianraaang and advertising 
o* the department 
'May be used lor a 40hr/wk 




pay rate: $5.15 
Acts as a 'secret shopper.* 
samples products and evaluates 
«. and reports back to the 
irtment admimsrtation 
lequires only a lew hours a 
'month 
Delivery/Errand Pa 
pay rate: S5.20     J 
Delivers items to dminaT 
Distributes incoming nwS 
picks up outgoing mail 




pay rate: $5.90 
Assists (he department's 
kcomputer specialist Maintains 
■Te computenzed register 
Kystem and office computers 
Located m each dining facility 
A»4tt'<     wiling 'epon 
pragrar 





K;iy rate; $6.25 
« side by ekte with 
-I'lagemeot atatf. 
■ > tor chaqldr ; 
■   ;^i>« 
assigning" dutie 
checking out s 
Assists with training" and 
performance evaluations 
Student Manager I 
pay rate: $6.50 
A Manager 1 is in charge 
of operations such as a 
snack bar or restaurant 
Works m conjunction with 
a permanent manager, but 
is trained lo be able to 
operate m the absence ol 
jpe permanent manager 
Student Manager 2 
ay rate: $7.25 
Manager 2 works in a luU 
lining facility in conjunction 
with the permanent man- 
agement staff Assists m the 
daily operation of the facility 
H ma] ■ tdoltonal nbw 
duties 
Student Manager 3 
pay rate: $8.70 
A Manager 3 works in 










pay rate: $5.55 
Assists cook tn Ihe kitchen 
with food prep, gnu and 
tryer cooking 
Student Cook I 
pay rale: $5.70 
Performs dut*s ol a cooks 
helper In addition assists 
the cooks with the 
preparation of recipes 
Student Cook 2 
pay rate: $6.00 $  :' . 
•  andSOKk 
j» a luf.-urm. 
Baker Asistent 
pay rate: $5.55 
Assists Ihe bakers In the 
preparation ol desserts and 
baked goods 
> shifts from midnight 
Whal will my starling «..g„ be' 
$5.20 per hour Plus, longevity andiweiwcomnan*.*:  m are also 
Do I have lo work weekends? 
You are required lo work every other weekend in Founders. 
Kreischer. McDonald. Galley. Chilys Express, and the Student 
Union Weekends generally include Friday dinner through Sunday 
dinner Commons operales Monday through Friday only 
How do I apply for employment? 
Complete the Student Employment Interest Inquiry and return it to 
BGSU Dining Services. 200 Centre* Bklg . BGSU. or attend the 
campus wKJe OPPORTUNITY JOB FAIR. Tues Aug25 t0anv3pm 
<n the Student Union Lenhart Grand Ballroom You will noed your 
original Social Security Card or Birth Certificate and your 
BGSU I D 
What type of jobs will I be assigned to do? 
See above tor a variety ol positions Dming Services has to ofl»r. 
How many hours will I be expected to work? 
Approximately 10-15 hours a week 
1 
How will I be scheduled? 
Work shifts for most entry level pbsitior^iW2 to 4 hours in 
length Work shifts may begin as eartySaWam and end as 
lale as 4 am. ALL work shifts are arranged to frt your daas 
schedule BONUS: Jusl like class schedules, work schedules 
j3Mp stay Ihe same for the entire semester. 
May I be assigned to work In the residence hall where I 
amtMatt 
Hrt^H^ces cannot promise that you will receive a job in 
vour reeki ■ »i Work locations are based on departmental 
mo'iever possible, we will try and honor your 
For more Information contact a Dining Center manager 
beginning August 10 
Commons     372-2563 Founders      372-2781 
Qalloy 372-2766 Kretscher      372-2825 
McDonald      372-2771 Umon 372-2641 




BGSU College Student Employment Interest Inquiry 
BGSU ID# _ 
Expected Date Of Graduation . 
E-Mail Address  
Have you woii(ed for University Dining Services before' 
If yes, where?  
. BGSU Phone #. 
Home Phone # . 
Today's Dale _ 
Yes      No 
Have you worked on Campus before? 
If yes.,where?  
Yes      No 
UNIVERSITY DINING SERVICES 
Ann: BARB ERISMAN 
200 Csnlrex. BGSU. Bowling Green, OH 43403 
Any Questions? 
Call (419) 372-2891 . at 
Get 100 FREE minutes. 
Then call anywhere in the U.S. for only \0<f. a minute. 
Sign up for an AT&T One Rate® plan and your first 100 minutes are FREE* 
Whatever your calling needs are AT&T has a One Rate plan that's right for you. 
AT&T One Rate® Plus: 10^ a minute — one low rate all the time on state-to-state calls 
you dial from home. Whoever. Whenever Wherever you call in the U.S. And just 
a $4.95 monthly fee. 
AT&T One Rate® Off Peak: 10^ a minute on your state-to-state, direct dialed calls 
from home from 7pm-7am and all weekend long; 25^ a minute all other times. 
And there's no monthly fee.* 
Sign up with AT&T and get 100 minutes FREE. 
Call I 800 654-0471 
and mention offer code 59917 
or visit www.att.com/college/np.html 
It's   all   within   your    reach." AT&T 
tjoi* Free m«nutes promotion applies to first fi-*« monthly bill Unused 
cannot oe earned over Offer expires 10/15/98 Offer based on choice of AT&T One 
a or AT&T One Rate Off Peak Plan Plans subject to billing awa-iaoiitt- instate rates vary 
$3 monthly minimum usage applies to One Pate Of Peak Plan Call 'or detail*   CI998 AT&T 
T •    1 Conklin    Hall    now      "News sisters" reprint-      "My Fair Lady" sched- 
I SI I 1 f* "    nouses the psychology   ed from big stories this   uled  to go back on 
XAXW-'XV*V^#    department. summer. stage. 
18 •20 •25 
BG police drop new 'zero tolerance' motto 
□ The Bowling Green Police 
Division is doing away with 
the "zero tolerance" policy 
put into effect last year. 
By SARAH BEDNARSKI 
 The BG News  
Whether "zero tolerance" is just a 
term or a threat that should merit con- 
cerns is a question the Bowling Green 
Police Division does not want to take 
any chances on. 
As a result of the recent uprisings at 
Michigan State University, Ohio Univer- 
sity and Penn State, the BGPD is making 
sure the city is safe and trying to prevent 
something like that from happening 
here. 
With this in mind, the BGPD believes 
people may see the term "zero toler- 
ance" as something negative and may 
protest against it, according to Linda 
McCool, BGPD administrative lieu- 
tenant. 
McCool said the division has decided 
not to use the term "zero tolerance" any- 
more, but will still enforce the law. 
"If we have fact or proof that you did 
something you'll be charged," she said. 
Saying the BGPD has a "zero toler- 
ance" policy may lead people to think 
the police is against them which, in rum. 
may lead to an act of violence, McCool 
said. Though there hasn't been an act of 
violence like those seen at MSU or OU, 
she said the city would like to keep it 
that way. 
"We're concerned with the trend we 
see, therefore, we feel the need to keep it 
from happening," McCool said. 
According to Sam Johnson, deputy 
chief, the department was concerned 
with providing a platform for violence 
under "zero tolerance." He said it may 
give people an excuse to be upset and 
lead to a riot or another violent act. 
However, both McCool and Johnson 
said even though they do not have a 
"zero tolerance," they will continue to 
protect and serve the community as well 
as enforce the laws. 
"We'll enforce the law strictly, fairly 
and by the book," Johnson said. 
Johnson said he is not just referring to 
students breaking the law, but anyone 
who may violate the law. On any given 
night, students, visitors and citizens of 
Bowling Green can cause problems 
throughout the city. 
"We're here to protect everyone," he 
said. "We're working for the students as 
much as we are for the other citizens." 
With this idea in mind, McCool said 
they are working with the University 
police to improve community policing 
efforts. She said they have spoken with 
University Public Safety Director James 
Wiegand about collaborating on various 
City Police 
policing projects. 
"Right now there's talk about having 
one of our officers and a University offi- 
cer working together at night and 
patrolling," McCool said. 
The BGPD plan on utilizing addition- 
al officers every Thursday, Friday and 
Saturday night. They will not only be in 
cars, but also on bicycles patrolling the 
city, McCool said. 
"The bicycles work well downtown 
and the officer can get to a problem 
faster," she said. 
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hard to find in BG 
Downtown BG has all the essentials 
□ New Bowling Green 
stores provide an 
assortment of mer- 
chandise, good prices 
and close locations. 
By JENNY GERKEN 
The BG News 
The newest additions to Bowl- 
ing Green's economy are varied 
in their wares but close in loca- 
tion. 
John Davis of It's a Futon Too 
on East Wooster Street said the 
store is a futon store that also 
sells furniture so they have many 
types   of  futons,   with   frame 
prices from $150 to $1,000. He 
added that the store is the third 
in a chain that has been in busi- 
ness for four years. 
Davis said the futons are easy 
to assemble and will fit in any 
residence hall room. Delivery 
and set-up is free for students, 
who also receive a 10 percent dis- 
count. All frames have a five year 
warranty while covers have a 
one year warranty. 
The store will hold an official 
grand opening in September or 
October but is currently open for 
business. 
"Business has already been 
very good," Davis said. 
Also on East Wooster Street is 
Cosmo's. The coffee shop, which 
is open from 7:30 a.m. to mid- 
night, changed owners in April 
and alterations have been made. 
The Cosmo's Courtyard is an 
outdoor patio area that is smok- 
er-friendly and has a European 
atmosphere. The menu has also 
been expanded to include more 
desserts and pastries. 
Owner George Loper said 
they are keeping their Mediter- 
ranean fare but have added such 
items as fruit smoothies and 
fresh soups served in bread 
bowls. 
"We are pushing our menu 
because a lot of people don't 
know that we have things like 
turkey and roast beef on crois- 
sants and bagels," Loper said. 
Ci 
Also on tap are musicians one 
weekday evening and one week- 
end evening per week. Poetry 
readings will be held every 
month and some improvisation 
theater performances may also 
be held. Local artists' works are 
displayed inside. 
Also new to the area is Sta- 
ples, located on South Main 
Street. Besides offering over 
6,000 office supplies, Staples also 
features a technology store. 
Mike Chiarelli, Staples man- 
ager, said the store was built with 
• See DOWNTOWN, page 22. 
□ From clubs and 
organizations to 
movies and sports, 
there is always some- 
thing to do in Bowling 
Green. 
By MARY BETH MURTHA 
 The BG News  
For many students, the notion 
of finding something fun to do 
every weekend in Bowling 
Green sounds like an insur- 
mountable challenge. 
However, the problem can be 
solved without leaving the cam- 
pus. The trick is to keep on top of 
campus events and to be cre- 
ative. 
Often, entertainment can be 
found by participating in cam- 
pus activities and organizations. 
There are numerous clubs, 
societies and organizations on 
campus looking for members to 
partake in their meetings and 
social functions. Getting 
involved with a sport or club 
paves the way for banquets, get- 
togethers, pizza parties and all 
sorts of social bashes, without 
having to rent a bike or call for a 
cab. 
However, those weekends 
when the rugby team's party is 
cancelled or when the Future 
Plumbers of America have a 
study session call for a little 
quick thinking. Luckily, there is 
almost always something going 
on. 
For example, the Moore 
Musical Arts Center is home to 
more than 450 concerts every 
year, the majority of which are 
free, according to Deborah Meth, 
Director of Public Events for the 
College of Musical Arts. These 
Student life 
events rang< tr..i.. Jioral ton 
certs to band and orchestra con- 
certs to full operas. 
Meth said there are also jazz 
concerts, performed by both stu- 
dents and faculty; ethnic ensem- 
bles such as the Afro-Caribbean 
ensemble; and the University's 
Festival Series. The Festival 
Series brings in world-famous 
artists and performers, she said. 
Tickets to these events can be 
purchased individually or stu- 
dents can subscribe to the series, 
Meth said. 
For more concert information 
and a schedule of performances, 
consult    the    CMA    website: 
www.bgsu.edu/colleges/musi- 
cal/events. 
Sometimes more athletic pur- 
suits are suitable for the week- 
ends, especially when the weath- 
er is nice. The Student Recreation 
Center is a great place to chal- 
lenge a friend to basketball or to 
learn a new sport. 
Hackey-sacking or frisbee- 
playing in the quad takes advan- 
tage of the early autumn sun- 
shine, and frisbee golf equip- 
ment can be rented. The more 
adventurous might try water 
gun battles or rollerblading com- 
petitions. 
If the weather is bad, or you 
just want to stay in, marathon 
Twister games are sure to please. 
So are marathons of any sort: 
"Star Trek" movies, poker 
games, even Nintendo's Tetris. 
College is all about endurance. 
Use your head, and your 
imagination, and you'll have 
countless things to do on your 
weekend agenda. Be sure to keep 
the mind open as well; college 
isn't college without gaining' 
some new experiences. 
Local politics offer forum 
to exercise student voice 
□ Students can par- 
ticipate in local 
government. 
By BRANDI BARHITE 
The BG News 
To be actively involved in 
city government. University 
students do not have to 
shake hands and kiss babies 
to have their voice heard or 
to make a big difference. 
According to the mayor's 
office, getting involved in 
city government is easy and 
encouraged by both the 
mayor and public officials. 
Julie Meyer, Ward One 
council member and senior 
political science and French 
major said, "Any student 
who has an issue is always 
welcome to come to city 
council meetings." 
City council meetings are 
held on the first and third 
Monday of every month on 
the third floor in the City 
Municipal Building located 
on 304 N. Church St. 
The mayor's office said 
the meetings are open to 
everyone and students are 
welcome to address the 
council. They said a portion 
of the city council meetings 
is dedicated to lobbying 
where concerned students 
can discuss anything on or 
off the agenda pertaining to 
the city or University. 
Meyer said council mem- 
bers primarily can help stu- 
dents with city issues, but 
are willing to help with Uni- 
versity issues. She said there 
are many issues that are 
only under University juris- 
diction, but city council 
members will do anything 
they can to help students. 
Meyer also suggests join- 
ing College Democrats and 
Republicans. She said these 
organizations  are  a  great 
• See POLITICS, page 22 
can I get 
involved? 
Go to city council meetings. 
Join the College Democrats 
and republicans. 
Serve on city boards. 
Work for local campaigns. 
Register to vote. 
mm 
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The Small Business Institute at 
the University will offer a series of 
training workshops for anyone 
interested In establishing a busi- 
ness or for owners and operators of 
existing small businesses. 
"What is Business Planning" on 
Sept. 15 will answer frequently 
asked questions about business 
planning and discuss the impor- 
tance of planning and studying the 
marketplace. 
The Oct. 13 workshop. 'Devel- 
oping the Management team for 
Your Business." will define how 
managers create the strategy, 
structure and processes through 
which a business grows. 
On Nov. 10. "Marketing Behind 
the Scenes: Analysis and Under- 
standing" will explain the three 
processes involved In marketing: 
Research, analysis and strate- 
gies/tactics implementation. 
Participants In the Dec. 8 work- 
shop. "Public Relations and the 
Small Business." will discuss the 
effectiveness of word-of-mouth 
marketing as well as other market- 
ing tools. 
The fall workshops will be held 
from 6 to 8 p.m. on Tuesdays in 
the College Park Building on the 
BGSU campus. 
For more information or to reg- 
ister, call Continuing Education at 
372-8181. 
Do you have city news? Let us 
know! Call The News at 372-2603. 
Psych building undergoes renovations, 
department moves to Conldin Hall 
□ Due to renovations, the 
psychology department has 
been temporarily re-located 
to Conklin. 
The BG News 
For the next two years, the University's 
psychology department has moved to Con- 
kiln. 
The psychology building will be undergo- 
ing renovations. 
According to Bill Balzer. chairman of the 
department, asbestos will be removed, addi- 
tional networking and new lights will be 
Installed. 
The building Is 30 years old and has 
done a great Job for us in those 30 years." 
he said. The office we work in now is a 
1967 office and the changes will make the 
office more modem." 
The department plans to move into the 
department building in December 1999. 
According to Balzer, one of the hardest 
tasks in moving the department was turn- 
ing the residence hall Into an office build- 
ing. 
The custodians did a terrific Job at get- 
ting Conklin ready," Balzer said. They 
made the place sparkle." 
Balzer said all of the phone numbers will 
remain the same. 
However, he said most of the psychology 
classes will be diverted to other buildings, 
including Harshman. Olscamp and the 
Education building. 
When the renovaUons are completed, the 
building should last as long as the older one 
has. 
The renovated building slhould last us 






set up opera- 
tions in Con- 
klin Hall. 
BG New* Photo/ 
JASON SUGGS 
Wellness Connection offers place to go for help 
□The Wellness Connec- 
tion assists students 
with information on 
medical and social 
topics at the University. 
By SARAH BEDNARSKI 
The BG News 
Whether a student needs 
information on stress manage- 
ment or eating disorders, they 
can find it all at the University's 
Wellness Connection. 
Formerly called the Center for 
Wellness  and   Prevention,   the 
center provides wellness infor- 
mation, said Chris Hageman, 
wellness coordinator. She said if 
they can't provide the informa- 
tion then a student is connected 
to other resources. 
According to Hageman, the 
center is available to anyone who 
wishes to utilize it. She said that 
whether a student wants infor- 
mation for a class project or for 
themselves, they can obtain it 
there. 
"We have handouts and 
videos available to students," 
Hageman said. 
According to Hageman, a pro- 
fessional staff which includes an 
alcohol counselor, dietitian and 
health educator is available to 
students as well. 
She said many of the "hot top- 
ics" students have requested 
information on include sexual 
health, sexual assault and eating 
disorders. She said in addition, 
general nutrition information 
was also requested. 
Barb Hoffman, nurse clinician 
and director of the Coalition 
Against Sexual Offenses (CASO), 
said resident advisors have come 
to the center for help in putting 
up displays on various topics. 
She said the center also speaks to 
many different clubs, residence 
halls and organizations on cam- 
pus. 
In addition, Hageman said 
they speak to classes, especially 
UNTV, 100, as well as athletic 
groups. 
"We are planning to speak 
with a majority of the teams on 
topics such as sexual assault and 
alcohol awareness,"' Hageman 
said. 
According to Hoffman, sexual 
assault is something that many 
students should be informed 
about. She said the first few 
weeks of the fall semester is the 
most crucial for sexual assault. 
If a student is sexually assault- 
ed, there are many places she can 
turn to for help, Hoffman said. 
"If you're sexually assaulted 
contact us," she said. "You can 
contact Student Health Services, 
the counseling center, CASO or 
the Sexual Assault Awareness 
For Empowerment (SAAFE) pro- 
gram." 
In addition to finding infor- 
mation, students can volunteer at 
the center, Hageman said. Any 
student can volunteer their time, 
she said. 
Some volunteer jobs include 
activists for CASO as well as 
helping plan and be involved in 
educational programs sponsored 
by the center. 
BOWLING GREEN 
MUSIC & SOUND 
BUY • SELL • TRADE • NEW • USED 
GUITARS • AMPS • ACCESSORIES 
LIGHTING • DJ • PA • KARAOKE 




130 E Wooster 
STEAK &  SEAFOOD 
WELCOME BACK STUDENTS 
100 ITEM BUFFET 
Lunch $4.99   Dinner $6.99 
With the purchase of our buffet and beverage 
Recieve 10% off with this ad! 
Coupon good lof any parly size Not valid witfi any othar offer Exp 9/20/96 
1544 Wooster       352-0461 







Carry Out or 
Delivery Fee Applies 
***Bowling Green Church Directory*** 
m 
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH 
God low you and has an answer for y\ 
*:30aa   S.nday School CIHMI for ill afts 
/including College and Carter Class) 
10:30 am  Morning Worship 
6:00 pm   Evening Fellowship Hour 
7:00 pm   Wednesday Evening Bible Study St Prayer 
Anytime!  Come & Talk 
749 Souih Wimergarden Road Paslor David K. Faih mm 
■■'■ '■ '   ■   Iri 
am wini t  
^owhn^Green. Ohio 43402 
Contemporary Service 8:30 
Church 
Sunday Worship 10:30 
A Warm 
•WNTIY Unrrn MITBOCHST CmmcB Welcome For All! 
IMNeraktaassyiK 
*"11**,^* Si?* *i4tl •"•* h-uilty«wcnet.org 
Unrn/km'ZSSLmt W*»"*: h*>V/w™.wcn«.org/-mi,i<y/ 
r 
St. Thomas More 
l 'nivi/rsity Church 
5:00 pm  Saturday 
10:00 am, 11:80 am, 7:00 pm Sunday 
8:00 pm Tuesday In Offenhauer Room 1104A 
8:00 pm Thursday (Dunbar 3rd floor TV room) 
St. Aloysius Catholic Church 
Comer of Summit & Clough St. 
MASS SCHEDULE:  SATURDAY - 5:30 PM 
BEFORE SEPT 6 - SUNDAY 8:00 AM & 10:30 AM 
BEGINNING SEPT. 6 - SUNDAY 8:00 AM. 10:00 AM. 
AND 12:00 NOON 
HOLY DAYS: DAY BEFORE - 7:00 PM VIGIL MASS 
HOLY DAY - 9:15 AM & 7:00 PM 
. John's Episcopal Church 
1505 E. Wooster      Phone 353-0881 
W Sunday: Service - 9:00 a.m 
mmmmuummmm 
G)MMUNriY of CHRIST' 
LUTHERAN CHURCH & STUDENT CENTER 
llll 
1124 E. Wooster St. • 352-5101 
Contemporary Worship Sunday 10:30 am 
Join us for friendship and fellowship 
Everybody Welcome 
1 
All Are Welcome! 
St. Mark's Lutheran Church 
into the family of God 
Sunday Worship at: 8:30 and 10:00 a.m. 
"Contemporary Worship with Communion" each 
Saturday evening at 5:00 p.m. 
Worship Services on Sunday 8:30 and 11:00 am 
Saiurday Worship (Communion) 500 p m 
Sunday School lor all agas 945 ( m 
315 S. College Drive 3 Blocks South of Campus 
419-353-9305 ,.maii: StMarksOwcnet.org 
"The Welcome Place" 
Dayspring Assembly of God 
17360 N. Dixie B.G. 
Just North of Woodland Mall 
352-0672 
Sunday: 
Worship at 8:00am, 10:30am & 6:00pm 
School of Bible - 9:30am 
Family Night Services - 7:00pm, Wednesday 
r 
n 
. BOWLING GREEN COVENANTCHUKCH 
1165 HASKINS RD. 352-8483 
SUNDAY SERVICES, 10:00 A.M. 
• Bible Centered • Casual Atmosphere • Contemporary Worship 
ON-CAMPUS: Fellowship of Christian Graduate Students 
Donna Laird (354-0490) or Bruce Edwards (372-8668) 
Fellowship of Christian Students 





1094 N. Main St. 
Bowling Green 
For Your Convenience... 
Kroger Bowling Green Has Many 
Services To Offer! 
• WESTERN UNION 
• FIFTH THIRD BANK 
• MONEY ORDERS 49< 
• POSTAGE STAMPS 
• FAX SERVICE 
• OPEN 24 HOURS 
• UPS SERVICE 
• TICKETMASTER 
• PHOTO PROCESSING 
• 5* COPIES 
• CHECK CASHING (With Driver's License or State I.D.) 
• COLUMBIA GAS BILL PAYMENT 
Plus these additional Store Features. .. 
• VIDEO RENTAL • IN-STORE BAKERY 
• FLORAL SHOPPE • SALAD BAR 
• CAESAR SALAD BAR     • PHARMACY 
• WISHBONE CHICKEN EXPRESS 
WE ACCEPT: 





RC, Diet Rite, Sprite, 





All Sizes and Varieties 
KROGER BAGGED SNACKS 
•Kroger Everyday Low Price. Red Tage Reflect 33% Off Savings. 
LIMIT 3-12 PACKS, PLEASE! 
Prices and Items Effective at Bowling Green Kroger Store, thru Aug. 29,1998. 
COPYRIGHT 1998 THE KROGER CO. QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED. NONE SOLD TO DEALERS. 
SAVINGS REFLECTED OFF KROGER EVERYDAY PRICE. -DOUBLE COUPONS UP TO 50e. 
DOUBLE COUPON VALUE CANNOT EXCEED THE RETAIL PRICE OF THE rTCM. 
DOES NOT APILYTO CENTS OFF COUPONS ISSUED IN STORE. SEE STORE FOR DETAILS. 
All Varieties 
Taco Bell or 
OSCAR MAYER 
LUNCHABLES 














WELBILT WHITE MICROWAVE 
COMPACK WHITE REFRIGERATOR 
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Summer News Sizzlers 
Bowling Green survived another long summer without the University students. For those of you who weren't here to catch the action, here's an overview of what you missed. 
Aviation program 'taking off after restructuring 
□ The Univeristy's avi- 
ation program has 
hecome successful, 
again. 
The BG News 
With the re-establishment of 
the University's aerotechnology 
program last year, students once 
again have the opportunity to 
study aviation. 
The program was around for 
20 years when the engines stalled 
;on the department in 19%. Due 
to financial difficulties, the 
•department was forced to sus- 
:pend enrollment. 
Needing re-organization. Uni- 
versity President Sidney Ribeau 
asked Bob Martin, then vice pres- 
ident of Operations, to take over 
as director of aerotechnology. 
When Martin came into the 
aviation studies program in 1997, 
he had to make some changes. 
"One of the first things we had 
to do was upgrade the facilities," 
Martin said. "If you have a quali- 
ty program you need facilities 
that support the program. A good 
part of our time and efforts went 
into fixing the facilities." 
They had to look at the finan- 
cial model of the program to see 
that it was fiscally competitive 
with other similar programs. The 
flight curriculum was also 
reviewed to make sure it met the 
requirements. 
A recommendation was made 
to the president in January 1997 
to continue the program. 
Once the program was permit- 
ted   to  be   re-established,   the 
department was faced with 
another problem. 
"The recruitment of students 
was the key," Martin said. 
"Enrollment had declined 
because no one knew about the 
program." 
Martin said the enrollment for 
the fall is around 20. "Our goal is 
to increase the program to about 
150 students over the next five 
years," he said. 
Martin said in addition to 
increasing enrollment he wants 
to make sure that students still 
know one another and no one 
gets lost in the shuffle. 
"We want to be big enough to 
be successful, but small enough 
to give individual attention to the 
students." 
BG News Photo/SCOTT FAUBER 
The University's aviation program was suspended in 1996 due to a decline in standing. Howev- 
er, today it is revived and 20 students are enrolled for the fall semester. 
2 new University police officers to be hired this fall 
□ In order to reduce 
underage drinking, the 
University police will 
be hiring three new 
Officers in January. 
The BG News 
The University will be cele- 
brating more than the new year 
when  their  police  force  hires 
three new officers in January, 
1999 because of a $217,000 feder- 
al grant. 
James Wiegand, University 
public safety director, said every- 
thing is still in the preliminary 
stages, but he is hopeful that the 
new officers will be hired and 
put to work in January. 
One officer will be added to 
the investigation unit and anoth- 
er officer will serve as a liaison to 
University student organizations 
and residence halls. 
"We are two police officers 
below strength. We need more 
officers because we do not have 
enough to patrol the campus," 
Wiegand said. 
The grant will also provide 
the resources to allow one officer 
to conduct educational programs 
and enforce state liquor laws. 
Wiegand said this officer will 
work with bar owners to cut 
down on underage drinking and 
to combat drug abuse. 
Christine Hageman, Wellness 
coordinator, said the coalition 
Partners for Substance Abuse 
Prevention intends to work with 
the police department to reduce 
binge drinking on campus. 
"It is a natural fit for Wellness 
and the public safety to work 
together to combat the drinking 
problem," Hageman said. 
She said students need to real- 
ize that not everyone drinks and 
that students have certain rights. 
"We are focusing on correct- 
ing misconceptions. We want to 
teach students assertiveness and 
let students know that they have 
undeniable rights," Hageman 
said. 
According to Hageman, stu- 
dents do not have to put up with 
drunk roommates. She wants 
students to feel empowered and 
take control of any uncomfort- 
able situation. 
Wiegand said he expects to 
work with Hageman, but also 
with other student organiza- 
tions. 
Hageman said the idea is to 
utilize the resources of both the 
police department and Wellness 
organization. 
She believes the co-program- 
ming will enable the University 
to teach students the skills to 
resist excessive drinking and to 
protect those that do not drink. 
"We are going to put our 
efforts together and focus on 
combating binge drinking," 
Hageman said. 
Blast from the Past   AND   B.G. Antiques Mall 
"Welcome Back Students" • Adordabie antiques 
192 S. Main                     182 S. Main »collectibles 
353-6O01 353-6300 " Fl"niU"f; a's,les 'amps. 
Jus, South o. Ben Franklin   Look lo, the .lags'" . KS«"liaM   Sun 1-6 
• Furndure-al student prices 
• Funky clothes 
• Retro items tor trie dorm & apt. 
• Beanies -pez- toys 
• Mon-Sat 11:30-9    Sun 1-6 
Read the BG News daily !!! 
MIKE'S PARTY MART • BG'S #1 PARTY STORE! <^°^™ 
OM Milwaukee, 
| Old Milw.uk. Light 
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LSAT kGMATAGRE^MCAT^CPA ^TOEFL 
Relax, it's only 
your future we're 
talking about. 
With 60 years of proven success getting students into 
the schools of their choice, we're the chosen leader in 
test prep. Just ask anyone who's taken Kaplan. They 




•Test names are registered trademarks ol their respective owners. 









http //www.save org 
Forrest Creason Golf Course 
East Poe Road 
Bowling Green, OH 
419-372-2674 
Phone for Tee Times 
• Student Fall Passes are 
available starting Sunday, 
August 23th 
• All the Fall golt you can play 
tor only $60.00 
• You must have a fall 
schedule or validation 
sticker 
• Tee times required 
• Bursarable with Validation Sticker 
(Across from Foodtown) 
1021 S. Main St., Bowling Green, OH 43402 
(419)352-0123 
$ 1.99 Breakfast Special 
Mon. - Sat. 6:30 a.m. -11:00 a.m. 
2 eggs; 2 bacon or 2 sausage links; or 2 
pancakes or toast; and potatoes or coffee 
Best Deal in B.G. 
Sunday 8:00 a.m.. - 1p.m. 
ALL YOU CAN EAT BREAKFAST BUFFET: 
scrambled eggs, bacon, sausage, ham, home fries, 
biscuits, pancakes, french toast, sausage gravy, fresh fruit 
$4.75 
We accept Mastercard, Visa, Discover; $10 minimum. 
Two - Fer Tuesday 
2 Peopfe eat for $10 plus tax and tip 
Menu Choices 
1. Chopped Steak covered in 
mushrooms and beef gravy 
2. Spaghetti and Garlic Toast 
3. Broiled Ham Steak 
4. Baked Pot Roast 
Each meal comes with 2 side dishes, 
roll & butter and your beverage 
4 p.m. - Closing 
Coffee 600 
Hours: Mon. - Thurs. 6:30 a.m.. - 9 p.m. 
Fri. 6:30 a.m.- 10 p.m. 
Sat. 7:00 a.m..-9 p.m. 
Sun. 8 a.m.. - 8 p.m. 
W&&^i?&S& ̂X- 
Rugged Casual Footwear 
Euphoria Lo 
spilt suede leather 
low cut upper 
active wick llnirig 
rugged outsole 
good value - 
reasonably priced 








900 £. Woosler SI. it S. College, across from BGSU campus • 352-3365 
John A Mary Mum, Owners  
Welcome Back! 
Come see us for all your car care needs 
• Engine Repair • Exhaust • Tires > • 
• Radiator & Heater Repair • Towing 
• Starters & Alternators • Water Pumps 
• Accessories • Mufflers • Brakes 
Sockman Automotive 
352-3607 or 353-1697 
425 Grant 
Located behind Dairy Queen  
Welcome Back students & faculty 
We have everything for your 
academic success! 
10% off products and services 
Irtng Otis cowan into tht Knfco'i laud and «•»*• 10% off on aU i«*rfa% prtcaS 
Onkrfi produttt and MMtti. octpt port**, ihtppuuj. and tidroconfenWnu, 
ThH dHcount cannot bt used *n cou-buiaOon with voUamt pitting. cuKtavbU 
oxfen. Stlt (Irak and iptoal offen. Offer a (unlttd to on* coupon p* pnw. 
Coupon must bt pwutntod «t t«e of purchase and n not vaM wtth 0th* offco. 
Offer .*M at «W*oi Sowbftf Giuon beat** ont* Coup*' «M worn prohtbtttd 
by law. Mo cm* value. Offer npwn 9/KW4. 
kipJcor 
Th« new wiy to offfee: 
1 IS Mte* Si. I—<-« fan*. OMo 
SS4-SI77 
It, M « rax. w»cwn» smv 
One FREE self service C0PYCARD! 
thnq chu coupon into ttit Onoo'i ttWoiI mo* wottvt ont tm wtf twvtet copycanl 
0W» n VmHai to Oft coupon ate ptnon. Coopon moot bo luHi—■* K tow of 
pvtna» M o not MM w» otto offm. Off* void « (Mo'i iovna boon 
location on* Coopw »«l "Urn pmhibitM by b~ No can ok*. Off* «•«■ 
t/lO/M. 
MSU«»j<SL.Io><li«jfaio->.M>> IfinlfOt' 
1S4-HI1 _^        ■!■■■» • 
it, At m wn. »»<w n» snwj Th« new my to office 
Aw Fffff co/or copies 
Irtno tins coupon into tht tinea*! ttsttd and RKtr* gp to two FIf I Sl/T » II* 
full-color cope* on 10 St. white bond. Xtnao't reoui.es written penaiulon nor* the 
copynfjnt hold** tn order to •eorodutr tnourtyhted nufefiak. Offet n lireeitd to 
ont coupon pc person. Coupon must b* ptewntod at tine) of punhase and is not 
vahd wrth other offers. Offet valid at Kmlo'i Sowhno. Oeen location one, Coupon 
voHJ when- rtnibWid by Uw. No car* valut. Offet «puw 9/M/9S. 
iisru-w*dsi i*-*-s&^" o*. klflkiVt 
^•fWM4w*6<f»indrhSJ»w> Th« ntw way to offtet: 
One FREE hour computer rental time 
lrti*9 ttw coupon into tht rtnte'i (tsttd and wotnw ont RU how of iivilwt 
(omputof untal 0m, Offet tt IHntM to ont coupon par ptnoo. Coupon "not ba 
pftuntad at nun of puttuna and H not valid wtth otntt offen. Offet valid at 
««*oi Sowltnq utttn location only Coupon «ouj whrm piohtlwtad by lam Na cash 
**tut. Offer Hpii*. 9/10/W. 
US V*y»a- St. tWWuj fiaaaa. Ohio 
M4-H77 
fay WMtmh bf*uWfnr S*a«V 
kMco'r 
Trvtn«w»siytoofftc«: 
OPIN 7 DAYS A WltK 
More than 850 locations worldwide For the location nearest you call 1-800-2-KINKOS. 
■imtHvklliOiioaat Iti n » onuutt wot-o* < «»». taoMcimtontiot —I» woo tt p— urn.. 
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POLITICS^ 
Continued from page 17. 
way to get involved in city and 
University politics. She said this 
year these two organizations 
have many plans to help out 
with the Wood County Democra- 
tic and Republican Commissions 
during the local election. 
"These two groups can con- 
nect you with the county parties 
if you are interested in helping or 
running an election," Meyer 
said. 
Students can also get involved 
by serving on city boards. Stu- 
dents can either be appointed or 
volunteer their time with the 
local park and recreation, plan- 
ning, civil service, zoning, and 
litter commissions. Meyer also 
said student help is needed at the 
upcoming Black Swamp Festival, 
Sept. 11-13. 
Students can also work for 
local campaigns. Students who 
are registered voters in Wood 
County, have declared a political 
party and can work for the entire 
election year can be hired as 
polling officials. Meyer also 
believes the best way to make a 
difference is to utilize the right to 
vote. 
"The simplest way to get 
involved in city government is to 
register to voter. I would be more 
than happy to get the registra- 
tion information to students. I do 
not think students realize they 
can vote in Bowling Green," 
Meyer said. 
Students who are interested in 
getting involved can contact 
Meyer at meyerja@bgnet.bgsu. 
'My Fair Lady scheduled to repeat 
DOMINO'S PIZZA 
353-MEGA   § 
1616 E. WOOSTER 
GREENWOOD CENTRE      Kj 
WE ACCEPT PERSONAL CHECKS 





VWd MxUBy Only - Carvus Orty 
2 for TUESDAY 
2-Small Pizzas       $7 
Add'l Topping S1.00 
2-Medium Pizzas    *9 
Add'l Topping $1 JO 
2-Large Pizzas     *11 
AcO'l Topping $2.00 
WEDNESDAY 
Large    $ 
1-item 6 
THURSDAY 











2 cans of pop 12 
Weekender* 
4 Lg 1-topping Rzzas:$20 
6Lg 1-topping Pizzas:$30 
Aden Lg 1-topping Pizzas: *5 
University Dining Serv<ce*/M»negemeni in- 
formation SoeaentL Primary «esDonji»ii:es: 
PfjHorm system Dacxuo of an computers (IBM 
and IBM Companies, MAC Re-orgam« nan 
flnvet, upgrade menus, upg'ace software As- 
sist programmer wffi answering user com>/tr 
questions Oewery and p*cxup of G''- 
firvOeDo4d ROT registers Assist program—«r 
w.tndevetop«ng*Eic* Spreadsneets Cr*- :■.. 
ties aa assigned. Monday-Friday ■> Be ar- 
ranged around dass schedule. Pay 3a.t 
J5 90moor Questions'' Scon Blaorwooc 
372-2893. 
Univers-ty D*ni«g Service*vOe«ve'Y'Errand 
Person. Must oe able to it-t up to SO pounds 
Vaiio enve/s ctnse Must oe aoie *o mamiain 
a vano crtven cense as well as -emainmg >n- 
surao:e under tf Urwer*ty*» fin* Manage- 
m#n; sc—ces Delivers mail uniforms and mis- 
cei4aneous items to Onmg Centers ana Un* 
verjiry Unton si well as vanous Unrversiry de- 
partmenu. May run er-anas to Bowung Green 
and Toedo vendors. Oenve's and picks up 
Gr.ffin,(>eoo«d RDT registtrs. Crecxs to en- 
su/e pnaducs received are mose ordered and 
(hat re order s complete Moncav-Thursday 
6-9 30 am. Fnday 8-9 30 am aro 3-4 30pm 
oegnrng 8/2' Pay Rate SS2ttr>ou'. Call 
Baraara E^sman 372-7938 to sr'ange for an 
>nterv ew. 
Unrvers.ty Dwung Services.Graor"<c Intern 
P'ease call BarD tor an interview at 2-7938. 
Three fears ot cc-Wge «n VCT anc-or Grapmc 
Design Specialized Mnowisage anevor suds 
•Ou.va.ent to m montrs in 7i>s area. Speohc 
courses recuired GraoMc Design 211. VCT 
208 ar-o 308 P^oiograohy 282 or Proiograpny 
(ART) 32S. Thrst monJis eipenence in a simi- 
lar posiDon required Must nave aco»car>e ei- 
penerce witr Microsofl Wed. -agemaxer. 
F*eenand Must nave tne ability to oerform Pis 
joo wim a minimal amount of tranmg (less man 
one nontn training penod). Va.a drivers li- 
cense. *0 **yjt% per week. Mon-Pn. 8-12 and 
1-5 Pay Rate $S30moor. 
Unrversiry Dming Services/C'encal Intern. 
Provide dene* support to CentraJ Offce of 
Universiry D»ning Services. Pertorm a vanety of 
office duoes >• . answer prone, greet visitors, 
distribute mai* Perform tasu using typewmer. 
caKuaior. coo<er Good typing sxiits. tpe^g A 
punauaoon needed. Accuracy important Must 
be 'armiiar witr Mcrosort Word ft Eiotl Su> 
rmt lener or resume >nd«arjng prevoua educa- 
oorveipenence »n computer nulls to 200 Cen- 
tre*. Carol Canteroury Questions, call 2-2892. 
Mon-Pn iOhrs/wee«. Will won* around Oaas 
scnecu-e Pay rate SS 20 nour 
WELCOME BACK 
STUDENTS St FACULTY 
WE ARE 
BOWLING GREEN'S 
ONLY FULL LINE 
PHOTO SPECIALTY STORE 
WE FEATURE. 
■1 HOUR FILM PROCESSING 
'CAMERAS • LENSES • FILM 
•BATTERIES 
'DARKROOM SUPPLIES C PAPERS 




■ INCLUDES MUM LENS 
• COMPACT JSMM MANUAL 
SLM /ACCEPTS PK LENSES 
■ SHI TTE* SPEEDS 1-l/lMfl 
ATTENTION 
PHOTO CLASS STUDENTS ' 
We offer a compieie line of photo class 
supplies at special fhoto Class student 
discounts." 
We also have new o\ used camerm as 
well as offer a liberal discount on mry 
film . darkroom paper A chenmmmy ! 
*• With Photo Class supplies list 
ASK ABOUT OU* fND 01 riA> BUY BACK/TSADI IN ?0IIC1 
WE GLADLY ACCEPT CHECKS A CREDIT CARDS 
Open Moa-Fri 9-8; Sat 9-5; Sn 12-5 
=BLUE RIBBON PHOTO= 
157 N. MAIN ST (DOWNTOWN BG ) PH 353-4244 
□ Encore performances of "My 
Fair Lady" will be performed in 
Moore Musical Arts Center Aug. 
28 and 29. 
 The BG News 
The Bowling Green Summer Musical The- 
atre, now In Its 19th season, will present two 
encore performances of Lerner and Loewe"s 
"My Fair Lady" on Aug. 28 and 29. 
Sponsored by the University's College of 
Musical Arts, the musical will be presented at 
8 p.m. Friday and Saturday (Aug. 28 and 29) 
In Kobacker Hall of the Moore Musical Arts 
Center. 
Adapted for the musical theater from 
Bernard Shaw's play "Pygmalion." the musi- 
cal tells the story of the transformation of a 
young Cockney girl from street urchin to a 
respectable lady in 19th-century London 
The show, which premiered on Broadway 
In 1956. Includes such memorable songs as 
The Rain in Spain," "Get Me to the Church 
IF YOU WANT TO GO 
Performances will be Aug. 28 and 29 in Kobacker Hall in 
the Moore Musical Arts Building. 
Tickets are priced at $8, $10 and $12 at the box office. 
The box office is open from noon to 6 p.m. weekdays and 
noon until 8:30 p.m. on evenings and performances. 
Tickets can also be reserved by calling 372-8171. 
on Time." "With a Little Bit of Luck" and "Oh 
Wouldn't It Be Loverly." 
In 1964. the musical was made Into a 
motion picture that won eight Academy 
Awards, including best picture, and starred 
Rex Harrison as Henry Higglns and Audrey 
Hepburn as Eliza. 
The University's production of "My Fair 
Lady" features a cast of area residents as well 
as faculty, staff and students under the 
musical and stage direction of F. Eugene 
Dybdahl, director of opera activities at the 
College of Musical Arts. 
Keith W. Hofacker, technical director at 
the college. Is the scenic and lighting design- 
er. Kathyrn Humphrey of Bowling Green 
choreographed the show. 
Tickets, priced at S8. $10 and $12. go on 
sale Aug. 24 at the Moore Musical Arts Cen- 
ter box office. The box office is open from 
noon until 6 p.m. weekdays and noon until 
8:30 p.m. on evenings of performances. Tick- 
ets can be reserved by calling (419) 372-8171 
or 1-800-589-2224. 
DOWNTOWN- 
Continued from page 17. 
the most modem design and has 
much to offer University stu- 
dents, such as computer soft- 
ware, computer accessories and a 
full service copy center. 
If fitness is your goal. Curves 
on North Main Street may be the 
answer. Owners Elizabeth 
Rhodes and Betty Brauchle spe- 
cialize in the 30 minute workout 
with permanent results. Rhodes 
said that since opening May 11, 
BOWLING GREEN AUTO VALUE 
MACHINE 
^VSERVKE 
The people you can trust! 
•Friendly experinced staff 
•Huge Inventory 
Machine Shop Service 
'Free Electrical Testing 
(Certain Rules Apply) 
The parts you want, The Value you Expect! 
525 Pearl St 
353-5841 






BREAKFAST & LUNCH 
WAFFLES, CINNAMON ROLLS, 
DANISH, SANDWICHES, SALADS, 
SOUPS and ATMOSPHERE! 
Air Conditioned, Under New Ownership 
THE COFFEEHOUSE WITH CHARACTER 
Check Out Our Live Music, Art, and Poetry Nights 
126 E. Wooster 
m> 
i, 
join the BG News 
DINING SERVICES I995-I999 
Labor Dag Wcchcnd - WecKcnd Hours Observed 
Kir istrvr Mmdlal Food Court. 10am - 7pm 
ncDofWd Dining CerUer. lOorn - 6:A0pm 
Student Union foicon's Nesl & Plzzo Outlet nocjr5 
SNACK BARS & CONVENIENCE STORES 
Founder* K**p*ra Snack Bar 
Cloied Fnday, Sept   4 - Sunday. Sept   6 
_    .. Reopeni 7pm   Monday. Sept   7 
Closed 2pm. Fnday. Sept   4 
Rtoptni 4 30pm   Monday. Sept   7 
Cloied Friday. Sept  4 
Reopens 4 30pm   Monday. Sept   7 
Krelacher Shadows Snack Bar 
Open Sunday. Sept   A • Monday. Sept 7 
("tally's Eaprass 
Closed 2pm   Friday. Sept  4 
Reopens Apm   Monday. Sepi   7 
OT Eipreee 
Open Fnday. Sept   4 - Monday. Sept   7 
DINING CENTERS 
(outmost* Dining CTesitae* 
CJoeed 2pm. Fnday. Sept. 4 
Reopena 7 30am Tuceday. Sept  R 
Fouadrn Keeper* Food Court 
Cloeed 2pm   Friday. Sept. 4 
Reopens 7 30am   TUcaday. Sept   8 
Kreieckter Sundial Food Court 
Opena Friday. Sept   4 - Monday. Sept   7 
McDoeudd Dining Oaier 
Open Friday. Sept   4 - Monday. Sept   7 
Student Union 
Friday, Sept. 4.   199S 
Regular hours 
Salerday, Sept. 5. I99S 
Onll - 10am - 6 00pm 
Pizxa Outlet - 4pm - lam 
Snaday, Sept. 6.   199S 
Onll - I Oam - 6pm 
Pizza Outlet - 4pm * lam 
Monday, Sept. 7, 1998 
Onll - I Oam -   11 pm 
Pizza Outlet - 4pm - 3am 
VWUV%rWWVVVWWsV\ 
the fitness center has had to 
increase their hours of operation 
to meet customer demand. 
Coming soon will be the Mei- 
jer's store on 1-75 just east of BG. 
According to a public relations 
spokesperson, the store will have 
a pharmacy, pet store and auto- 
motive departments as well as a 
grocery store. It will be open 24 
hours a day and is scheduled to 
open in the spring of 1999 and 
employ several hundred people. 




CUSTOM DECORATED SPORTSWEAR 
    &    
FALCON GEAR 
• TEti • SWEATS • CAPS • JACKETS • 
• AD SPECIALTIES • EMBROIDERY • 
• CREEK WEAR 
■FLOOR TEES 
• TEAM JERSEYS 
• FUNCTIONS 
902 E Wooim Si. B.C      •    354 6686 
Fu: 354-6370 
Amu from KM Htll    urdip<0t>n|iht n« 
IMAGE 
The UAiqut Bouflqu* 
• Alternative Clothing 
• Beaded/Hemp jewelry   • Clove 
Cigarettes    • incense • unique 
Candles    • Class Curios 
• Tapestries   • stickers 
• Posters   • zoo* Tees 
1 Ecuadorian Sweaters   • wool Cloves 
and Slippers 
+45 E. Wooster 
(At the railroad tracks) 
Mon- Sat 11-9   Sun 12-6 
354-0176 




414 Wooster St. 
352-5276 
1-800-328-4123 
AAA Membership nol required 
lor these services 
• Airline Tickets 
• Car Rentals 
■ Hotel Reservations 
> Rail Tickets 
• Cruises 
1 Tour Packages 
- Travelers Cheques 
1 Passport Photos 
1 Travel Insurance 
WELCOME BACK 
STUDENTS 
KIRK'S COIN LAUNDRY 
Cleaning Your Laundry For 37 Years 
L-A-R-G-E Capacity Washers 
• Drop Off Laundry      • 75c Washes 
50c per lb. 
• Attendent on duty 
• Dirty Dozen Club from 9am-9pm 
709 S. Main St. 
352-0397 








Ask About Our "Dirty Dozen" Cards 
One FREE Wash 
With This Coupon 
Limit One Coupon Per Visit 
Up to SI 00 Value 
Wednesday, August 26, 1998 # 
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•ITY POLICE 
WOman. in the 600 block of S College, 
reported she received four prank phone calk*, 
Sunday. 
In ine 400 block of Wallace, a woman reported 
she was being harassed by a telemarke*r. 
Monday 
A loose dog was located at the 700 block at 
FiKhlh Street, Monday. 
Man. in the 600 block of Knoll wood. reported 
that someone ran over his mailbox, Monday 
Residents living on the 500 block of Ridge 
Street were advised to pick up the beer cans 
found in the yard, Monday. 
In the 1200 block of Cloush, a man reported 
seeing someone throw a beer can through his 
window breaking it, Monday 
A non-injury traffic accident occurred on the 
nobkxSo/E WoosterSWeet,Monday. 
Residents of 900 block of E  Wooster Street 
were asked to pick up litter in their yard. 
An ambul 
in the 
lance was requested by a woman liv- 
600 block of5andndge St., Monday 
A turtle was discovered on the roadside in the 
300 block of S College Street Monday. 
A Portage woman was cited for hitting a man- 
hole with It! 
Monday 
i s cover oC Monday. 
officer ch_... 
i Enterprise Street 
Man requested a police eck an aban- 
doned vehicle on%outh F 
A Uhnchsville woman was cited on the 800 
block of Fifth Street as not having her seat 
belt Monday. 
Loud drums were heard on Scott Hamilton 
Street, Monday. 
The mailbox from Monttesson school in the 
600 block of S. Maple St. was stolen, Monday. 
Two loose dogs were discovered at Palmer 
andS ''"JJW Street rumaging through 
Mark lacofano was cited for speeding on East 
Wooster and University Lane, Monday 
A man was warned for disturbing the peace 
with loud sounds while sitting behind the Call 
of the Canyon restaurant Monday 
A man requested a trap for a stray cat found 
in the 1500 block of E wooster St. Monday. 
A woman on S College Street reported a civil 
dispute among her roommates who were 
moving some of her belongings out of the 
house which they purchased together on Mon- 
day. 
Woman was cited for failing to stop st a stop 
sign on the comer of South Church Street and 
Ordway, Monday. 
A female lost her purse m Foodtown. Monday. 
Dwane Smith was arrested for shoplifting at 
Kroger*   He also received a citation for drug 
abuse. Monday 
In the 1400 block of Muirfield. a female report- 
ed a light pole appeared to be falling over. 
Monday 
A non-in|ury traffic accident involving two 
University students occurred on Thurstin and 
East Merry Street, Monday The incident is 
under investigation 
Two residents in the 100 block of S. College 
Street were advised to keep the music down, 
Monday 
Pobce warned a man to rum his vehicles 
radio down. Monday. 
Pobce advised a woman her 30 day tags on 
her rental car were expired 
A woman reported a phone line in the 800 
block of N Enterprise, Monday 
On the 800 block of Second St., a man was 
advised to move die party inside and keep the 
noise down. 
Pobce cited David Gray for turning left on a 
red light Monday. 
A party in the 600 block of North Main St was 
shut down for disturbing the peace, Monday. 
Pre-ma|or advising assists many 
undecided students find majors 
:AMPUS POLICE 
Student reported she lost her on-campus 
hanging parking decal, Monday 
A non-injury auto accident in lot F was report- 
ed between two vehicles. Monday 
A woman lost her faculty/staff parking decal, 
Monday. 
A man reported his bicycle was taken from a 
bike rack at MacDonald, Monday 
Raul Rosa was arrested for assault, disorderly 
with persistence and resisting arrest, Monday. 
Lori Cramer was cited for underage consump- 
tion of alcohol, Monday 
□ For those who are 
uncertain about their 
major, the University's 
pre-major advising 
program can help. 
By BRANDI BARHITE 
 The BG News 
Coming to college with an 
undecided major may not go over 
well with parents, but the Uni- 
versity welcomes and assists 
those who are unsure of their 
career goals and Intended major. 
The University's pre-major 
advising program, located In 101 
University Hall, offers assistance 
with academic pursuits while 
students explore different areas 
of study at the University. 
Lisa McHugh. associate direc- 
tor of academic enhancement 
and pre-major advising, said pre- 
major advising serves as the col- 
lege office for students with 
undecided majors. She said they 
offer individual advising, along 
with support and guidance to 
those who are unsure of their 
future career path. 
•Our biggest benefit Is that we 
give students a lot of exposure," 
McHugh said. "We show them the 
resources and options the Uni- 
versity offers." 
McHugh said every pre-major 
advising student Is assigned to 
an advisor who will assist In cre- 
ating a class schedule. A first- 
year student Is free to take any 
course within the general educa- 
tion program. McHugh said the 
advisors will suggest courses 
that will aid a student In choos- 
ing a major, but the ultimate 
decision Is left up to the student. 
"We give students a chance to 
explore their Interests: we will 
recommend, but the decisions 
are up to the student," McHugh 
said. 
She also said pre-major advis- 
ing offers a weekly Ustproc that 
keeps students informed about 
every event on campus. She said 
using University resources will 
allow students to better explore 
their interests. 
"There are 165 majors at this University 
and most people do not even know these 
majors are offered. We help students 
explore their interests." 
Lisa McHugh 
associate director of academic enhancement 
McHugh said the vast majority 
of students who participate in 
pre-major advising choose their 
major by the third or fourth 
semester. She also said pre- 
major advising suggests shadow- 
ing and will arrange for students 
to see what a certain career is 
like. 
"There are 165 majors at this 
University and most people do 
not even know these majors are 
offered." McHugh said. "We help 
students explore their interests." 
The pre-major advising pro- 
gram also suggests taking a UNIV 
100 course. Deborah Magrum. 
facilitator of the UNIV 100 cours- 
es said these classes are geared 
toward getting the students 
familiarized with campus, deal- 
ing with time management, and 
exploring career interests. 
"Being familiar with campus 
services Is helpful for students to 
succeed at a higher rate.* 
Magrum said. 
Besides UNIV 100. UNIV 131 
Career and Life Planning is also 
offered as a two-credit elective 
course designed to let students 
explore their interests, values, 
and abilities. 
"1 find from the beginning to. 
the end, students change in" 
development," Magrum said. 
"They are more willing to speak 
out. They tend to be more partici 
ipatory. They develop Into future 
leaders on and off campus." 
Now is your chance! Get involved at The BG News! 
We have many staff positions available at all levels. 
Join us for our first full staff meeting Sunday at 7 p.m. in 210 West Hall. 
Anv nuestions? Call DARLA at 372-6966 
—\ 
Howards Club H 
Won Jot HI: JO ore ■   ■ 
Sun 5  JiJOom 
SUNDAY - THURSDAY 
NO COVER 
DRINK SPECIALS 
FRIDAY & SATURDAY 
BEST LIVE MUSIC IN TOWN 
HAPPY HOUR 
2:00 TILL 9:00 
$1.00 DOMESTIC BOTTLES 
Pool • Video Games • Pinball 
"   -    ' 
KKMOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO 
Welcome Back BGSU Students 
Cluck Out Our Selection of 
B<;SU Merchandise! 
BG'S BEST 
Best Quality, Best Service, Best Prlclngl 
In home emoroidery. screen printing and sewn 
1 letters  Over 350 fabrics to choose from 
• 7-Shirts • Sweatshirts • Hats • Coftee MUQS • Jewelery 
• Pencils • Bonks • Jackets • Squeeze Bottles • Watches 
• Charms • Window Stickers • ID Holders • Pennants 
• Blankets • Mom & Dod Sweatshirts 
Sorority • Fraternity Merchandise 
» Sweatshirts » Hots « T-Shlrh • Night Shirts • Pullover Jackets • 
Collegiate Connection 
531 Ridj»e St. • ll(. • 352X333 
Mon.-Thurs. I OS • Iri. 10-6 • Sun 12-5 
Welcome Back BGSU Students! 













(Pork and Pigskin Day/ 
Hall of Fame; 





•KENT (Take A Kid 
To Game Day) 
Oct. 31     MARSHALL 
Nov. 7     AKRON (Parents' Day) 
Nov. 14   Western Michigan 
Nov. 21    Northern Illinois  (CST)12:35PM 

























TOLEDO (Meet the Team)7:00 PM 
OAKLAND 7:00 PM 
"BUFFALO 7:00 PM 
KENT (Alumnae) 7:00 PM 
WRIGHT STATE 7:00 PM 
AKRON (Parents' Day) 4:00 PM 
















MIAMI 7:00 PM 
CLEVELAND STATE 7:00 PM 
MARSHALL 7:00 PM 
#OHIO 7:00 PM 
NORTHERN ILLINOIS   7:00 PM 
WESTERN MICHIGAN   7:00 PM 
(Senior Night) 
MAC Tournament TBA 
•Youth Nighis 
»at BG High School 
Y 
A 
BGSU Athletics Sponsors: Kroger, Pepsi, Ohio Pork Products Council, Ohio Lottery, | Barney's, 360 Communications, Family Health Plan 
I T 
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10 Visits $20-Bed 
8 Visits $20 - Booth 





THE WASH HOUSE SOUTHSIDE LAUNDROMAT 
248 N. MAIN ST. 993 S. MAIN 
354-1559 353-8826 
10 BEDS 5 BEDS 
2 BOOTHS 
THE HEAT 
904 E. Woosler 
352-3588 
5 BEDS 
Serving BG since 1980 
NADttATittNuSic co. 
f     r 
. ^ 
»ST SPECIAL cSteRS'-Z^ES • iN£t*Coll£a>M£S 
353-3555" 
*SR8S 
** $1.00 Off Any Item 
No Limit! 
Expires September 1,1998 
sale, trade, consignment and 
special orders excluded 
** 
DIXIE DRIVING RANGE 
19001 N. Dixie Hwy • Bowling Green, OH 
(2 miles north of BGSU) 
$1.00 OFF 
ONE LARGE BUCKET OF BALLS 
WITH THIS COUPON 
BGNews       Expires October 1,1998 







10am to 9pm 
Noon to 5pm 
JC Penney Styling Salon Hours: 
Monday-Friday 8:30am to 8:30pm 
Saturday 8:30am to 6pm 






Behavioral Connections provides mental health and 
alcohol/drug services. Volunteers are provided rewarding 
opportunities to make a positive difference in the 
community. Behavioral Connections offices are located 
in Bowling Green and Perrysburg. (Volunteers must be 
at least 18 years of age). 
Counselor Aid 
Child Care Provider 
Administrative Support 
AA Presentations 
Transitional Services Assistant 
Internships 
• 24-hour Crisis Hot-Line* 
• SAAFE* (Sexual Assault Awareness for Empowerment) 
• SHARE* (Self Help Assault Reduction Education) 
• tor specific information about these programs call 352-5387 
For info about any of the opportunities 





Serving Faculty, Students, and Staff for over 10O years. 
Lorring Todd, Jr.      Tom Snyder        Dick Converse 
36 years 32 years 36 years 
In the LeGalley Insurance Building 
412 E.Wooster Suite B 
(parking in rear) 
352-3316 
Hours: 
8:30-5:30 pm 8:30-1:00 pm Closed 
MoiL.Tues., Thurs., Fri. Saturday Wed. & Sun. 
irtual PC's 
3 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU! 
3344 Secor Road Spring Meadows Bowling Green 
419-531 -9070 419-867-9070       419-353-8324 
<f*l 
SYSTEM CONFIGURATION: 
■ AMD K6-3O0 Processor 
• 32 Mb 10ns SDRAM Memory 
• 4.3 Go Ultra DMA Hard Drive 
■ 24x Enhanced CD ROM Drive 
■ 3D Sound Cart 
• 56k Hex ft ».B0 Voice Modem 
• MM AT SHU* Tower Case 
• 104 Win98 Keyboard 
• Mttsunml PS/2 Mouse 
• Windows 98 
• 3 Year Parts ft Labor Warranty 
■ Windows 98 Pro-Installed 





tjrvimi Meridean S7100 
15" Digital Monitor 
Lexmark* Color Printer 
Memorex* 300x600 dpi Flatbed Scanner 
Memorex* 6 Outlet Surge Protector 
Memorex* Dust Covers 
Memorex* 10 Pack Floppy Disks w/Case 






Call for Student Specials 
FREE 20oz. Coke 
> with each 
Large 
or 
Extra Large Pizza 
Offer expires 8/31/98 i 
 i 
Hours: 
Mon - Wed 11:00am - 1:30 am 
Thurs - Sat 11:00am - 3:00am 
Sunday Noon - Midnight 
353-7272 (PAPA) 
^2  ^w 
Heidelberg Distributing Company 


















Heidelberg- for all your party needs 
State minimum prices on all kegs 
toOA 
LIGHT 
• Largest Selection of Imported, Domestic, and 
Hand Crafted Beers in Northwestern Ohio 
• Complete selection of draught supplies 
Cups, taps, ice coolers, and trailers 
Heidelberg Distributing Co. 
912 Third Street 
Perrysburg, Ohio 43551 
20 minutes from BGSU 
(Easily accessible off I-75 at Buck Road 
in the Ampoint Industrial Complex) 
(419)666-9783 
Open Saturdays 9-12 
delbe BuckRd He r9 
Turnpike 
BGSU rC 
.......--.-    ,  -. ■_ ■ 
Sports 
Inside: Men's CC team prac-     Men's    golf    team Women's golf team Is ticing without a coach    being coached under officially  now  in  the new guidelines MAC 
• 26                           «27 • 27 
Football will 
never be the 
same again 
Welcome back to Ihe lovely 
city called Bowling Green, read- 
ers. With the arrival of a new 
year also comes a new column. 
I've entitled it Around the Block 
With the "G" after my nickname. 
I To kick off. 1 just want to 
remind my fellow Browns fans 
(hat it Is the last year until foot- 
ball returns to the lovely city on 
Uke Erie. 
; For Browns fans who have 
been In the doldrums last season 
fn lerms of watching games. I 
urge you to Just watch games on 
Sundays when your tired of 
studying. In 1999, when the 
Browns return to battle AFC 
Central foes Jacksonville. 
Cincinnati. Pittsburgh and Ten- 
nessee, you will be able to get 
back into the swing of things. 
• This means playing Baltimore 
tjwlrc. but It could also mean two 
\Wns in the process. Afterall. 
don't forget that Art Modell 
ijnows how to screw up football 
Cams (Remember the coaching 
departures of Marty Schotten- 
Aeimer and Paul Brown). 
; But for now. the question is, 
■^Vho will be the new owner?" 
: I look for an all-out bidding 
war meaning a new record for the 
felling of a professional fran- 
chise. 
Yikes! 
• Here are some other NFL 
(-sues I'll be following: 
; • The highly touted arrivals of 
(he top two drafted quarterbacks 
«i Peyton Manning (Indianapolis) 
}nd Ryan Leaf (San Dlego). There 
has not been this much hype 
about two rookie QB's since 
Drew Bledsoe and Rick Mirer 
arrived in 1993. Both are being 
thrown to the wolves as starting 
quarterbacks. 
• What kind of trouble will the 
Cowboys cause off the field this 
year? Chan Galley might not 
have that much more control of 
them than Barry Swltzer did. 
• More on the rivalry between 
John Elway and Marty Schotten- 
heimer (It is no secret that Elway 
is Marty's WORST NIGHTMARE). 
Could Schottenhclmer finally get 
his way in the playoffs and end 
Elway's career with a smile? 
• Fremont natives as well as 
Michigan fans will be watching 
Charles Woodson in his rookie 
season in Oakland. For those 
people,   here  is  an   interesting 
don, Will he break or fall 
under the 1990s Hcisman Jinx? 
Only two I leisman winners In the 
decade have done anything in the 
pros. Desmond Howard (Michi- 
gan] was the Super Bowl XXXI 
MVP for Green Bay as a special 
teams returner while running 
back Eddie George (Ohio State) 
has put up solid numbers In his 
Mrs! two seasons at Tennessee. 
• Plus. Issues on other sports 
college and pro (and maybe a tad 
bit from the high school level). 
G Michael Graham is a sports 
reporter Jar The News. He can be 
reached at garymgObgnet. 
bgsu.edu. 
Knoblauch new women's coach 
□ BG's new women's 
basketball coach wants 
to keep tradition alive 
and well. 
By G. MICHAEL GRAHAM 
 The BO News  
Friday was a dream come true 
for Deanne Knoblauch as she 
was named the sixth Bowling 
Green women's basketball coach 
in history. 
Knoblauch succeeds Jaci 
Clark, who resigned June 22 to 
take the head coaching position 
at Dayton. 
"It's such a warm welcome," 
Knoblauch. "It's nice to see that 
there are so many people inter- 
ested in Bowling Green women's 
basketball. My four years here at 
Bowling Green (in 1979-83 under 
Kathy Bole) were four of the best 
years of my life. There's nothing 
but fond memories." 
"I don't know that you're 
going to find another coach who 
has a passion for the game and to 
make Bowling Green basketball 
the continued success that we 
have enjoyed here," Knoblauch 
continued. 
Knoblauch holds every school 
assist record: single game (18), 
season (229) and career (673). She 
led the MAC in assists as a junior 
(229 in 81-82) and senior (166 in 
82-83). In addition, Knoblauch 
was a two-time captain and 
three-time Most Valuable Player 
and ranks second all-time in 
steals with 218. 
Knoblauch spent the last 11 
years as head coach at Mount 
Union College in Alliance, a 
Division III school where she 
was 182-119. The Purple Raiders 
went 29-3 last year and finished 
third in the NCAA tournament. 
As a result, Knoblauch earned 
many Coach-of-the-Year awards 
including Ohio Athletic Confer- 
ence, NCAA District 3 and Ohio 
C-O-Y. Her teams also made the 
sweet 16 in 1995 and were run- 
ners-up in 1996. 
In addition. Mount Union's 
team had a 3.4 grade point aver- 
age, which ranked among the 
best in the nation. 
Junior player Sherry Kahie 
likes Knoblauch's player back- 
ground. 
"It'll be interesting to see her 
style," Kahle said. "All I've 
heard is good about her from for- 
mer players, press clippings,etc." 
In terms of the style, 
Knoblauch plans to continue to 
go up-tempo. Her Mount Union 
teams averaged 80 points per 
game. 
"We're used  to  it anyway," 
redshirt senior Netta Smith said. 
"That's what conditioning is for. 
As long as we stay in shape, we'll 
be fine." 
Athletic Director Ron Zwier- 
lein thinks Knoblauch is an out- 
standing individual for the job. 
"Obviously, we wouldn't have 
hired her if we didn't think that," 
Zwierlein said. "She's proven 
that she can take a program and 
maintain it." 
One of Knoblauch's first jobs 
is to find assistant coaches. 
When Clark left, she also took 
her assistants in Tammy Shain 
and Ellen McGrew. 
Knoblauch's first win will 
mark the program's 400th ever. 
Women's CC has 
great expectations 
□ The Falcons look to 
rebound from second 
place finish. 
By DANIELLE OLESZCZUK 
The BC News 
In this fast-paced world of 
runners, the Bowling Green 
Women's cross country team is 
leading the pack. The Falcon 
women are pre-ranked to win 
the Mid-American Conference in 
a pre-season coaches poll. 
The Falcons have not been 
ranked this high since the 1995 
season when they finished 19th 
at the NCAA Championships. 
BG made history that year 
because it became the first time a 
women's cross country team 
from the MAC competed in the 
NCAA championship. Coach 
Steve Price believes this years 
team is better than the 1995 team. 
"This is the best team we have 
ever had," Price said. "It's the 
This is the best team we have ever had, 
it's the best team in the MAC." 
Steve Price 
Women's cross country coacb 
best team in the MAC." 
Price is going into his ninth 
season as head coach of the 
women's team and has strong 
faith in this year's team. 
"I think we have a chance to 
be ranked in the top 25 in the 
NCAA this year," Price said. 
BG has a majority of the team 
returning tor the season. Only 
four seniors were lost to gradua- 
tion, but one of those seniors, 
Missy Lyne, was a captain. Fill- 
ing in the captains positions will 
be Jessica LaFene and Wendy 
Licht-Ordway. These co-captains 
added to the many returning let- 
ter winners to show why BG was 
picked to take first in the MAC. 
Part of the optimism of this 
coming season is from the addi- 
tions that have been made to the 
team.  In addition, a transfer stu- 
dent from Stansburg, France 
senior Hanane Sabri has one year 
left of eligibility. A member of the 
French National track team, 
Sabri will have to miss the sec- 
ond meet of the season because 
she is representing France in an 
international track meet in 
Milan, Italy. 
"She is a great addition and 
will be one of our top people," 
Price said. 
Another reason for the Fal- 
cons projected success is from 
having two home meets and 
hosting the MAC championship. 
These home meets give a com- 
fortable advantage to BG runners 
that face a tough schedule. 
"This is our toughest schedule 
ever," Price said. "We are facing 
nationally ranked teams." 
The Falcons finished second in the MAC last year and now are 
the favorites to win. 
BG Newi photo/ TOD McCLOSKET 
Falcons improving on offense 
J The Falcon hockey 
team is looking for 
ways to improve scor- 
ing and get back to the 
CCHA playoffs. 
By WILLIAM SANDERSON 
The BC News  
Bowling Green hockey spent 
all summer trying to forget about 
last year. Thanks in large part to 
a poor offensive showing, BG 
had one of the worst seasons in 
team history. 
If the Falcons expect to 
improve significantly they will 
have to have a drastic increase in 
scoring production. 
In a season where the team 
finished last in the Central Colle- 
giate Hockey Association 
(CCHA) with a 8-27-3 record, 
Bowling    Green    could    only 
"I think he had matured an awful lot since 
he started here." 
Buddy Powers 
Ice bocket coacb 
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muster 100 goals. Opponents 
totaled 157. 
The Falcons do return three of 
their top four scorers. 
Senior right wing Dan Price 
led the team in scoring. Despite 
missing 12 games last year from 
injury and suspension, he piled 
up 14 goals and 16 assists. 
Sophomore forward Chris 
Bonvie was second with 12 goals 
and 24 points. 
Before sustaining an injury, 
lunior Adam Edinger had nine 
goals and 13 assists in only 27 
games. 
Of the players the team lost, 
only Brad Holzinger made a sig- 
nificant impact on the scoring 
charts. In what was a snake bite 
type of season for last year's cap- 
tain, Holzinger chipped in 21 
points. Only four of those points 
were goals. 
There is reason to expect this 
year's recruits to contribute 
offensively. 
Freshmen Grady Moore and 
Marc Barlow are expected to be 
skilled offensive defensemen, a 
unit that only scored 63 points of 
the team's 264 points. 
"Both guys play well on the 
offensive blue line," coach 
Buddy Powers said. "Both guys 
make the good pass on the break 
out and make the transition from 
offense to defense." 
Heading up the rookie for- 
wards is Greg Day. Day should 
have an extra advantage on the 
other freshmen after having 
practiced with the Falcons last 
spring. 
Freshmen Scott Hewson, 
Austin DeLuis, and Ryan Wetter- 
berg will also be expected to 
make things happen offensively. 
Price selected as captain 
Coming off a year full of 
adversity, Price was selected 
team captain by Powers. Last 
year. Price was involved in an 
automobile accident that result- 
ed in a charge of vehicular homi- 
cide. 
Powers believes that his expe- 
rience has made him the best 
choice for the job. 
"He's been through a lot in his 
three years here so far," Powers 
said. "I think he had matured an 
awful lot since he started here. 
It's a responsibility that we felt 
we wanted him to have." 
Ilvonen leaves BG 
Andy Ilvonen has left Bowl- 
ing Green to return home to Fin- 
land. 
According to Powers, Illvonen 
sighted lack of playing time as 
part of his reason. 
Last year, Ilvonen scored three 
goals and four assists in 29 
games. 
Edinger makes progress 
BG forward Edinger looks to 
be fully recovered by the begin- 
ning of the season from the knee 
injury that cut short his season 
last year. He has been working 
with strength and conditioning 
coach Mike Ward. 
Edinger was injured during a 
game at Western Michigan. He 
was crossing the Bronco blue line 
when a Western player collided 
with him. 
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Former player brings success 
□ Rob Martella, for- 
mer BG soccer player 
brings competitiveness 
to '98 Falcon team. 
By G. MICHAEL GRAHAM 
The BG News 
^a^^g    i    i        =aaa=am 
His class played a huge part in 
taking the Bowling Green men's 
program to where it is now. 
Now, he's back at his alma 
mater as the new assistant coach. 
That man is Rob Martella, 
who is replacing Wade Jean. Jean 
took the head coaching job at 
Duquesne University in Pitts- 
burgh. 
"It feels wonderful," Martella 
said of the return. "I'm very 





spent the last 
two  seasons 
playing   for 
the    Cincin- 
nati    Silver- 





He was a Falcon between 1989 
and 1992. While at BG, 
Martella was the team co-MVP in 
1990, MVP in 1992, as well as the 
squad's top freshman in 1989 He 
made the NSCAA First-Team 
All-American squad and partici- 
pated in the ISAA Senior Bowl in 
1992. The team made the NCAA 
tournament in 1992, which was 
the team's first  of four in the 
1990s. 
"Part of my career at Bowling 
Green was success," Martella 
said. "Now I look at our stadium, 
we have the big scoreboard, the 
fence, the bushes and the things 
we never had when I was here. 
That's a tribute to Mel (Mahler, 
head coach) and Gary Palmisano 
(previous coach). That's what 
happens to a team that gets 
nationally known. A lot of people 
start coming to your games." 
Mahler believes that the suc- 
cess of his days should help him 
during the season. 
"He was an impact player," 
Mahler said. "Now, coming back 
as a coach, he knows what it 
takes to get to the level where we 
want to be at. He wants to 
become a college coach so I'm 
glad he came back to Bowling 
Green to begin a new career." 
Martella's philosophy as a 
coach is to treat each player as an 
individual. 
"Switching over to coaching, I 
can't look at a player and say this 
is maybe what 1 want them to do, 
but maybe physically they can't 
do it," Martella said. "I expect a 
lot out of them of course. I may 
show them different ways of 
doing it than they're used to. If I 
get hard on the kids, I don't think 
it's because I'm an old player. It's 
because I'm using my experience 
as a player to help myself coach 
to give them some information to 
help them get to the next level." 
The Falcons also added Chris 
Pashemineski, who coached at 
Marietta College for five years 
and is currently working on his 
Ph. D. in criminal justice at the 
University. 
Men's CC focused on 
running despite adversity 
□ The Falcon men's 
cross country team 
uses experience to 
overcome a coaching 
vacancy. 
By DANIELLE OLESZCZUK 
The BG News 
This year, the BG men's cross 
country team is having a hard time 
getting the season started on the 
right foot. 
The Falcons are beginning the 
season without a coach. So far, no 
replacement has been made for 
last year's coach, Sid Sink. 
The incoming freshman must 
look to the veterans on the team 
for guidance. Some of the seniors 
who have been on the team for 
three or four years have stepped 
up and taken charge. 
Senior Jim Carney gives work- 
outs for the men to do and several 
of the team members went to a 
training camp. 
Another setback for the team 
was the loss of the team's MVP. 
Tom Williams. Williams was BG's 
number one runner last season. 
The men will look toward its vet- 
eran runners to step up this sea- 
son. Only four runners were lost 
to graduation, so this team is one 
of experience. 
Through all of this, the men 
have remained positive. The Fal- 
cons are coming off a season last 
year when they finished eighth at 
both the All-Ohio Championships 
and the Mid-American Conference 
Championships. 
Senior Sam Fitzpatrick is not 
worried about the present lack of a 
i See MEN, page 27. 
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You've got questions. We've got answers.' 
Sprint digital answerer 
with time/day stamp 
SP-812. Incoming and outgoing messages 
are recorded on a reliable digital chip-no 
k tapes to break or replace!  12-minute 
record time. Time/day slamp on each 
incoming call. Call screen-hear who's call- 
ing before you answer.  Remote operation 
Irom any Touch-Tone phone. Toll-saver. 
43-5812 $69.99 
Sale $49.99 
Amplified handset phone 
Sprint SP-201/202/203. Compact 
desk phone with distinctive styling. 
9-number memory. Adjustable 
handsel volume. Flash button lor 
use with special services like Call 
Watting. Redial. 
Dove Gray, 43-5201.Graphite,43- 
5202Spruce,43-5203 $29.99 
Sale $19.99 
Amplified with high/low gain 
ATV-1000. Boosts signal by up to 15 dB 
lor better TV and FM reception. High/ 
low gam switch prevents overloading. 
12-position line tuning control. 75-ohm 
cable.  Includes UL listed AC adapter 
15-1838 $29.99 
Come see our new line of Compaq Presarios Computers! 
RadioShack Woodland Mall • 352-5727 
NOW OPEN: Your Columbia sportswear dealer 
in BG - men's & women's outdoor apparel, 
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Student Deal: $35.00 ea. 
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SEPTEMBER MOVIES ARE SPECTACULAR 
ON PAY-PER-VIEW! Don't Miss It! 
«f Non-cable ready TV sets, premium channels or PPV will require a converter with deposit. 
_ ar Cable services are available on a monthly fee basis (Normal rates will apply.) 
■ » Changes ot service may req1 me a fee 
? •»• Come to our office on Move-In Weekend - August 22 - lor prompt installation 
I » Brown Package provides Basic installation tor one outlet. 
Be one of the first 500 customers to sign up and we will put 
you in a drawing to win a I3"TVIVCR! 
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New year brings new goals 
3 Women's golf enters 
first official MAC sea- 
son. 
By TOD McCLOSKEY 
 The BG News  
The BG women's golf team 
has the opportunity to win the 
Mid-American Conference title 
this year. 
But, it's not like the team had 
a choice before. 
Opportunity knocks for the 
Falcons, who are now officially a 
MAC team. And that means a 
shot at winning the conference 
title. 
"It's really great to have some- 
thing to shoot for," junior Missy 
Hinds said. "Before, our only 
goal was to try to win each tour- 
nament, but that was all we 
could do." 
The MAC now has seven 
women's golf teams. 
Officially becoming a MAC 
team couldn't have come at a 
better time. The Falcons are 
returning six players including 
two seniors and three juniors, 
who make up an experienced 
and confident team. 
Junior Kate Kolesnik, who 
won the Oakland Spring Invita- 
tional last year, will be expected 
to lower her team low 83.04 18- 
hole average. 
Both seniors, Lindsey Caster- 
line and Heidi Hansen, will pro- 
vide the leadership not only 
through experienced golf, but in 





"Communication — they have 
both been on the team for four 
years," Thomas said. "They seem 
to work well together and I think 
they'll communicate well with 
the underclassmen." 
Golf matches cannot be won 
unless everyone plays well. And 
by having a close team that has 
experience, the Falcons are set- 
ting their sights high. 
"Our goal is to win the MAC," 
Kolesnik said. "We need to 
improve on some areas like the 
short   game,   where   you   can 
quickly cut down on strokes." 
Golf is a sport, where experi- 
ence is a necessity. And Caster- 
line and Hansen bring that to 
course for the last time this year. 
With a real goal to shoot lor, 
expectations have changed for 
the Falcons. BG has a new focus 
and a confidence that will be 
tested throughout the season. 
"Upcoming in the fall we have 
a tough schedule," Thomas said. 
"But, 1 think playing the tougher 
competition will help improve 
our team, because we are a rela- 
tively young team." 
MEN- 
Continued from page 26. 
coach. 
■| do not think It has put a 
strain on us running-wise." Fitz- 
patrtck said. 
Last year, Fltzpatrick earned 
most Improved on the team and he 
looks to be one of BG's top runners 
once again this season. 
Though the first official practice 
was held this past Saturday with- 
out a coach, the posi'lon should be 
filled soon. 
The Falcon men will have their 
first chance to showcase their abil-1 
ItyonSept. 12 at home. They will;. 
be running against MAC competi- 
tors Marshall and Ohio, as well as -. 
Michigan. 
BG can use race experin 
from last year's top finishes. 
The Falcons finished second of 
three teams at the Mel Brodt Invi- ' 
tatlonal. 
Other top BG finishes Include «. 
an eighth-place finish of 19 teams' 
at the Adidas Notre Dame Invita- 
tional. ■* 
Falcon Football 




Men golfing to strict rules 
LI Expect more disci- 
pline from men's golf 
in 1998. 
By TOD McCLOSKEY 
The BG News 
Golf is a sport that is not known 
for its discipline and work ethic - 
something that coach Garry 
Winger believes in. 
And Winger, the new men's 
coach, is expecting players to put 
In the time and effort. 
Last year, the team was without 
a real coach. Kurt Thomas, the 
women's coach and director of golf 
at Forrest Creason. was in charge 
of the men's team, but didn't have 
the time to really coach. 
"Players are going to be on time 
and stay until the end of practice." 
Winger said. The guys are going to 
work hard and that means staying 
late until they make that 25 or 30 
foot putt." 
No longer will players leave 
practice early, nor will they miss 
team meetings - the law has been 
laid down by Winger. 
"It's more of a disciplined rou- 
tine.' senior lan Windsor said. 
"Hell say, hit balls from this 
point to this point and you gotta 
make all these 24, 25 and 26 
footers (putts) before you leave 
practice.™ 
Winger's idea of golf stems 
from his experience on the Cana- 
dian PGA and a distinguished 
career at BG. 
His professional experience 
will help the team learn to create 
new shots and maintain a strong 
focus. 
Since all the Falcon's matches 
are away from their home course, 
practicing for different terrains 
becomes a difficult task. 
"Sometimes 111 have the guys 
only  take  their  odd-numbered 
clubs," Winger said. "It forces 
them to take different shots than 
what they would be used to hav- 
ing." 
The team returns four seniors 
that will lead this veteran team. 
Windsor, along with Jeff Hunt. 
Mike Kotsos and Otto Larson 
provide the senior leadership for 
BG. 
But the addition of Winger 
gives the players someone with a 
competitive nature. Winger 
believes hard work and motiva- 
tion are the important elements 
to a successful golf team. 
"So he's just being hard on 
us," Windsor said. "Which is 
what we need because we had a 
lack of dedication for a while. 
When we went to tournaments 
we'd have two guys play well and 
three play bad and you can't do 
anything with those kind of num- 
bers." 
Whatever Your Style 
Prr<§tf®TO<dl Propeirtlilos 
Has an Apartment for You 
IFox Ream • Hiawaw Moia©® • Blireltowo'i^dl • iPMiraxsjiaft 
Close lo Campus • Largest Bedrooms • X-Tra Storage.Sound Conditioned 
Fumished/Unfurnished-Gas Heat'Central AifAmple off Street Parking 
See us also for 1 bdrms, efficiencies and 2-3-A5 Bdrm Houses 
Preferred Properties 530 S. Maple St. 419-352-9378 
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How to Work a Job Fair: 




• Prepare for the EXPO Career Fair 
• Learn to network with employers 
• Make a .'!<> second commercial selling 
your background and career interests 
• PLUS Other secrets of the trade 
Career 
Services 
Get to know us! 
We'll change the way you think about your career. 
http://www. bgsu. edu/offices/careers 
Mock Interview Days 
September 22-23, 1998 
By appointment only... 
Whether you're nervous about the interviewing process 
or eager to refine your interviewing skills - this is the experience tor 
• Sign-ups available during Real Life 401 sessions 
• Pinpoint your strengths and weaknesses in interviewing 
• Learn strategies from recruiters 
Real Life 401: From Backpack to Briefcase 
Attend one orientation session and register with Career Services using Web WalkUp 
by September 10, 1998 to become eligible for exciting prizes including a grand prize 
shopping spree for an interviewing suit and accessories valued at $400! 
Attend Real Life 401 Career Services Orientation Sessions 
Tuesday, September 8 & Wednesday, September 9, 1998 
2:30- 4:00pm & 4:00-5:30pm 





Thursday, September 10, 1998 
6:00-7:30pm & 7:30-9:00pm 
Campus Room 
Student Union 
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Second season brings tough competition 
□ With more confidence 
and experience, women's 
soccer is hoping to build 
on last year's record. 
By TOD McCLOSKEY 
 The BG News 
Now that the first season is over 
with, the expectations have changed. 
The Bowling Green women's soccer 
team is looking for more than the 6-12 
record the team posted last year. The 
reason — more confidence, experience 
and depth. 
Last year's inaugural team had a 
lack of depth, which is normal for a 
first year program. 
But, the Falcons are positively 
building off of their first campaign - 
with recruits that could make an 
immediate impact. 
The roster includes 13 freshmen, 
that's over 50 percent of the entire 
team roster. Freshman goalkeeper 
Sarah Gawel will fight with sopho- 
more Kit Gazley for the starting posi- 










could make an immediate impact 
include forward Tracy Gleinxner 
(Hoffman Estates), midfielder Beth 
Wechsler (Cincinnati) and midfielder 
Cari Combs (Batavia). 
The freshmen and returnees have 
only played together for a few weeks, 
but a definite team atmosphere has 
developed between both. 
"There is not one girl on the team 
that doesn't get along or has an atti- 
tude problem," said senior Krista 
'Shamblin. "Everyone gets along and 
there is no complaining." 
BG isn't complaining because 
everyone is focused on winning the 
Mid-American Conference. The Fal- 
cons know taht in order to win, they 
need a team, not individual perfor- 
mances to produce wins. 
"Soccer is 11 people on the field." 
Shamblin said. "It's not just one per- 
son. You could have a great player 
with a bad attitude and you won't go 
anywhere." 
Coach Tom Piccirillo believes that 
half of this year's starters could be 
freshmen. With last year's starters 
fighting with incoming freshmen, the 
competitive atmosphere is completely 
different than last year. 
"It is going to be competitive for 
positions," Piccirillo said. "Half of the 
starters last year were complacent 
because no one could really challenge 
them." 
BG's lack of depth is decreasing, as 
the Falcons continue to build a pro- 
gram. And with the addition of a 
strong recruiting class, the program is 
developing the confidence of a win- 
ning attitude. 
"Our attitude has improved," Pic- 
cirillo said. "We have a hungry desire 
to do better." 
The desire needs to come in the 
form of goals, something that the Fal- 
cons lacked last year. Seven times the 
Falcons were shutout in 1997. Sham- 
blin led the team with six goals, while 
freshman Kerry McKee led the team 
with 13 points. Shamblin said the 
returnees are expecting to increase the 
goals, but the main focus is on playing 
well. 
BG Newi Photo/ 
TOD McCLOSKEY 
The BG News sports department is looking for you! 
Come to our first full staff meeting this Sunday at 7 
p.m. in 210 West Hall. 
Be a part of a winning tradition. 
Join The News. 
For info, call Tod at 372-2602. 
WELCOME BACK STUDENTS 
Total Sport Source 
1045 Main St. - Next to Marco's     353-3411 
•Imprinted Sportswear 
•Sporting Goods 
'SPECIAL* 10% off all BGSU Sportswear 
Much more to meet your needs ! 
See us about In Flag Football Uniforms 
BG Radio Sports 
September I st at I p.m. 
203 West Hall 
- Info. Meeting 
Join the organization that broadcasts 
more sports than any other 




SMALL (10") PIZZA 
Cheese & One Topping 
-PLUS-a(20-oz.)Pop^fc 
Pizzo 



















1045 N. Main St. • Free Delivery • Hours: Sun.-Thurs. 11-1 am; Fri. & Sat. 11-2:30 am 
X>00O0<X)O00CK>CKX>O00000O0OO000O0OOO0O<> 
BGSU Student Union Welcomes You! M 
ofcfjDV GOK TO Tut...        ** 
55^       CHECK IT OUT!      ^Qy 
8,000 People Everyday...Hangin' Out-Doing What? 
*&* 
Wtm\ 
• Eating pizza, burgers, fajitas, ice cream, fries, donuts, coffee, 
coke, and shakes 
• Shooting pool, bowling, arcade games, e-mailing and surfin' the 
net in the lab 
• Doing a little shopping at the "Little Shop," poster sales, book 
buy back 
• Watch some T.V., comedians, and concerts too! 
and 
• A quiet place for resting between classes...or studying. 





4PM - 9PM 
32 oz.  $2.00 
16oz.  $1.00 
AFTER 9PM 
32 oz. $2.50 
16oz.  $1.25 
300 E. WOOSTER 
354-4280 
You Do THE MATH 
32 oz. (ACTUAL SIZE) 
* 
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'Dead Man' an accurate parody of college 
□ Mark-Paul Gosselaar 
sheds his "Saved by the 
Bell" image in "Dead Man 
on Campus." 
By JOHN WENZEL 
 The BG News  
Ever since the appropriate target audi- 
ence developed, Hollywood has been 
trying to capture, and often satirize, the 
college experience. 
Films as diverse as "Animal House," 
"Higher Learning" 
and "Good Will 
Hunting" portray the 
university atmos- 
phere as simultane- 
ously the most intel- 
lectually stimulating 
environment and the 
biggest party of your 
life. 
MTV Films' newest 
project,  "Dead  Man 
on Campus," is  the 
next, mostly accurate Scott   (middle) 
entry into this arena, (right) screen a 
Starring    Mark-Paul 
Gosselaar (the squeaky-clean Zack Mor- 
ris from "Saved by the Bell") and Tom 
Everett Scott ("That Thing You  Do"), 
"Dead Man" is as predictably stylish, hip 
and self-conscious as an MTV product 
should be. 
Josh (Scott) is a scholarship-driven, 
wide-eyed freshman at the upper-crust 
Daleman University. His roommate 
Cooper (Gosselaar) is a spoiled party boy 
who moves from school to school skip- 
ping classes and wasting his parents' 
money. As Cooper turns Josh on to the 
finer aspects of college (bong hits, drunk- 
en sex, etc.) his grades drop and his 
scholarship is threatened. 
Meanwhile, Cooper's father is threat- 
ening to make him clean toilets for the 
rest of his life if he 
doesn't   receive   a 
passing grade for 
the semester.  Des- 
perate and failing, 
the two roommates 
discover a clause in 
the school charter 
stating that if your 
roommate commits 
suicide during the 
school   year,   you 
Photo Prorided automatically 
and   Gosselaar receive straight A's. 
roommate. They set out to 
look for the most 
suicidal person possible as their third 
roommate, in the process running across 
a wide variety of paranoid and mentally 
unbalanced freaks. 
The plot of "Dead Man" may be fairly 
plausible and somewhat intriguing, but 
it's really just an excuse for Scott and 
Gosselaar to goof off and mug for the 
camera amidst pot smoking, sex jokes 
and a thumping MTV soundtrack. 
Mercifully, the jokes are funny and 
well-timed, and the cast of characters is 
a believable cross-section of college 
stereotypes. Gosselaar sheds his nice- 
guy image from "Saved by the Bell," 
cussing and smoking his way through 
the film, while still managing to wear 
cool clothes and have perfectly styled 
hair. 
Scott is sheepish and naive, but his 
laid-back delivery and studied poker 
face make him a pleasant companion to 
Gosselaar's speed-freak personality. 
Poppy Montgomery, as Scott's love 
interest Rachel, is a little too tolerant of 
her beau's hijinks to be credible, but her 
demeanor (which sways somewhere 
between Courtney Love and Molly 
Ringwald) is always involving. 
What most of us will really be able to 
relate to are the day-to-day aspects of 
college portrayed (and parodied) in the 
film. Going to the library for the first 
time, meeting your roommates, drinking 
at odd hours, juggling classes and a 
social life; all of these are dealt with in a 
See DEAD MAN, page 30 
Photo Provided 
Tom Everett Scott (left) and Mark-Paul Gosselaar are roommates 
choosing their weapons in "Dead Man on Campus." 
352-4663 






Earn up to $140 per month and help save 
lives at the same time by donating plasma. 
When you make a plasma donation you also receive 
a free physical exam and free HIV testing. 




350 West Woodruff Avenue 
Toledo, Ohio 43624 
255-6772 
Gt      Cycling & Fitness 
Sales & Service Since 1939 
ALL 98 BIKES 
ON SALE 
10-20% OFF 
* Velocity Bar Ends $19.95 
* Giant U-Locks $25.95 
* Seat Keeper Cables $4.95 
* 6'10mm Security Cable $6.95 
* Arnette Sunglasses 10% Off 
.S'<;/e tads 9-6-9H 
181 S. Main St. BG 353-BIKE 
just 2 doors south of STAGE 
iittiiiMiiruinMinttiiiuinnui nmrmTiimnai 
VIDEO   SPECTRUM 
A VIDEO SUPERSTORE 
OVER 20,000 MOVIES & GAMES 





Get In Get Out 
1996 - Fisfc Recoids 
The members of the Dayton 
band Mink have enough experience 
among the five of them to start an 
orchestra. 
Vocalist Nick Eddy, for example, 
has been in at least three or four 
different bands before Mink. Gui- 
tarist and vocalist Morgan Taylor 
has also been in a slew of outfits 
(CO CO WA, Glee k Beak) and 
some of them were even with his 
The years of experience are evi- 
dent on Mink's first CD Get In Get 
Out. Following their self-titled cas- 
sette release last year (which com- 
bined an even earlier cassette 
release with newer tracks), Get In is 
a fierce, focused rock album whose 
ten songs fly by in 28 minutes. 
Mink proudly wear their influ- 
ences on their sleeves. Such varied 
groups as Radiohead, Kiss, T. Rex 
and Led Zeppelin seem to pop up 
in their razor-sharp hooks, wry 
lyrics and super-tight rhythms. The 
irony is that they don't actually 
sound like any of these bands. 
They're not necessarily arena 
rock, although they sometimes 
straddle the fence between glam 
and post-punk. Much like their fel- 
low Daytonians Guided By Voices, 
Mink has the ability to write songs 
that are instantly familiar but that 
deserve repeated listens. 
"Listen to the Quiet" and "Solid 
Air" have more in common with 
indie-rockers like Spoon than they 
do with Hunky Dory-era Bowie. 
"The Psychic" is driven by Taylor's 
smooth vocals and churning guitar, 
while "Mister Frankenstein" is like 
a miniature orchestral movement 
held together by haunting piano, 
bass and pleading vocals. "Cat 
Behaviour" features Matt Espy's 
ominous, gentle percussion and 
mellow guitars. 
Mink have their work cut out for 
them in the future if they wish to 
outdo this album. Maybe their 
upcoming appearance at the CMJ 
music marathon will rum a few 
more listeners on to their sophisti- 
cated, appealing style and varied 
sound. I know I'm hooked. 
-John Wenzel 
Neutral Milk Hotel: 
In the Aeroplane Over the Sea 
1998 -Merge 
Jeff Magnum and the rest of 
Neutral Milk Hotel are part of the 
extraordinary Elephant 6 collective 
(whose members include the Olivia 
Tremor Control and Apples in 
Stereo, among others). Elephant 6 is 
a group of similar-minded indie- 
rockers communing in Athens, Ga., 
making music and holding on to 
the nostalgic, intangible elements of 
music. The relaxed, emotionally 
intense appeal of Neutral Milk 
Hotel's songs is definitely reflective 
of their environment. 
Jeff Magnum's metallic voice 
bends notes like they're pieces of 
tin foil. His spare, crisp acoustic 
guitar blends wonderfully with the 
mariachi horns, saws and other 
bizarre instruments that chime in 
halfway through songs. The lyrics 
deal with generic subjects like sex 
and death in a shocking uncynical 
way. Themes float in and out, reap- 
pearing when you least expect 
them. 
Produced by Robert Schneider 
(of the Apples in Stereo), "In the 
Aeroplane Over the Sea" is a depar- 
ture from NMH's previous effort, 
"On Avery Island." "Avery" fea- 
tured a fuller, more fleshed-out 
instrumentation and a fuzzier 
sound. "Aeroplane's" songs are 
themed, linked, deep and, at times, 
murky as hell. The production is a 
lot cleaner as well, overlooking aes- 
thetics for clarity. 
Randomly, many of the songs 
are about World War II and Anne 
Frank ("Holland, 1945" and "Com- 
munist Daughter") while others are 
non-religious professions of adula- 
tion and doubt ("The King of Carrot 
Flowers"). Incredibly intense is the 
two-part song "Two-Headed Boy." 
When Magnum shrieks "I am lis- 
tening to hear where you are," you 
think he's going to leap out of the 
speakers and into your face. His 
voice has such an intangibly satisfy- 
ing quality to it that it's pointless 
even trying to describe it. 
In fact, the most distinctive thing 
about Neutral Milk Hotel is Mag- 
num's dreamy-eyed influence. 
Alternately sad and joyous, the 
songs on "In the Aeroplane" are 
like pipelines into Magnum's clut- 
tered head. Stream-of-consciousness 
lyrics like "Your father made fetus- 
es with flesh-licking ladies while 
you and your mother were asleep 
in the trailer park," disquiet and 
tantalize the listener. 
Neutral Milk Hotel are one of 
the most dynamic underground 
bands in the country at the 
moment. "In the Aeroplane's" 
impassioned songs will draw you 
in and leave you wanting more. 
% -John Wenzel 
DEAD MAN  
Continued from page 29 
sympathetic and realistic way. 
The only disturbing side to 
the movie is the characters' com- 
ical indifference to death and 
violence. While a scene near the 
end tries to redeem this, suicide 
and mental illness remain the 
primary comic devices through- 
out the film. The subconscious 
effect of this may be cumulative 
(and negligible), but it's still 
creepy to think that one person's 
hole of depression is another 
manipulative person's salvation. 
Mostly, though, the film suc- 
ceeds by cleverly paying atten- 
tion to details and following 
through on jokes. The opening 
credits are some of the darkest, 
weirdest and most experimental 
I've ever seen (much like a 
Radiohead video). MTV Films 
proves its worth by showing that 
they have their finger on the 
pulse of America's college popu- 
lation. The cliches are kept to a 
minimum and the dialogue is 
fast and witty. 
If you're in the mood for some 
mindless and comforting fun, 
"Dead Man on Campus" may be 
your ticket. Currently playing at 
Woodland Mall Cinemas. Rated R. 
WELCOME BACK 
^He.SoLAK,-2j?Ne 
434 E. Wooster 
352-2812 
(HIGH A TOP MYLES DO1 
HOURS: 
Mon.-Thurs. 9am-9pm 





VISA & MASTERCARD ACCEPTED 
CCicie 
^ — — rr^T^S^ow w P-' "** —' T«o Modi, KX* n"*"*™1 * 
248 SOUTH MAIN STREET 
352-8578 
Welcome Back Students! 
Is there a FISHER in your future? 
»Oo 
•With all models 
on SALE 
there may be! 
554-2448 
FROM PHOTO OtUELDPING 
TO PHOT0 NfJLTlMEOIR 
HEY, SSN - - , 
EXPRESS ^OUR INDIVIDUALITY 
WLTH A CUSTOM-DESIGNED 
COLLEGE RING. 




Representative at the 
University Bookstore 
August 24th-28th • 11a.m. to 5p.m. 
 Hi $25.00 Deposit 
Monday, Wednesday & 
Saturday Only 
Large One Item Pizza 
$4.99 
(Extra cheese and items available at an additional charge. Valid Monday, 
Wednesday and Saturday only. Expires 9-30-98. 
I. i 
Friday & Sunday Only 
2 Medium 
1 Item Pizzas 
$7.99 
(Extra cheese and items available at an additional charge. Valid Friday and 




"7 CrIST Of"     1068 N. Main • (Next to Kroger) 
\j/   \-/f"*VWCACC}   Credit Cards Accepted for Delivery Orders 
^0t&0* W6 ACCSpl. 
PIZZd COMPdMY® 
"Limited Delivery Area 
'Minimum Order Required 
ffl    gl 
For Pick-Up & Delivery 
■ 
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University theatre programs offer involvement, fun 
□ Whether it's your major 
or your passion, there's a 
role for everyone in the 
University's Theatre Pro- 
gram 
By RICHARD EDWARDS 
 The BG News  
It may be a life long dream (or some to play 
a role onstage or behind the scenes of a pro- 
duction. Interest may have been sparked by 
high school or extracurricular involvement, 
and students may want to get involved in act- 
ing again. 
Whatever the case, students curious about 
the theatre can find a role to play in the Uni- 
versity theatre programs. 
For those interested in the spotlight, but 
who have just arrived at the University, a new- 
comer's show offers the opportunity for expe- 
rience. 
Teresa Durbin, director of this year's new- 
comer show, is already starting preparations 
for the production. There are 21 roles available 
in "Those that Plays the Clowns" and Durbin 
hopes to fill all of them. The roles are for any- 
one new to the University and interested in 
theatre. Students don't have to be majors to be 
a part of the production. 
"I'm just looking for people with an open 
mind and a willingness to have fun," Durbin 
said. 
Durbin, a graduate assistant, is looking for- 
ward to putting together this production. It's 
fun and a great way to meet people with simi- 
lar interests, she said, but it's also time-con- 
suming. 
"A student must recognize that it's a time 
commitment," she said. "It's about learning 
how to manage the time." 
The newcomer show also offers positions 
behind the scenes, from painting the backdrops 
and building the sets to stage managing. 
Steve Boone, technical director, works to 
create the illusion that the world of paint and 
wood behind the actors is a realistic scene. He 
spends his time in the University scene shop 
hammering, sawing and always welcoming 
volunteers. 
"Sometimes we're really looking like mad 
to find people," Boone said. 
The scene shop rums out ail the sets for the 
12 productions that run each year. Anyone can 
go down and sign up to help, Boone said. It can 
be intimidating for students to just walk in and 
get involved, but someone is always in the 
shop to answer questions and direct students. 
Boone said. 
Most students that get involved have a 
good time and will eventually see a reward. 
"No one realizes what their contribution 
does until they see the results opening night," 
Boone said. 
There are a limited number of work study 
positions available to students that qualify. 
Ronald Shields, department chairman, 
invites any interested, motivated and depend- 
able student to get involved. The program is 
for the entire student body, he said. 
There are many reasons for the student 
body to get involved in theater, Shields said. 
The department gives out over $30,000 in 
scholarships each year. There are also many 
internal rewards. 
"Workin| 
ing," he sai( 
in theatre is personally enrich- 
. "You leam more about yourself 
and the world around you." 
Of course there will always be students that 
are not interested in becoming part of a pro- 
duction. They may not want to build the wall . 
of a castle or be a dying Romeo. For those peo- 
ple, there is always the box office window. 
There are a wide variety of shows playing 
this season including the musical, "A Christ- 
mas Carol" and a shorts festival made up of 
works written by students. 
Anyone interested in the theatre program 
should attend the theatre undergraduate get-. 
together on Aug. 27 at 7 p.m. in the Joe E. 
Brown. The get-together will have advisors 
and directors in attendance to answer ques- 
tions about participating in the many pro- 
grams and productions. The forensics pro- 
gram and grant in aides will be discussed, and 
refreshments will be served. Students can 
also visit or call the department with any ques- 
tions 
Are you a write??- 
If you are, then The BG News wants you! 




Call to carryout at 
354-8700 
(located next to 
College Station) 
69C Chicken   "Check out our 
59C Shrimp      daily Student 
99C Fish Specials" 












COME JOIN . . . 
this elite group, visit our program in 
310 Saddlemire Student Services. We look 
forward to meeting you soon!! 




'Wintfaop Terrace Apartments 
Summit Terrace Apartments 
RIDE THE 
CAMPUS SHUTTLE 
From our 3 Great Locations!! 
Furnished & Unfurnished 
1 & 2 Bedroom Apts. 
Free Heat and Water 
1 & 2 Full Baths 
2 Swimming Pools 
24 hr. Maintenance 
On-site Laundry Facilities 
Air Conditioned 
Call today 352-9135 
400 Napoleon Rd. 
m 
MON - EARLY 90'S DANCE MUSIC J 
$1.00 WELL DRINKS, $1.00 20oz. DRAFTS 
$1.00 SHOT SPECIALS 
•No COVER OF AGE! $& X B \) t   <0 U l) 
FRI - SAT -80's 81 90's DANCE MUSIC 
GREAT DRINKS SPECIALS 
9 FLAVORS ON TAP 
TUE - HIGH ENERGY DANCE/INDUSTRIAL 
$1.00 WELL DRINKS, $1.00 20oz. 
DRAFTS 
$1.00 SHOT SPECIALS 
*No COVER OF AGE! 
THUR - $1.00 PITCHER NIGHT 
$1.00 - 1.50 48oz. PITCHERS, .500 WELL DRINKS 
$1.50 MID 81 TOP SHELF SPECIALS     OA 
$1.00 SHOT SPECIALS "^°O/ 
BEST OF THE 80'S & 90's DANCE MUSIC! 
>* 
WED - LADIES 81 80's NIGHT 
$1.00 WELL DRINKS, 
$1.00 81 $2.00 SHOT SPECIALS 
GREAT FROZEN DRINK SPECIALS 
Come See Why We Are BG's 
Biggest Dance Club/ 







The BG New* win n« knowinjly accept aahcrameni 
in.i tta^mm, ■ MBMHMI AMBIMMIM «f*in« 
•ny ■*n*il or group oa *t bun o( ncc. Mb coloi. 
ciMd. wfc%w. nwoaal on(M. mwl onenuuon. du- 
•NWv. MtM u ■ wtmn. arnW hM» of any otter 
tettlty 
SERVICES OFFERED 
H«to w/ pap***? 
Call EcWwfH« (419) 885-7614 
Pro%»ionW editing/con»ul»non 
$i50/pg 
SKYDIVE NOW Only 10 min. from campui tf 
SKYDIVE BG. StuOeni & group discounts. 
VISA & MC accepted 3S2-5200  
PERSONALS 
Alpha Omicron Pi " AJpna Omicron Pi 
Tha stsiars of Alpha Omicron Pi welcome 
students & faculty back to BGSUI 
We hope even/one has a greal semester' 
Best country Dand in NWO Nationally known 
tldAer Come party. Checker's Pub Aug. 28 4 
29 ,  
BG W.C HUMANE SOC. GARAGE SALE. 
Thurs.-Sat Sept. 3-5; Thurs & Fn. 9-6. Sat. 
9-2. W.C. Fairground*. DONATIONS accept 
edathgrds:Mav3VTu9/l t0am-7pm, Wed 
9/2 I0am-6pm. PLEASE no large appliances 
-» console TVs. 
Fan    Tanning   Special    Monthly   Unlimited 
$25 00 . 
Free Cash Grant a (College Scholarships. 
Business. Medical bills Never Repay. Ton 
Freel-800-2i8-9000Ext G-2076  
WANTED 
i bedroom (or sublease off Wooster St. Availa- 
ble ASAP. Leave massage. 353-7047 
27 year old mate needs dean and quwt place 
to stay until December. Craig at 440-635-0963 
or 419-6S6 2260. 
Femate subieaser needed Oose to campus. 
Ptewe call Lon at 354-6366        
Subieaser needed immediately lor i bedroom 
apt Shuttle service to campus available Cafl 
3529135. 
Subieaser wanted ASAP (or large 1 bedroom 
apL   near   campus     $340   plus   util.    Call 
354-5389. Jim. 
HELP WANTED 
S 1000'a POSSIBLE TYPING Pan Time 
At Home. Tol Free 800-218-9000 
En T-2076 lor Listings 
81290 
FUNDRAISER 
Cred.t Card fundraiser tor student 
organizations. YouVe seen otter 
groups doing it. now it's your turn. 
One week is all it takes. 
NO gimmicks, NO tricks, 




After school sitter needed. Transpo. a must. 
4th grade students Call 267 4876.9-5:30 
Afternoon ChiWcare Teachers 
Call 419-878-4190 
Apply in person or call 352-1223. Bartender. 
waitresses and doormen. 
Attention Computer Proteeelonale 
HRT, a last growing IT consulting company, 
has   immediate   openings    for   program- 
mer/consultants in the following two areas 
COBOL PROGRAMMERS 
We are looking lor COBOL programmers who 
have working experience in the programming 
and testing ol applications The candidate 
should have worked in an IBM mainframe envi- 
ronment with thorough knowledge in 
MVS/JCL. VSAM and TSO or CMS. Y2K expe- 
rience a plus. 
SENIOR MAINFRAME 
PROGRAMMER/ANALYSTS 
We are looking lor 4 or more years ol working 
eipenance in the application, development 
and support environment. The candidate 
should have at least 2 years of DCS develop- 
ment and support experience. Fluent in CO- 
BOL. Assembler, or PU1 programming tech- 
nioues and maintaining application systems us- 
ing VSAM or IMSvDLi. The person can take 
on a system with JCL. PROC and bmld test 
data for an m-depth system test. Y2K experi- 
ence a plus. 
Please lax resumes to ATTN James Graven 
(419» 246-5764 Ann: Graven. Phone 
(419)242-1400. 
ChikJca/e needed in my home. 3;i5-6:30pm, 
Mon. thru Fri. tor two children ages 4 a 7. Call 
354 2326 Must have reliable trans. 
Childcare needed In my Perrysburg Ft. 
Maigt home. Appros. 24 hours/week 
(weekdays only) for 3 young children. Car- 
ing, dependable non-smoker Dependable 
transportation requlrad. Excellent pay. Rat- 
erencee required. 419-874-3641. leave mes- 
—9*  
CNIdcare. part-time position needed. Please 
cal 352-2506 
Clerical position-pari-time. Candidate needs 
good communication skills, typing skills, expe- 
rience with Microsoft Word & merest in the 
law. Send resume and a copy ol class sched- 
ule to Student Legal Services. Inc. 327 Univer- 
sity Unon. BGSU  
Companion Needed-DevelopmentaJfy Delayed 
Adult Male. Rec center swims, walks, conver- 
stton. etc. Must have experemce with d.d. S 
hr/wk $6 an hour Call 352 7143 
Day hrs. free in your schedule? Earn extra S$ 
20 immed. openings for period* interviewers. 
No exp. nee Flexible w/ school schedule. 
Anywhere btwn 9-5 M F $6mr No wkends. 
Contact AZG Research 352-811 Sext 0 
DBA DIRECTOR 
The Downtown Business Association is 
searching tor a full time Director from Sept. 1. 
1998-August 31. 1999. Must be able to work 
unsupervieed. Some nights and weekends re- 
quired. Knowledge ol Macintosh computers 
helpful. Send letter of intent and resume by 
8/26 to DBA, 121 E. Wooster. Bowling Green. 
OH 43402 or email to down!own®*cnet.org. 
Call 354 IDEA tor detailed job descnption. 
EOF. 
Empoppat a local restaurant eves. & wkends. 
Send letter ol intent to C Dean 544 Hickory. 
Pemberville 43450 or 267-4876 after 8pm 
ENJOY SINGING? 
Trinity United Methodist Church has openings 
m chancel choir. Very dose to campus  Non 
music majors welcome! U BOOK SCHOL- 
ARSHIPS U Call Christina at 353 9031 
Environmental Activist 
Part sme Job/Field Internship 
Citizen Action is building a dedicated campaign 
staff B STOP polluters and fight corporate 
greed. 
•$250-325 week 
• 4:00-10:00. minimum ol 3 days per week (but 
no weekends I) 
• fus-Ome A year round employment available 
to qualified applicant. 
* paid training, benelts & travel. 
* academic credit available 
Call 866-4463 to schedule an interview. 
imemeWpyParl-tlme Sales Position 
avail m Maumee wi a distributer of fasteners. 
power tools. A satoty supplies Job entails 
counter sales, phone sales, order processing 
M-F 20-25 hrs/wk |7mr. Send resume to: 
Faaienal Co., 380 Tomahawk, Maumee. OH 
43547 www fasksnall.com 
Lawn maintenance lor Knickerbocker lawns. 
Part A full-time will work around class sched- 
ule Can 352-5822. 
Nazareth Hall: Need dependable waiters A 
waitresses A dish staff at our elegant reception 
facility. 15 mins. from BGSU   Flex. hrs. Cs* 
Pam 31419-632 2900.  
Now hmng part-time market research inter- 
viewing, flexible with schedule. No exp. nee. 
$550/hr CaH 352-61 i5ext. 0. 
NUMERIC DATA ENTRY PROCESSORS 
PT late afternoon to earty evening hours. 
Mon-Fn, occasional Sat previous banking and 
numeric 10 key or calculator exp helpful. In 
terested applicants should apply *i person, Mid 
Am. Inc Operations Ctr. 1851 N Research, 
BG. (175 to exit 181). Mid Am values a diverse 
workforce and is In principle as well as prac- 
tice, an Equal Opportunity Employer 
Office cleaning evengs 10-15 hrsAvk Own 
trans required. Call 352-5622. 
Pan time nanny for two giris-4 A 6:10-12 hrs. 
wk. in our BG home. Must have own transpo. 
352-1956 afterS:30pm  
Part-ome babysitter tor professor's toddlers 
3520189. 
Part-ome Student Employment 
Are you looking tor part-time employment ol 15 
hours plus per week withm walking distance to 
BGSU campus? Interested m working various 
unskilled jobs m assembly, packaging, etc.? 
Rale ol pay is $5.15 per hour. Apply in person 
between the hours ol 9:00am and 5:00pm 
(Mon-Fn) at: Advanced Specialty Products, 
Inc 426 Plough St. BG OH 43402. 
Perrysburg family needs pi-time nanny 
uam-4pm (Mon.-Thurs) begm Aug. 24th. 
Must have car. excellent driving record A refer- 
ences. Can 874-8582   
Plastic recycle'lor 
liber A pipe industry needs 
part-time production workers 
Walking distance from campus. 
Apply in person. 
441 Pike SB eel 
Flesume building opportunity Work this pi-time 
business when your busy school schedule al- 
lows Unlimited income potential with tut 
NYSE global telecommunications company. 
For info call 419-350-6694. not telemarketing 
SKYDIVE BG Needs more "parachute pack- 
ers" now. Fun job Training provided Trans- 
poration needed A must be reliable. 352-5200. 
HI 
FACILITY HOURS 
Labor Day Weekend 
Facility Hours 
Student Recreation Center 
• Fri. 9/4 - 7:00 am - 8:00 pm 
• Sat. 9/5 - 11:00 am - 8:00 pm 
• Sun. 9/6 - Noon - 8:00 pm 
• Mon. 9/7 - 11:00 am- 11:00 pm 
Perry Field House 
• Fri. 9/4 - 7:00 am - 6:00 pm 
• Sat. - Mon. - Closed 
FITWELL CENTER 
FREE • FREE • FREE 
Cholesterol Screening 
Stop by the Fitwell Center to get your 
tree screening. 
Fitwell Hours 
Located in the SRC 
Mon. - Thurs. • Noon - 5 pm 
Fri. • Noon - 4 pm 
Starts September 8 
Check out our free fitness infol 
FITWELL 
FALL INTRAMURALS 
t A % 
Fall Intramural Program offerings 
will include softball, golf, tennis, 
ultimate frisbee, volleyball, flag football, 
innertube waterpolo, ice hockey, 
bowling, cross-country, racquetball, 
wallyball, swimming, basketball, and 
track & field. Most events are free, 
so sign up as a residence hall team, 
join a group of your friends, or come in 
to our office as a "free agent." Stay 
tuned for entry due dates, or call our 
office at 372-2464. 
ANNUAL 
BIATHLON 




Aerobics begin Wed., Aug. 26 
• Over 50 classes featuring: 
Cardio Kick Challenge; Funk; 
Kickboxing; Low Impact; Step; 
Step Combo; Step, Pump & 
Jump; Super Sculpt; and W.E.T. 
Workout 
• New classes; Step, Pump and 
Jump and Kickboxing. 
• Pick up your schedule in the 
SRC 
$taU"t trsunlxifj for the 
Biathlon 




3T2-T481. or .top by 




Learn - To-Swim • Fall 1998 
• Sign-ups begins Aug. 26 in the 
SRC Main Office 
• Classes held on Saturdays 
A number ol sport club teams will be 
active soon. Contact the Sport Club 
Office for details on men's & women's 
soccer, lacrosse, and rugby, along with 
all the rest of our club teams. These 
teams practice and compete on a 
regular basis, at a competitive level. 
For more information, call 372-2464. 
Scuba Program 
• Registration begin Aug. 26 
in the SRC Main Office 
• Limited spaces available 
• $195.00 plus cost for 
check-out dives 
m a   . 
Jf 
I nok loi The Rec Sports Report 
ever) Wednesday in the BG News 
mi the I.ist page lor your curn 
KecrtMtion.il Sports Information- 
Spnna Break VS-SaH Trip*. Earn Cash a Go 
FrMlll Student Trawl Services i» now hiring 
campus reps/group organizers. Lowatl rales 
IO   Jamaica.   Mexico   &   Florida.   Call 
i-BOO-aaKKB. 
Student Rep AT A T authorized agent needs 
20 students now) No experience, will train 
$t00-300/week   PlrFt   800-592-2121   (ext. 
1331 
STUDENTS! STOP ROBBING YOUR PIGGY 
BANK! 
Local firm is Ming 40 poa. by Sept. iSh. Starl- 
ing pay k) $10. All majors may apply. Fu« a 
pen-time w/ "ex. hrs. around classes a other 
iota Co ope scholarships awarded. No exp 
needed. saining provided Cal tor more Into 
861-0736. 
Telephone Inienriewlng. No selling Pt-Ome «i 
Perrysburg. Some days-mostfy eves. A 
wkends Flex, scheduling. Relaxed atmos- 
phere 674-S842. 
Tutor/babysmer needed tor afternoons 8 oc- 
casional evenings In my home. Education 
majors only please. Leave message at 
352-1346. 
Waitresses pt.nmo on a regular basis. Neat- 
ness 8 rekabtaiy a must. Apply betwn 2 8 4. 
Mon Fn Elks Club. 200 Campbell Hill Rd 
Waitresses, weekend bartenders, pin chasers: 
mostly pm shifts. FT or PT needed. Perky'a 
Pizza, contact Jay at Varsity Lanes 1033 S. 
Main 352-5247. 
Waiistatf positions available: Days and/or 
nights Apply in person at Brandywine Country 
Club 6904 Salisbury Rd., Maumee  
FOR SALE 
•'JacunlrSpa//Wot Tub" 
Deluxe redwood cabinet, hard cover Never in- 
stalled or used, under warranty   Must Selll 
t4.000. sao-isce tor $1.995 888-388-0785. 
1986 Chevy Celebnty. Exc condition. No rust 
ever   75K, cruise, PL. AC   Many new parts. 
82900 419-354-6033.  
1990 Toyota Corolla Good condioon. Well 
maintained Standard transmission 140.000 
miles. Call 353-4827. 
90 Honda Cane, wagon 4 door, cassette. AC. 
$1000 or best offer. 352-8326 
Cinemark Theatres 
aCINEMA5K.?H 
M 1234 N. Main St. 354-0558, 
FOR SALE. 1995 Manulactured Home 
5?X 28' in Maple Hill Park-1 mile from campus 
3 bedrooms with walk-in closets, living room, 
dining room, kitchen, utility room. 2 full baths, 
central air. all new appliances plus washer 8 
dryer Lot »127 Cal 335-6118 
Loft for sale. 
Best offer 
352 7389. Kelly 
New couch $350 Sm TV $75 
353-1522 
PowerBook520c 12/320/19 2$690 
PowerBook 180 6/240/14 4 $490 
PowerBook 170 6/200/14.4 $390 
353-7285 
SEIZED CARS from $175. Porsches. Cadil- 
lacs. Chevys, BMWs. Corvettes. Also Jeeps. 
4WDs Your Area. Toll tree 1-800-218-9000 
Ext A2076 for current listings. 
Sofa, love seat $ chair. Great size lor apt $60. 
4192883314 
Window A.C. Brand new apt. size. 7700 Bru's. 
S200. Aerofit Walking Simulator $60 Must sell. 
Please call 354-1578. 
FOR RENT 
1 6 2 bdrm. furnished apts 
352-7454 
Apartment tor rent 
2 BDRM tumished. female oriented 
Includes utilities. 353-5074 
Newly painted A carpeted 2 bdrm apt. tor rent. 
372 2096 days 419-872 9874 after 5pm 
Room lor female 201 S College Dr$200/mo 
Call 352-3472 Please leave note on door il no 
answer 
Rooms tor rent in BG home. Grad males pre' 














Dead Man on Campus (R) 
I     (12:40 2:50)5:10 7:30 9:50 
Hi/H IIH.IIH 
•The Avengers (PG-13) 
(12:20 2:20)4:20 7:20 9:20 
Wrongfully Accused (PG-13 
(12:50 3:00) 5:00 7:10 9:30 
Dance With Me (PG) 
(12:35) 4:00 7:00 9:40 
Saving Private Ryan (R) 
(12:30)4:15 8:00 
(  ) Fri., Sat., Sun., & Mon. only 
Movie Schedule Good for 8/28-8/31 
Sorry No Passes or Supersavers 
1 27 N. Main SI, B.C. • 353-1 361 
Welcome Back 
Students 
AdmisMon $5* Matinees $3 
Seniors. Scudenl ID. 
Kids I2& l.ntlerSJ. 
[Every Sal Midn.^'hi "Rock) Hinn-r" 
Free Pop £ Popcorn With 
This Ad Valid Thru 9/7/98 
MAY/AUGUST 2000 
GRADUATES 
Have you ever wanted to ... 
be an Air Force officer 
^IT    alter only 3 
semesters in the 
ROTC program? 
$ 
Receive $1000 per 
semester tor tuition 
and books? 
Kbe a pilot or a 
navigator? 
$ 
receive an additional 
$150 every month? 
y^.    have a guaranteed 
f>    job after graduation? 
Then come to an informational 
meeting for free food, free 
beverages and ftge. information 
about the Air Force, scholar- 
ships, and ROTC. Special 
offer ends 
November 15, 1998 
THURSDAY, SEPT. 24 
5:30 P.M.    ROOM 260 
ANDERSON ARENA 
Call Capt. Bob Scholl at 
372-2176 or email 
schollr@bgnet.bgsu.edu 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL EASTATE 
Welcome Back BGSU Students 
Need a place to call home? 
Give us a call at 354-2260. 
We have 1 and 2 BR Unfurnished 
apts. and 2 BR furnished apts. 
READY FOR IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY! 
Priced so you can move right 
in with deposit and first month's rent. 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 
319 E. Wooster Street 










V Top wages 
V Flexible Hours 
V Paid Vacations 
\f Health/Dental Insurance 
V Employe*) 
V Stock Option Plan 
are just a lew ol the great 
benefits waiting for you! 
Apply In parson 
Mon. • Fri. 2-4 
401 W. Dusssl Road 
MaumtM, OH 43537 
(Juel • few ndnutss from SOI 
Tak* 1-47SW to OuseeMum rtotit.) 
WE UflkONLY 
146 North Main  Bowling Grern 
10% Discount 
w/ Student ID 
•Oil Change $19.99* 
most vehicles 
• Low Shop Rates 
• Engine Service 
• Transmission Work 
• Brakes    1* 
13040 Bishop Rd 
Bowling Green. OH 
353-2526 
Free Towing it we 





PRIME RIB *"> SEAFOOD 
®Mft 
STEAK  HOUSE 
liHIUHIB     19 5 1 
163 Soulh Main Street   Bowling Green   342 2595 
